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Abstract 
Small-scale fisheries (SSF) also known as artisanal fisheries, play a critical role in 
providing socio-economic security in coastal communities.  At the same time, their 
impact on marine ecosystems has become a rapidly emerging priority for progress 
towards ocean conservation.  There is an urgent need to develop sustainable 
management strategies that overcome the challenges associated with the complex nature 
of SSF.  In coastal Uruguay, geospatial tools have been employed as a mechanism for 
collecting data to manage the fisheries and enforce spatial regulations.  For the purpose 
of this study, spatial conflicts between and within fisheries sectors provide a context in 
which the potential applications of geospatial tools can be analyzed.  Moreover, 
interests from both artisanal fishers and the state agency in charge of fisheries 
management (DINARA) have resulted in a move towards co-management arrangements 
within fisheries councils (2012), in which fisheries issues are discussed by government 
and fisher representatives.  Through interviews with government and fisher stakeholders 
(n=17), document analysis, and participant observation in coastal Uruguay, this study 
investigated the implementation and use of geospatial tools and their role within SSF 
co-management.  Stakeholder perceptions of Automatic Identification System (AIS) and 
Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) provided valuable insights to improving their 
application and use.  Findings show that the most frequently perceived benefits included 
navigational safety, fisheries knowledge and conservation, increased control, and 
reduced conflict.  Substantial challenges associated with geospatial tools were also 
identified, largely related to insufficient control and enforcement, high costs, and 
fishers’ non-compliance to management regulations.  Stakeholders also perceived lack 
of trust, communication, training, and education as challenges.  Although geospatial 
tools can play a substantial role in providing essential fisheries data and enforcing 
spatial restrictions, what is even more important in the context of SSF are the 
mechanisms and approaches through which these spatial laws are implemented and 
enforced.  It is strongly recommended that any future geospatial tools or spatial 
regulations are implemented through the fisheries councils.  These co-management 
councils provide a space to increase awareness, improve communication, and facilitate 
both training and education.  Positive stakeholders’ perceptions suggested that co-
management can serve as a platform from which geospatial tools can be implemented to 
help achieve successful fisheries management.  In turn, specific geospatial tools can 
function as a mechanism for strengthening co-management arrangements within 
artisanal fisheries of Uruguay.  This study recommends the application of participatory 
geospatial tools such as PGIS and participatory mapping to help facilitate early 
engagement of fishers, incorporate their priorities into decision-making processes, and 
substantiate their role as stewards of resources and marine ecosystems. 
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1 General information 

1.1 Background 

Fisheries around the world are in a state of critical decline and represent a 

substantial challenge for renewable resource management (Meyers & Worm, 2003).  

More specifically, current management for artisanal fisheries, also known as small-scale 

fisheries (SSF), has become increasingly unsustainable (Berkes, 2003).  Resources of 

the coastal and marine environment are particularly dynamic and complex in nature.  

This mandates an ability to manage the transient resources and the resource users, both 

of which are dealing with constant change.  In order to manage this complexity, natural 

resource management is experiencing a shift away from traditional top-down structures 

towards innovative and inclusive approaches in addressing complex social-ecological 

systems (Berkes, 2004).   

 

Social-Ecological Systems (SES) are defined by Anderies et al. (2004) as social 

systems in which some of the interdependent relationships among humans are mediated 

through interactions with biophysical and non-human biological elements.  Within SES 

research, scientists have been exploring complex concepts such as adaptive capacity, 

resilience, robustness, stability, and transformability in fields such as fisheries and 

forestry management (Ostrom & Cox, 2010).  Social ecological systems such as SSF 

look beyond a simple system and takes into account features of non-linearity, 

uncertainty, emergence, scale, and self-organization (Berkes, 2003; Berkes, 2009).  

Attempts to understand and develop appropriate management of these complex ideas 

can be found in approaches evolving from coupled systems of humans in nature, such as 

traditional ecological knowledge (TEK), political ecology, ecological economics, and 

environmental ethics (Berkes, 2004).   

 

While these interdisciplinary fields continued to evolve, a movement towards 

decentralized, participatory approaches was gaining momentum during the end of the 

nineteenth century and grew to be a widely accepted paradigm for environmental 

resource management (Agrawal, 1999).  Today, there are a growing number of 

partnerships between conventional regulators and local groups or communities that are 



 

actively working together towards collaborative management of SES, which recognizes 

coupled systems of humans and nature (Berkes, 2004; Conrad & Daoust, 2007).  For 

example, new initiatives such as stakeholder roundtables, community-based 

participatory research (CBPR), participatory governance, and co-management are being 

used to develop more effective and inclusive means of engagement, such as with 

fisheries management (Berkes, 2003; Gutiérrez, et al., 2011).  These approaches often 

attempt cross-scale governance that is both adaptive and participatory in nature (Crossa 

et al., 2015; Trimble & Berkes, 2015).   

 

Adaptive co-management (ACM) is a prominent example of an approach that 

attempts to integrate ecology, economics, and society in guiding human-environment 

interactions (Armitage et al., 2007).  ACM is defined as an “emerging field that seeks to 

solve resource problems through a collaborative and adaptive process that fosters 

ecologically sustainable livelihoods” (Plummer et al., 2014, p.14).  This approach is a 

logical extension of co-management literature that highlights the combination of the 

learning aspect of adaptive management with the linking function of collaboration 

(Plummer et al., 2014), where co-management is the joint decision-making between the 

state and the local resource user or community.  Moreover, ACM is argued to nurture 

resilience, the process of adapting to change, by building capacity in social-ecological 

systems while balancing bottom-up and top-down management pressures (Armitage et 

al., 2007).  Some key features of ACM include collaboration among stakeholders, 

power sharing, integration of knowledge systems, and flexibility (Olsson et al., 2004). 

 

An applied context for investigating this approach can be found in coastal 

Uruguay, where SSF are in an early-stage of the adaptive co-management process.  

However, the lack of communication, transparency, and trust between small-scale 

fishers and government agencies remain as large barriers (Trimble & Berkes, 2013).  In 

2012, the National Directorate of Aquatic Resources (DINARA), Uruguay’s 

government agency in charge of fisheries management, initiated the establishment of 

Fisheries Councils, which are multi-stakeholder boards for SSF co-management.  While 

there are many challenges to take into consideration, these Fisheries Councils might 

provide a platform to address urgent social-ecological crises such as declining fish 

resources, threats to livelihood, and stakeholder conflicts (Trimble & Berkes, 2015).  
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The initial meetings of these councils have provided a valuable opportunity to conduct 

extensive research on the development process for ACM of SES within artisanal 

fisheries (Trimble et al., 2015). 

 

Closely tied with coastal management of SSF is the application of spatial 

management tools (e.g. marine spatial planning (MSP), marine protected areas (MPAs), 

habitat mapping, coastal zoning).  Specific to coastal Uruguay, there is minimal use of 

spatial management tools, and there have been cases of conflict created by spatial 

overlap between industrial fishing fleets and small-scale fishing fleets.  This has been 

partially attributed to a lack of regulation and enforcement for spatial and temporal 

closures by the responsible government agencies (Horta & Defeo, 2012).  More 

specifically, various geospatial tools have been employed for fisheries management 

around the world and in Uruguay (e.g. automatic identification system (AIS), vessel 

monitoring systems (VMS), geomatics information systems (GIS), remote sensing), it is 

important to understand what tools could be used and how they could support SSF 

adaptive co-management.  The term geospatial is used to indicate that data has a 

geographic, locational component to it and is part of the advancing field of spatial 

technology and geomatics.  There is substantive literature on geospatial tools that can 

aid in management of social-ecological systems, yet there is currently limited research 

attempting to understand the role of geospatial tools and how they could be used most 

effectively in aiding adaptive co-management.  Spatial conflicts in small-scale fisheries 

of Uruguay provide an opportunity to investigate how geospatial tools could be used to 

overcome site-specific challenges.  For instance, geospatial tools could help facilitate 

early engagement of fishers and the incorporation of their priorities into the decision-

making process in a transparent and participatory way (Yates & Shoeman, 2013). 

  



 

1.2  Research objectives  

The overall purpose of this research is to investigate how geospatial tools are used 

in cases of co-management and adaptive co-management, and more specifically, to 

explore the history, application, and stakeholder perceptions of geospatial tools in 

fisheries management in coastal Uruguay.  By understanding the role that these 

geospatial tools play in co-managed artisanal fisheries, recommendations can be made 

to improve their application and overcome associated challenges. 

 

The Research Objectives:  

1. How have geospatial tools been applied globally in cases of co-management 
and adaptive co-management, and what are the associated benefits and 
challenges? 
 

2. What are the historical and current applications of geospatial tools for 
fisheries management in coastal Uruguay? 

 
3. How do fishers and government perceive the use and application of 

geospatial tools within fisheries management in Uruguay and the integration 
of these tools into artisanal fisheries co-management? 

 

1.3 Overview of research methods 

To address the three research objectives, two separate research investigations were 

conducted.  For the first research objective, a critical literature review was completed to 

assess the role of geospatial tools in providing spatial data in cases of co-management 

or ACM within the academic literature.  This involved a database search and selection 

of 55 co-management articles based on set criteria, followed by an in-depth analysis of 

how geospatial tools have been applied in these case studies and the associated benefits 

and challenges.  Only articles that explicitly referenced co-management and provided 

empirical evidence of spatial data collection were included, which determined the scope 

of this study. 

 

The second and third research objectives were addressed through a case study of 

artisanal fisheries management in coastal Uruguay.  Research methods including 

document analysis, semi-structured interviews, and participant observation were 
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employed to understand the historical and current use of geospatial tools in Uruguayan 

fisheries management.  Moreover, fishers’ and government perceptions of geospatial 

tools were analyzed to identify benefits and challenges associated with geospatial tool 

implementation and directions for future application through co-management 

arrangements.  The scope of the study was coastal Río de la Plata and the Atlantic 

Ocean; however, the case study was conducted only on the Río de la Plata, specifically 

zones D, E, L, part of subzone CD, and all of DE and EL.  No inland or lagoon fisheries 

in Uruguay were included.  Some of the limitations for this research included language 

barriers with Spanish and finite access to databases for the literature search; these 

limitations will be further discussed in Chapter 3.   

 

The structure of this thesis will begin with a theoretical overview of the relevant 

scholarship on adaptive co-management, artisanal fisheries management, and 

applications of geospatial tools (Chapter 2), followed by a description of the research 

methods (Chapter 3).  The subsequent chapters present the findings and discussion of 

the critical literature review study (Chapter 4) and the case study research (Chapters 5 & 

6).  The final chapter includes a discussion of the findings of this research, an overview 

of the significant findings from both research investigations, and concluding remarks 

and recommendations (Chapter 7). 

  



 

State of knowledge 
This chapter provides a theoretical overview of the evolution of co-management 

and adaptive co-management (ACM), followed by a review of small-scale fisheries 

(SSF) management and applications of geospatial tools therein.  The section on 

geospatial tools is briefly summarized in this chapter because Chapter 4 will provide an 

all-encompassing critical literature review of the same concepts.  The chapter concludes 

by highlighting the literature gaps and the contributions this thesis makes to the research 

fields regarding applications of geospatial tools, ACM, and SSF management. 

1.4  Evolution of co-management and adaptive co-
management 

Globally, a shift towards decentralized, participatory approaches became 

prominent during the end of the last century, and have grown to be a widely accepted 

trend for environmental resource management.  These approaches emerged in response 

to exclusionary methods to conservation, which are referred to in the literature as 

“fortress conservation” and “fence and fines” and resulted in the exclusion of local 

stakeholders (Berkes, 2004).  This paradigm shift from a top-down “expert” approach, 

to a bottom-up approach encourages community participation in decision-making and 

inclusion of local and traditional knowledge (Smith, 2008).   

Today there are growing numbers of mixed partnerships between traditional 

regulators and local groups or communities that are actively working together towards 

collaborative management of social-ecological systems (SES) (Conrad & Daoust, 

2007).  As mentioned in Chapter 1, SES are defined as integrated systems of humans 

and environment, and acknowledges the complexities associated with these inherently 

interwoven systems (Berkes & Folke, 1998).  Ostrom and Cox suggest instead of  

traveling vertically down the ladder from top-down management to community-based 

management, a mixture of ideal governance types should interact in the context of 

environmental conservation (Ostrom & Cox, 2010).  Following this theory, 

governments and communities, including indigenous groups, face the challenges of 

developing cooperative management arrangements where the interests of the various 

stakeholders must be incorporated horizontally into regional governance and 
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management systems.  A prominent example of this goverance approach firmly 

grounded within the literature is co-management between governments and user groups. 

1.4.1 Co-management 

While there is no single universally accepted definition of co-management 

(Armitage et al., 2007), one definition offered by Berkes (2009, p.1693) is that co-

management is “a range of arrangements, with different degrees of power sharing, for 

joint decision-making by the state and communities (or user groups) about a set of 

resources in an area”.  Notably, co-management does share many features with other 

kinds of partnerships, collaborations, and environmental governance arrangements with 

multiple actors (Berkes, 2002).  It is increasingly recognized that by involving a range 

of stakeholders, management decisions and planning can be better informed and 

consequently, management objectives are more likely to succeed (Dearden et al., 2005).  

Co-management is a form of governance that allows stakeholders, such as fishermen, 

hunters, farmers, local businesses, industry, academic institutions, non-governmental 

organizations and others, to work together with governments to make decisions and 

participate in the management of the area (Armitage, Berkes & Doubleday, 2007).  

Moreover, co-management as governance implies multiple levels, with linkages of 

institutions horizontally and vertically at the local, regional, and national levels 

(Carlsson & Berkes 2005)  (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Multilevel co-management: governance as multiple level linkages for fisheries 
management, local, regional, and national (Source: Berkes, 2010). 

While a polycentric-governance structure may seem to add a further level of 

complexity, it can be justified.  Larger external economic events and larger governance 

units are increasingly affecting local systems; subsequently, the impacts from larger 



 

systems must be taken into account for management of small-scale governance 

arrangements (Ostrom & Cox, 2010).  Large external pressures can cause even minute 

changes in local ecosystems resulting in drastic social and economic impacts.  For 

example, communities that are dependent on fisheries resources are sensitive to changes 

found in their local ecosystem because their catch directly affects fishers'  income and 

livelihood as well as all other important values that individuals and industry depend on 

from local fishing (Johnson, 2006; Leite & Gasalla, 2013).  As a result, an increasing 

number of local resource users are seeking a larger role in decision-making processes, 

especially when they feel the impact of external economic and governance choices 

threatening their way of life (Ostrom & Cox, 2010).   

These larger threats to the local ecosystem can result in self-organization, which 

occurs where users observe some level of scarcity that provides incentive to invest in 

self-organization or a collaborative effort to better manage a resource (Olsson et al., 

2004).  Co-management can provide a formal mechanism for this self-organization and 

empowerment.  It can also emphasize the importance of recognizing and valuing 

Fishers' Ecological Knowledge (FEK) and Local Ecological Knowledge (LEK) that can 

be used in decision-making processes (Berkes, 2003; Leite & Gasalla, 2013).  Despite 

the intention of local participation, many projects fail to involve people in decision-

making and do nothing to address imbalances in power among stakeholders (Agrawal, 

1999; Fabricius et al., 2007).  That is why it is crucial to understand how  “co-

management”  is actually shared decision-making versus a form a tokenism or 

consultation that falls short on the continuum of governance arrangements (Figure 2).   
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Figure 2. Co-management degrees of power-sharing: Co-management integrates local 
and centralized government management systems in various partnerships arrangements 
and degrees of power sharing (Source: Pomeroy & Rivera-Guieb, 2005) 

To help understand the many aspects of co-management that have emerged from 

the literature, Berkes (2009) analyzes the evolution of the concept and presents seven 

“faces” of co-management.  These faces represent the forefront and evolving aspects of 

co-management that have emerged from the scholarship over the past two decades.  

These include co-management as power sharing, institution building, trust building, 

process, learning and knowledge co-production, problem solving, and governance 

(Berkes, 2009).   

Co-management as power sharing emphasizes elements of shared power and 

responsibility for management.  It refers to the authority held by the community or 

resource user, ranging from mere consultation to effective control over the resources 

(Borrini-Feyerbend et al., 2004).  Co-management as institution building concentrates 

on building up the strengths of local institutions or crafting new institutions to assist 

with the emergence of co-management arrangements.  Co-managment as trust building 

identifies trust as a precursor to a successful, working relationships and requires respect 

from stakeholders on differences in worldview and integration of differing knowledge 

systems.  Co-management as a process implies that co-management does not exist in a 

fixed state but rather a continous process (Carlson & Berkes, 2005 as cited in Berkes, 

2009).  Co-management as social learning refers to iterative feedback and experiencial 



 

learning in response and to dealing specifically with social and ecological changes.  Co-

management as problem solving identifies the ability of networks of partners to transfer 

learning to new situations and develop both the necessary skills and confidence to 

increasingly solve complex problems over time (Olsson et al., 2004).  Finally, co-

management as governance refers to the sharing of management rights and 

responsibility within the principles of good governance (e.g. transparency and 

accountability) (Berkes, 2009). 

  These seven faces guide thinking about the role of co-management.  While there 

is overlap, these faces help highlight the most important elements of co-managment that 

deserve attention and have been emphasized by case studies presented in the literature.  

Moreover, they are aspects that should be considered when examining evolving cases of 

co-management in order to understand what aspects need to be prioritized. 

The term ‘co-management’ is a relatively recent term and its earliest use has been 

traced to the 1970’s, despite some co-management strategies having been used as early 

as the 1890’s (Pinkerton, 2003).  Over time, co-management has evolved in both theory 

and practice and thus has different meanings depending on the context of the 

institutional arrangement for regional decision-making (Castro & Nielsen, 2001).  

Originally, co-management emerged as a power-sharing arrangement between a 

community of resources users and the state (Pinkerton, 1989).  Yet as its evolved, it has 

become increasingly complex with the recognition of multiple stakeholders with 

multiple relationships (Marín & Berkes 2010; Trimble & Berkes, 2015).   

1.4.2 Adaptive co-management 

As emphasized by the “faces” of co-management, Carlsson and Berkes (2005) and 

Berkes (2007) have argued that co-management has been understood as a process, and 

not an endpoint.  A useful approach may be to acknowledge the idea that co-

management is going to change in time through successive rounds of learning and 

experience; this approach is called adaptive management.   

Adaptive management, or learning-by-doing, was originally formulated as a way 

to deal with uncertainty and complexity, in place of set management prescriptions 

(Plummer & Armitage, 2007).  Armitage et al.  (2007, p.4) describe adaptive 
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management as “a learning approach focusing on improving policy and practice in the 

face of uncertainty”.  Specifically, this approach seeks to build an integrated 

understanding of dynamics, feedbacks, and thresholds that can weaken the adaptive 

capacity or resilience of the social-ecological system.  Moreover, adaptive management 

allows for a participatory approach to management that gives local resources users the 

opportunity to influence decisions regarding the future of the environment in which they 

lie and operate (Borrini-Feyerabend et al., 2004).  Increasingly, co-management is being 

combined with, or naturally integrates, learning-based approaches such as adaptive 

management resulting in the emergence of adaptive co-management (ACM). 

 ACM combines the learning function of adaptive management with the linking 

function of collaboration (Plummer et al., 2014).  Ruitenbeek and Cartier (2001, p.  8) 

define ACM as ‘‘a long- term management structure that permits stakeholders to share 

management responsibility within a specific system of natural resources, and to learn 

from their actions.” Similarly, Olsson et al.  (2004, p.  75) define ACM as a ‘‘flexible, 

community-based systems of resource management tailored to specific places and 

situations, and supported by and working with, various organizations at different 

scales’’.  Learning is a paramount consideration while other important components of 

ACM include monitoring, interpreting, and responding to feedback (Fabricius et al., 

2007).  Some of the positive outcomes of ACM are increased social-ecological 

resilience, enhanced efficiency and effectiveness of decision-making, and community 

empowerment (Plummer et al., 2012).  ACM also supports flexible organizations and 

institutions that can strengthen capacity to deal with uncertainty and change and to 

sustain ecosystem services (Olsson, 2007).   

Nevertheless, a number of issues have been associated with adaptive co-

management.  A key challenge is how to implement adaptive management, in 

combination with co-management.  It is also recognized that in some cases, the changes 

that may be needed in order to implement adaptive co-management may not fit well 

within the existing management system, which are likely designed to meet different 

management priorities (Charles, 2007).  The complexity of decision-making processes 

can also be a problem, when multiple and diverse actors are involved (Armitage et al.  

2007).  Moreover, greater attention to the economic and livelihood implications of 



 

learning is a necessary step if different stakeholders are to learn through uncertainty and 

successfully adapt to social–ecological change (Armitage et al., 2008).   

A systematic review and analysis of cases of adaptive co-management by 

Plummer et al. (2012) identified that many studies do not adequately clarify goals of the 

ACM under study.  Additionally, relatively few efforts have been made towards 

thoroughly evaluating the process of adaptive co-management and the relationship 

between goals and learning outcomes (Plummer & Armitage, 2007; Plummer et al. 

2012).  This has resulted in an effort for future research to connect and evaluate the 

ACM process to outcomes in a specific and consistent manner (Plummer et al., 2014).  

One of the next steps in the development of ACM is moving towards an evaluation 

framework that can be refined for future applications with transferability in different 

contexts (Trimble et. al., 2015). 

 

While there exists a vast literature that both identifies conditions that promotes 

and prevents successful ACM, the academic community largely recognizes that these 

conditions are case specific due to the fact that ACM itself depends on the context in 

which its applied (Trimble & Berkes, 2015).  However, further research could help 

understand the implementation of ACM, ACM as a process over time, and what tools 

could be used to help facilitate successful ACM under varying circumstances. 

1.5 Small-scale fisheries management 

Small-scale fisheries (SSF) play a critical role in providing socio-economic 

security in coastal communities.  There is an urgent need to develop sustainable 

management strategies that overcome the challenges associated with the complex nature 

of SSF.  Improved  SSF management can help protect and conserve coastal resources 

that are under increasing anthropogenic pressure.  Management is a complex exercise 

because SSF are a prime example of a SES that deals with overlapping biological, social 

and economic issues (Jentoft & Chuenpagdee, 2009).  Despite challenges and 

complexities, the small-scale fisheries of the world, suitably managed, are still the best 

hope for sustainable utilization of coastal resources.  This section further explores some 

of these complexities associated with SSF management, and discusses the shifts towards 

alternative approaches to help overcome challenges.   
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 Considering the diversity of SSF, there is no unique global definition of small-scale 

fisheries.  In general, SSF includes traditional, artisanal and subsistence fisheries.  

Normally fisheries must be characterized according to key criteria in addition to a 

narrative providing the necessary context (FAO, 2012).  As identified by the FAO 

(2010), criteria for defining SSF include the size of fishing craft, type of fishing gear, 

nature of the operator, ownership time commitment, location of fishing grounds, 

geographic origin of people involved, local diversity, formal/informal labour relations, 

access control at the level of local/central governments, fishing communities, traditional 

norms, market access, social status, and economic value.  Typically, small-scale fishers 

may fish without craft, or use smaller crafts and manually operated seasonally specific 

fishing gear.  SSF fishing grounds are generally closer to shore and they 

characteristically go for day trips targeting multiple species (FAO, 2010).   

  A major trend associated with fisheries is a steadily increasing competition for 

resources between large-scale and small-scale fishing.  These two sub-sectors share a 

number of attributes, though industrial vessels from developing countries can be as 

large as small-scale vessels in developed countries (Pauly, 2006).  Governments around 

the world often overlook or underestimate the socio-economic benefits from small-scale 

fisheries and focus predominantly on industrial or large-scale fishing management 

(Berkes, 2003).  Yet small-scale fisheries contribute about half of global fish catches 

and employ more than 90 percent of the world’s capture fishers and fish workers, about 

half of whom are women (FAO, 2012).  Furthermore, there are some 53 million fishers 

in the world, of which 50 million work in small-scale fisheries (FAO, 2010).  These 50 

million small-scale fishers provide post-harvest jobs for 76 million people as compare 

to 3 million large-scale fishers who provide jobs for only 8 million post-harvest workers 

(FAO, 2010).  Nevertheless, it should be noted that there is frequent underestimation of 

SSF catch, due to unreported discarded bycatch, illegal landings, and unregulated 

fishing (Pauly, 2006).   

 While the contributions of small-scale fisheries are great, the communities 

involved are often vulnerable, marginalized and also often suffer from unequal power 

relations, especially in developing countries.  In places around the world, there is 

increasingly high interdependence or competition between small-scale fisheries and 

other sectors (FAO, 2010; Horta & Defeo, 2012).  Increased competition for fishery 



 

resources drives down incomes and food security.  Moreover, small-scale fisheries are 

faced by numerous threats including overfishing of wild capture fisheries, infrastructure 

development along rivers and coasts, poverty, and poor local management  (FAO, 

2012).  The situation is further exacerbated by problems with pollution, environmental 

degradation, climate change, and human-induced disasters.  There also exists 

competition with other coastal resource users.  These other sectors can often have 

stronger political or economic influence, and they can include tourism, recreation, 

aquaculture, agriculture, energy, mining industry, and infrastructure developments 

(FAO, 2012). 

Globally, fisheries science has been characterized by stock assessments, models, 

and maximum sustainable yield (MSY) primarily for single species management.  

These approaches have largely been focused in countries of the industrial developed 

world (North); whereas conventional fisheries science has not met the needs of the 

developing world (South), specifically by not addressing the socioeconomic needs of 

fishers, livelihood issues, and integrated coastal resource management (Pauly, 2006).  

Moreover, the combination of multispecies stocks, increasing competition for area use, 

and the small, transient nature of the fishery, collectively highlights some of the reasons 

why SSF are difficult to manage (Pauly, 2006) (Figure 3).   

 

Figure 3.  Relative Complexity of large-scale fisheries and small-scale fisheries (Source 
Berkes by P McConney, 2001) 

As explained by Berkes (2003), one approach to deal with uncertainty and 
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complexity associated with SSF is to build working partnerships between the manager 

and the resource user, as envisioned in co-management.  There is a growing importance 

of recognizing complex social-ecological systems that are best understood through a 

multiplicity of perspectives.  For example, within a fishing community the primary 

focus would be on supporting livelihoods, the regional managers might be focused on 

reducing local conflicts, and the central government would be interested in the 

economic gains from the fishery.  All of these perspectives and priorities must be 

considered and be better integrated into management with emphasis on support at the 

local level (Berkes, 2003). 

Recent thinking has resulted in SSF management moving towards collaboration 

and cooperation between management agencies and fishers through the approach of co-

management.  This is in part demonstrated by the 130 cases of co-managed fisheries 

identified in a study by Gutiérrez, et al. (2011).  These cases took place in a wide range 

of countries with different degrees of development, ecosystems, fishing sectors, and 

resource types.  The success of approaches such as co-management is based on a 

required amount of cooperation, transparency, accountability, and a learning 

environment that can be beneficial for building upon prior experiences (Berkes et al., 

2001; Berkes, 2003).  Between 2010 and 2013, the SSF FAO Guidelines were created 

collaboratively to establish a set of ideas to “empower the sector”.  The guidelines were 

official endorsed June 2014, emphasize the importance of creating awareness of the 

“potential of small-scale fisheries to contribute to the global and national efforts 

towards the eradication of hunger and poverty, if supported and not marginalized” 

(FAO, 2015).  Under the FAO guidelines: section 12.5 specifically recognizes the 

importance of local government structures and co-management, stating: 

Government authorities and agencies at all levels should work to develop 
knowledge and skills to support sustainable small-scale fisheries development and 
successful co-management arrangements, as appropriate.  Particular attention 
should be given to decentralized and local government structures directly involved 
in governance and development processes together with small-scale fishing 
communities, including the area of research (FAO, 2015, p.18). 

This exemplifies how co-management within fisheries has been widely accepted as an 

approach to achieve sustainable fisheries when the appropriate steps are taken (as 

discussed in previous section). 



 

Despite extensive advancement of scientific fisheries studies, there is insufficient 

information to manage fish stocks, especially in multispecies fisheries (primarily in the 

tropics) (Berkes, 2003).  In response, there has been increasing use of alternative 

approaches to gather local information such as Traditional Ecological Knowledge 

(TEK), and more specifically, Fishers’ Ecological Knowledge (FEK).  This local 

information can be used to guide management, provide a more cost effective and 

practical form of data collection, and supplement available scientific information (Hall 

& Close, 2006).  Using fishers’ knowledge can help widen the range of information 

available for decision-making, which is particularly important within the highly 

complex and multi-scale systems of SSF (Leite & Gasalla, 2013).  Moreover, the use of 

LEK is a fundamental step towards facilitating early engagement and participation of 

fishers and incorporating their priorities into the decision-making processes.   

As SSF around the world continues to be recognized as an influential and 

important sector, more energy and resources are being used to support livelihoods, 

reduce competition and conflict with large-scale fishing, and find alternative 

management approaches.  The successful incorporation of co-management in SSF has 

occurred in a multitude of case studies, and provides a way in which government and 

fishers can collaborate to overcome challenges associated with the sector. 

1.6 Applications of geospatial tools in fisheries management 

1.6.1 Geospatial tools 

It is important to draw attention to the relatively recent technological changes in 

the representation and use of spatial information.  Specifically, the changes in 

technologies that alter how we imagine, communicate about, and experience large-scale 

space or geospace (Gauvain, 2014).  Globally, people are adopting innovative geospatial 

tools at an astonishingly quick rate with extensive and varying applications.  Even those 

living in geographically remote communities are adopting geospatial tools, and this 

process can introduce massive changes to the ways in which people understand and use 

the space around them (Gauvain , 2014).   

Geospatial is a term used to define the collective data and associated technology 

that has a geographic component (Hall et al., 2009).  In other words, geospatial is used 

to indicate data that has a location associated with it.  This means that the records in a 
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dataset have spatial information tied to them such as geographic data in the form of 

coordinates, address, city, zones, or ZIP code.  For example, geospatial data can 

originate from GPS data, satellite imagery, and geotagging (Gauvain, 2014).  Geospatial 

tools can be considered any type of technology that provides these geospatial data.   

Within academia, geospatial tools are most commonly associated with geographic 

information systems (GIS), which originated in its advanced form during the late 

1990’s.  During this time, remote sensing and GPS technology became operational to 

provide basic location information required for natural resources management and 

environmental evaluation (Gauvain, 2014; Hall & Close, 2006.).  During the early days 

of this technology, their use was limited to a few groups; however, with the availability 

of high resolution optical remote sensing data from Ikonos, Quickbird and IRS 

Satellites, Microwave satellites like Radarsat, RISAT and with Lidar Technology, new 

areas of remote sensing applications have been identified (ESRI, n.d.; Halim et al., 

2008; Hemwan, 2015; Isager & Broge, 2007).  As a result, this field is rapidly changing 

and evolving as is observed both with increased education and training (McCarthy et al., 

2012). 

It is difficult to identify a consistent and clear description of “geospatial tools” as 

it is a rapidly expanding field with a number of overlapping sub-fields.  Some of these 

include geomatics, geoinfomatics, Spatial Information Technologies (SIT), and 

Geospatial Information Management Tools (GIMTs) (Hemwan, 2015; McCarthy et al., 

2012).  Not only are these tools used with higher frequency, but they are becoming 

more publically accessible.  The convergence of GIS, GPS and the internet has made 

map making much easier, faster, and efficient (Close & Hall, 2006).  Developments 

such as web technology and open source software such as QGIS, have made the 

resource availability cheaper for students, researchers, and local authorities to access 

and utilize the data. However, with increasing spatial awareness and monitoring,  

geospatial tools also bring about concerns with control and trust, especially between 

managers and resource users.  While this is a significant challenge, the accountability 

that geospatial tools provide might also provide opportunities to overcome lack of trust. 

  Increased accessibility has contributed to the expansion of subfields that engage 

more people such as collaborative geomatics, Participatory Geographic Information 



 

Systems (PGIS), Public Participation GIS (PPGIS), and WebGIS (Colding et al., 2006; 

De Freitas & Tagliani, 2009; Hemwam; IFAD, 2009; Molares & Freire, 2003; 

Nagendra, 2004 ).  Participation in the application and use of geospatial tools  has 

created new opportunities for collaboration on spatially related issues and has large 

implications for local and community-based resource management (McCarthy et al., 

2012).  Moreover, these tools are especially useful for collecting data from locations 

lacking information, that are isolated or hard to reach, and can even be used as a more 

cost-effecive means to collect data for policy-making (Nagendra et al., 2004; Vincent et 

al., 2007).   

1.6.2 Applications in fisheries management 

The degradation of marine environments has become an increasingly widespread 

phenomenon impacting human populations around the world.  As knowledge of this 

ecological problem spreads, various management tools have been employed as an 

attempt to reverse downward trends of degradation (Ekstrom et al., 2007).  Specifically, 

a number of spatial management approaches have been integrated into coastal resource 

mangement such as integrated coastal zone management (ICZM), marine spatial 

planning (MSP), and marine protected areas (MPAs).  While these spatial approaches 

are commonly used for management, they are not explicity designed to collect spatial 

data.  Geospatial tools, however, such as remote sensing, geotagging, and participatory 

mapping,  have become more accessible and affordable due to improvements in 

technology.  Subsequently, these have been increasingly used for fisheries management 

(Ekstrom et al., 2007).  Geospatial tools have been employed as a mechanism for 

collecting data to manage the fisheries and enforce spatial regulations.  Some fishery-

specific geospatial tools include VMS, AIS, vessel tagging, GPS, and participatory 

mapping using FEK. 

VMS and AIS are both systems designed for vessel monitoring that provides 

location data of fishing boats.  AIS is a satellite system widely used in commercial 

shipping to help ships avoid collision at sea.  It relies on an open data access that allows 

anyone with an AIS transceiver to send and receive information, and is increasingly 

used by fishing vessels for at-sea safety and monitoring of fishing operations 

(McCauley et al., 2016).  Furthermore, AIS is a maritime navigation safety 
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communications system standardized by the International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU) adopted by the International Maritime Organization (IMO), that is requried to: 

(1) Provide vessel information, including the vessel’s identity, type, position, 
course, speed, navigational status and other safety-related information 
automatically to appropriately equipped shore stations, other ships, and aircraft; 

(2) Receive automatically such information from similarly fitted ships, monitors 
and tracks ships; and 

      (3) Exchange data with shore-based facilities (IMO, 2001; USCG, 2016). 

Under IMO regulations (resolution A.917, 22), AIS is required aboard all ships of 300 

Gross Registered Tons (GRT) and upwards engaged on international voyages, cargo 

ships of 500 GRT and upwards not engaged on international voyages, and all passenger 

ships irrespective of size (IMO, 2001).  The requirement became effective for all ships 

by 31 December 2004, but is not applicable to fishing vessels (IMO, 2016).  Ships fitted 

with AIS are required to have it turned on at all times with the exception of international 

agreements, rules, or standards that provide protection of navigational information.  

Nevertheless, new AIS requirements are being met with resistance from the fishing 

industry and there are concerns with the fact that AIS transponders can be turned off or 

modified to falsify data (McCauley et al., 2016).  Non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs) such as the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) are urging the IMO to include all 

fishing vessels under this regulation (WWF, 2012).  They also call for national 

governments, and regional fishing management organizations (RFMOs) to adopt more 

drastic measures and require mandatory installation of the AIS system for all fishing 

vessels under their flag.  Increasingly, AIS is being used for fisheries management by 

means of monitoring.  For example, as of May 31st, 2014 the European Union legally 

required commercial fishing boats to install a certified AIS receiver (40,000 boats).  

Similarly, India is in the process of implementing AIS based tracking and monitoring 

system for all fishing boats and every fisher is being given AIS identifiers (200,000 

boats) (SRT Marine System Solutions, n.d).  Additionally, Oman is implementing a 

national boat license and tracking policy, which will result in approximately 13,000 

boats to be fitted with an AIS identifier (SRT Marine System Solutions, n.d .).   

While AIS is starting to be used for monitoring fisheries actitivies, VMS is a 

program specifically designed for fisheries surveillance (McCauley et al., 2016).  



 

Equipment installed on fishing vessels provides information about the vessels’ position 

and activity, which is different from traditional monitoring methods, such as using 

surface and aerial patrols, on-board observers, logbooks or dockside interviews (FAO, 

n.d.).  The most commonly used communication medium involves the use of satellite 

systems because the geographic coverage is greater.  However, satellites are not the 

only option; there are several tracking applications for land-based vehicles that use 

cellular telephony or high frequency radio (FAO, n.d).  Some of these other 

communications systems have similar reliability and security as satellite systems, yet 

while they may be of lower cost they have less coverage.  These other technologies may 

also have applications in near shore, artisanal fisheries and for smaller vessels (FAO, 

n.d.).  In a satellite-based system, data reports sent from the vessel are transferred to a 

satellite and then on to a terrestrial station which validates and stores the data, and then 

makes them available to the monitoring agency.  The fishery monitoring centre retrieves 

the data and stores them in a database.  The identity and location of shipboard VMS 

units are presented on a map display, comparing vessel positions with features of 

interest, such as EEZ boundaries and regulated fisheries areas, such as closures 

(McCauley et al., 2016). 

 Both VMS and AIS can be used to help determine fishing quotas and harvest 

limits by alerting authorities of vessels entering closed or protected environmental 

zones.  The ideal result is a reduction in illegal fishing  and preservation of depleting 

ocean resources, which occurs by detecting and identification of illegal, unreported and 

unregulated fishing activities (McCauley et al., 2016; SRT Marine System Solutions, 

n.d.).  However, there are rising concerns with insufficient enforcement and 

prosecution, in addition to associated costs.  These geospatial tools (VMS, AIS) are also 

able to track historical traffic patterns and identify violators within these areas.  For 

example, they can even identify who is responsible for polluting water with oil, 

hazardous waste, or  ballast that has been either deliberately or accidentally discharged.  

VMS and AIS are most commonly deployed in developed countries for industrial 

fisheries, yet more countries around the world are recognizing the substantial benefits of 

increased monitoring as overfishing and illegal fishing are escalating issues (McCauley 

et al., 2016).   
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In addition to monitoring systems such as VMS and AIS, approaches for 

geospatial data collection often include the use of GPS, especially as it has become less 

expensive.  Specific to artisanal fishing, many of these approaches overlap with 

mapping site-specific resource use or information related to the resource.  Although 

there are a number of names for these types of mapping-based approches, within the 

literature they are commonly recognized as participatory mapping, or in some cases 

PGIS.  The growth of participatory mapping techniques has enabled fishing 

communities to make maps of their locations and resource uses, and to bolster the 

legitimacy of their customary claims to resources (Baldwin et al., 2013; Ekstrom et al., 

2007; Gerhardinger et al., 2009).  Lynam and colleages (2007) define participatory 

mapping as a way to represent spatial relationships in either an individual or group 

setting for developing representations of spatial relationships among real-world 

structures or objects.  Mapping can be an important way to increase spatial 

understanding of these relationships, for example by identifying areas of conflict 

between stakeholders or priorities for conservation (De freitas & Tagliani, 2009). 

Participatory mapping approaches are intrinsically linked with the collection of 

Local Ecological Knowledge (LEK) or FEK, either through in situ data collection, or 

through workshops, councils, and or individual interviews.  Close and Hall (2006) 

presented a protocol for LEK collection within operational SSF, using GIS technology 

to integrate quantitative and qualitative data obtained from local harvesters on their 

fishing practices, harvest locations, and catch characteristics.  This case study shows 

how the integration of geospatial tools can provide essential data for fisheries 

management while simultaneously overcoming challenges that arise from working with 

different worldviews (e.g. scientific knowledge and TEK). 

LEK mapping work in fisheries has been conducted around the world including 

Spiny Lobster and Queen Conch in the Turks and Caicos Islands (Hall and Close, 

2007); to map fishing locations in southeastern Brazil (Begossi, 2006; Martins et al., 

2014);) to systematize knowledge for fishery management purposes in Thailand 

(Anuchiracheeva et al., 2003); to map marine protected areas in the Solomon Islands 

(Aswani & Lauer, 2006); to conduct density and home range mapping to determine 

community resource areas in the Gulf of Maine (Martins & Hall-Arber, 2008); and to 

demonstrate subsistance mapping in detecting local changes for harvestable walrus 



 

populations (Fidel et al., 2014).  These practical applications of LEK when combined 

with scientific knowledge can create a more holistic approach to fisheries research that 

focuses on ecosystem-based management with recognition of fisheries as complex 

socio-ecological systems. 

It is also worth noting the importance of spatial management as an approach used 

specifically for artisanal fisheries.  This is highlighted by the FAO SSF Guidelines 

(spatial management of fisheries, 10.3): 

States should, as appropriate, develop and use spatial planning approaches, 
including inland and marine spatial planning, which take due account of the 
small-scale fisheries interests and role in integrated coastal zone management.  
Through consultation, participation and publicizing, gender-sensitive policies and 
laws on regulated spatial planning should be developed as appropriate.  Where 
appropriate, formal planning systems should consider methods of planning and 
territorial development used by small-scale fishing and other communities with 
customary tenure systems, and decision-making processes within those 
communities (FAO, 2015, p.15).   

This FAO guideline emphasizes that spatial management for SSF should not be 

employed through a top-down command and control approach, but rather through a 

local, community-based, and participatory approach regarding the use of geospatial 

tools.  Studies have shown fishers are more likely to comply to spatial regulations such 

as zoning and MPAs, if they feel it incorportates their priorities and local knowledge 

(FAO, 2015).  Increased participation and engagement of fishers in the use geospatial 

tools can help move partnerships between fishers and government beyond mere 

consultation, and in turn, help conserve and facilitate sustainable use of the resource 

(Baldwin et al., 2013; Gerhardinger et al., 2009). 

1.7 Gaps identified in the literature and contributions of the 
research 

The literature review presented in the previous sections has addressed three key 

themes, all of which are relevant to the research design, methods, and analysis.  There 

are several contributions that this research can make to literature in the fields of 

geospatial tool applications, co-management or ACM, and SSF management.  While 

there is vast literature available on the topics of geospatial tool applications, ACM, and 

SSF management, there has been very little on the relationship between these three 
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themes.  This research integrates these themes by examining the application and use of 

geospatial tools within the context of ACM (Research objective 1), followed by a case 

study exploration of geospatial tools in the context of SSF co-management (Research 

objectives 2 & 3).   

The first objective addresses a gap in the ACM literature in regards to geospatial 

tool applications.  The second and third objectives provide a unique insight on the 

overlap pertaining to the use and applications of geospatial tools within SSF co-

management in Uruguay.  Figure 4 is a visual representation of the conceptual 

framework guiding this research, which is at the intersection of these three themes: 

geospatial tool application, ACM, and SSF management.  However, the primary focus 

is on geospatial tools and their application within the context of the larger themes of 

ACM and SSF management.   

 
Figure 4.  Conceptual framework guiding this research: overlapping 
areas occupied by this research specific to each objective 
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2 Research methods and study area 
As stated in Chapter 1, the purpose of this research is to examine the role and 

application of geospatial tools in cases of co-management and adaptive co-management, 

specifically, within the context of artisanal fisheries in coastal Uruguay.  The overall goal 

is to provide insight and recommendations for future implementation of geospatial tools in 

adaptive co-management settings.  This chapter will present the methods employed for the 

critical literature review and the case study research.  The table on the next page presents 

the research objectives, relevant sub-questions, and the specific methods used to address 

each objective (Table 1).  



 

Table 1.  Research objectives, sub-questions, and methods 

Objectives Research sub-questions Data collection 
methods 

1.  The current role of 
geospatial tools in 

adaptive co-
management 

 What is the role of geospatial tools in ACM?  What 
geospatial tools have been used in global cases of 
ACM within SES? 
In what contexts have geospatial tools been applied?  
What geospatial tools use a participatory approach 
to implementation? 
What are the associated benefits and challenges for 
geospatial tools within cases of co-management? 
Do geospatial tools overlap with aspects of co-
management or ACM and how? 

 
Critical literature 
review -  
Document analysis 

2.  Historical and 
Current use of 

Geospatial tools in 
SSF management of 

coastal Uruguay 

What geospatial tools have been applied in coastal 
Uruguay for fisheries management? 
What spatial laws, regulations, and decrees are in 
place for fisheries management? 
What geospatial tools are currently used (e.g. AIS 
VMS)? 
In what context have geospatial tools been used and 
by who? 
Are geospatial tools implemented using a 
participatory approach? 
What projects and informal uses of geospatial tools 
have or are currently being undertaken in Uruguay 
for fisheries management? 

 
 
 
(1) Document 

analysis 
 
(2) Key informant 

interviews 

  3.  Stakeholders’ 
perceptions on 
application and 
integration of 

geospatial tools into 
fisheries management 
and co-management 

in Uruguay 

 How is the use of geospatial tools within fisheries 
management in Uruguay currently perceived by 
fishers and government agencies? 
What are the associated benefits and challenges of 
working with geospatial tools? 
How can the identified challenges be overcome to 
improve SSF fisheries management? 
Should geospatial tools be applied and integrated 
into the co-management fisheries councils? 
How can geospatial tools improve progress towards 
co-management in Uruguay’s artisanal fisheries 
councils? 

 
 

(1) Key informant 
interviews 
 

(2) Participant 
observation 
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2.1 Critical literature review methods 

In this research, a critical literature review methodology was developed and applied 

to identify, characterize, and summarize the role of geospatial tools in cases of co-

management or ACM within the academic literature.  As defined by Grant and Booth 

(2009, p.  93), a critical literature review “aims to demonstrate that the writer has 

extensively researched the literature and critically evaluated its quality”.  This extends 

beyond a mere summary and description of selected articles and provides an analysis and 

synthesis of sources from diverse backgrounds (Grant & Booth, 2009).  Ultimately, a good 

literature review tells a story to advance our understanding of what is already known while 

additionally recognizing the knowledge gap within a specific field of research (Jesson & 

Lacy, 2006). 

2.1.1  Document selection 

To understand the role of geospatial tools within co-management and adaptive co-

management, peer-reviewed journal articles documenting applications of these tools in a 

co-management context were identified and reviewed.  To complete this review, a 

database search was completed (September to November, 2015) and scholarly articles 

were filtered for inclusion.   

The preliminary literature search resulted in 455 articles sourced from five separate 

database platforms: Web of Science, Science Direct, Leitir, Google Scholar, and 

University of Victoria Library.  The search included specific terms that appeared in at least 

one of the following locations of the article: Title, Abstract, Key Words, or Key Words 

Plus1 (Table #2).  The search parameters varied slightly depending on the options 

available for each database platform and are clarified below (Table 3). 

 

 

 

 

                                                
 1 Key Words Plus is a tool that uses words and phrases harvested from the titles of cited articles. 



 

Table 2.  Database platform and search parameters used for the literature review 

Search platforms Search parameters 

Google Scholar Title only 
Science Direct Title, Abstract, Keywords 
Leitir (Icelandic) Title, Abstract, Keywords, and Keywords Plus  
Web of Science Title, Abstract, Keywords, and Keywords Plus  
University of Victoria Abstract only 

 

Table 3.  Search terms used for the literature review 

Search terms AND: 

Adaptive co-management Spatial 

Co-management Geospatial; spatial; geomatics; mapping; GIS; 
GPS; "remote sensing"; satellite; AIS; VMS; 
PGIS; PPGIS; place-based 

This table shows the combination of search terms that were used in the database for this review.  
Not many papers were found with the term “adaptive co-management”.  The abbreviations refer 
to: Geographic Information Systems (GIS), Global Positioning System (GPS), Automatic 
Identification System (AIS), Vessel Monitoring System (VMS), Participatory Geographic 
Information Systems (PGIS), Public Participation Geographic Information System (PPGIS). 
 

Selection criteria  

For consistency, the following criteria for inclusion were developed: 

1. The article must include empirical evidence of co-management, adaptive co-
management, or reference to co-management; and 
 

2. The article must include a description of the spatial data collection process. 
 

In total, 55 articles were selected that met the criteria ranging from a publication period of 

2000 until 2015.  While these were the overarching criteria for article inclusion, it is 

important to take some other deciding factors into consideration.  Most importantly, the 

review was refined to only include those articles with specific information regarding the 

techniques used to collect spatial data, the primary uses of the geospatial tool(s), and the 

final applications of the tool(s).  So while there were a plethora of papers referencing 

spatial management tools within co-management settings (e.g., MPAs, MSP, ICZM, 
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zoning, and spatial closures), these were not considered as they had insufficient detail 

regarding spatial data collection. 

 Furthermore, while the original focus of this review was on ACM, there were a low 

number of articles that fit the criteria.  This resulted in an expansion of the review to 

include all co-management cases using geospatial tools (e.g. tools that collect spatial data).  

Similarly, the document search resulted in a number of articles that provided important 

information about geospatial tools but contained limited information on co-management.  

To take this into account during analysis, two sub-categories where created: (1) articles 

that included empirical evidence of co-management and mentioned who were the 

stakeholder groups involved; and (2) articles that either made reference to future co-

management implementation or only mentioned co-management without providing 

detailed explanations. 

For this review, no conceptual or review papers were selected; only articles with 

empirical case studies were included.  Papers that were found using Keywords Plus that 

did not specify the term “co-management” were only considered if the study exemplified 

co-management as defined by Berkes (2009, p. 66), in which “co-management is a 

partnership arrangement in which government, local resource users, external agents and 

other stakeholders share the responsibility and authority for decision-making over the 

management of a resource.”  For example, one study regarding TURF in Chile was a 

known case of co-management and was considered for inclusion even though the term 

“co-management” was not explicitly used in the paper (Davis et al., 2015).   

 

2.1.2  Document review and analysis 

A qualitative analysis was performed using thematic coding to answer the first 

research question: What role do geospatial tools play in ACM? Thematic coding involves 

recording or identifying passages of text that are linked by a common theme or idea, 

allowing for the creation of a framework of thematic ideas (Gibbs, 2007).  These codes 

permit distinctions to be drawn in a way that allows for later retrieval and analyses of the 

data in order to answer specific research questions  (Joffe & Yardley, 2004).  A thematic 

analysis was the appropriate methodology over content analysis due to the small sample 



 

size (55), which did not meet the minimum requirements for statistical and quantitative 

analyses (Joffe & Yardley, 2004).   

After an initial review of the articles, those that met the developed criteria were 

entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, which was subsequently populated with 

information necessary to answer the research question and sub questions.  The spreadsheet 

was used to extract and record information to answer specific sub-questions regarding: the 

objective of the study, time frame, geographic location, scale of implementation, context 

in which the tool was used, and applications of the geospatial tool.  The extensive 

spreadsheet also included important information about the methods used in the study, data 

analyses, tool benefits and challenges, final applications of the tool, type and level of co-

management, stakeholder participation in data collection, references to “participatory”, 

and references to “adaptive”.   

The framework of this Excel spreadsheet was used to generate preset codes, which 

were created and organized using the software Atlas.ti.  Preset codes are made prior to the 

coding process, compared to emergent codes created during the process of coding (Gibbs, 

2007).  The articles were read in detail and manually assigned appropriate codes.  Both 

preset and emergent codes were used to highlight important and recurring themes that 

arose.  The codes were also categorized into code groups, which can be used for sorting 

and organizational purposes in addition to filtering.  To avoid redundancy in content, 

duplicated codes were eliminated and consolidated.  The two sources of organized data, 

the Excel spreadsheet and Atlas.ti database, allowed for easy retrieval and comparison of 

results and identification of trends and key themes.   

 
2.1.3  Critical literature review limitations 

There are several limitations that should be taken into account for this study.  The 

first being that there might have been other articles available in alternate databases that 

met the criteria but were not found from this search.  Within this study, in addition to the 

database search results, eight articles met the criteria for inclusion that were identified by a 

preliminary search but not the final search (partially due to a larger database).  These 

articles were included in this study (as part of the 55 articles) but emphasize the likelihood 
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that not all scholarly articles that met the criteria were found using the selected methods 

for this critical literature review.   

A further limitation was the nature of changing geospatial tool names over time.  

Within the scholarship, names have constantly evolved and changed over time, making it 

difficult to use search terms that cover the expanse of these temporal shifts.  For instance, 

cases using participatory mapping are in some instances now referred to as PGIS, which is 

why both had to be grouped into a single category (Baldwin et al., 2013; Hemwan, 2015).  

Another challenge associated with this study was the large number of articles that used 

multiple tools.  This made for difficult categorization of the geospatial tools because the 

benefits and challenges were coded by article, not by tool, meaning these results were not 

separated out in articles using multiplemethods.  This would be a useful adjustment to 

make for future studies in order to distinguish multiple tools referenced in one article.  

Finally, thematic coding and categorization is intended to highlight recurring and key 

themes, but there should also be consideration for exceptions and outstanding cases that 

were not easily captured using this approach. 

2.2 The case study approach 

Qualitative methods were chosen because these are designed to answer questions 

about meanings, interpretations, and explanations that people associate with particular 

phenomena (Rubin & Rubin, 1995).  Furthermore, a case study approach was chosen 

because the research investigates the phenomenon of geospatial tools within the particular 

spatial and temporal context of artisanal fisheries management in Uruguay (Salant & 

Dillman, 1994).  The case study approach was deemed appropriate based on Yin’s criteria, 

which state that this method should be used when the research questions include how or 

why and when the focus is on contemporary events (Yin, 2009).  In this thesis, the research 

questions address “how” in the Uruguay case portions of the study.  For example, “how 

can the identified challenges with geospatial tools be overcome to improve SSF fisheries 

management?” A single case study approach was taken for the Río de la Plata coast.  This 

case study included separate sites of coastal Uruguay where there were co-management 

councils of artisanal fisheries and a trial project using AIS.  Fieldwork was completed in 



 

different locations (see next section).  This case study allowed for focus on detail and 

depth for these specific regions along the Río de la Plata coast.   

2.2.1 Study sites 

This research examined geospatial tools in the particular spatial and temporal 

setting of artisanal fisheries management in coastal Uruguay as it moves towards co-

management.  More specifically, it explored the historical and current application of 

geospatial tools in two locations along the Río de la Plata coast of Uruguay (Figure 5).  

Case study site selection was based on several criteria, the most important being the 

presence of a fisheries council for artisanal fisheries co-management.  Both regional and 

local advisory boards for consultative co-management of artisanal fisheries (named 

“fisheries zonal councils”) have been established in Uruguay since 2012, and are 

integrated by representatives of the national fisheries agency (DINARA), local and 

departmental governments, Coast Guard (PNN) and artisanal fishers (henceforth referred 

to as fishers unless stated otherwise).  Both study sites chosen were associated with a 

fisheries zonal council.  The second criterion was the presence of local fishers who 

participated in the Automatic Identification System (AIS) study, part of the GEF DINARA 

FAO Project, designed to implement ecosystem-based fisheries management.  A number 

of the participants from this study live in the study site areas and several were also 

representatives for the zonal councils.  The first study site was Piriápolis, a city in the 

department of Maldonado, and the second field site was in Ciudad de la Costa, in the 

department of Canelones (seen in Figure 5).  It is also important to note that the council in 

Ciudad de la Costa was created before the Piriápolis council (2012 and 2015 respectively).  
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Figure 5.  Field sites in coastal Uruguay: Piriápolis and Ciudad de la Costa.  Montevideo 
is the capital of the country (Google maps, 2016) 

 



 

2.3 Case study methods 

To address the second and third research objectives, multiple qualitative methods 

were applied within a case study context.  The main method used was semi-structured 

interviews, supported by document analysis and participant observation.  The following 

sections will elaborate on these specific methods, thematic coding and analysis, 

limitations, and a review of the research ethics. 

2.3.1 Semi-structured interviews 

Interviews were chosen since they are appropriate to collect information regarding 

events, opinions, experiences that cannot be gathered by other methods (Dunn, 2008).  A 

semi-structured interview format was used due to its flexibility in the order and manner in 

which themes and questions were addressed.  These semi-structured interviews followed a 

translated Spanish guide using what Dunn (2005) calls a pyramid structure, in which 

straightforward questions are presented at the beginning of the interview followed by more 

abstract questions towards the end.  A semi-structured format was also important due to 

language limitations in the case that questions needed to be further explained, or it was 

easier for the principle researcher to follow the storyline as the key informant wished to 

tell it.  Questions were also fashioned to elicit descriptions and perceptions on the key 

themes that related back to research questions (i.e.  “what do you think about…” and 

“what is your opinion on…”).  The majority of questions were asked consistently to each 

different stakeholder group (fishers, DINARA, and Coast Guard), in order for 

comparisons between perceptions to be made.  However, there were also a number of 

questions that were specifically adapted to each stakeholder group.  English interview 

guides are presented in Appendix B. 

 

The key informant selection was based partially on previous research done by the 

project supervisor, Dr. Trimble, during her doctoral and postdoctoral projects.  During her 

field research period (2010-2015), Dr. Trimble established strong relationships amongst 

Uruguayan small-scale fishery stakeholders from both study sites.  These prior 

relationships were used to determine the best key informants for the study in addition to 

inquiring about other potential informants.  This was done using a snowball sampling 
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method in order to identify unknown participants for semi-structured interviews.  The 

snowball method requires a key informant to provide initial contact with potential 

interviewees, all of which possess some characteristic pertaining to the research (Creswell, 

2009).  For this portion of the selection process, the key informant was a fisher, Coast 

Guard or DINARA official, and the unifying characteristic was their involvement in the 

AIS trial as part of the GEF-DINARA-FAO project.  Once the researcher interviewed 

these key informants, they were asked to help provide connections to new potential 

interviewees who had participated or where knowledgeable regarding the AIS project.  

This method of recruitment was appropriate because of limited connections between the 

researchers and all of the AIS project participants.   

 

The semi-structured interviews were often preceded by informal interviewing in an 

attempt to increase the key informants comfort level and sense of trust with an external 

researcher.  The researcher explained the parameters of the project and set up a time and 

location to conduct the interview.  Before each interview, the research objectives were 

described and consent was granted orally in addition to permission to record the interview 

(Appendix B).  A total of 17 interviews were conducted from October to December of 

2015, lasting from 21 minutes to 131 minutes.  Only one interview was conducted in 

English and the rest were in Spanish.  The interview informants were comprised of 

fisheries agency (DINARA - 6), Coast Guard (PNN – Subprefecturas - 3), and artisanal 

fishers (11) (Table 4).  One DINARA informant no longer works at DINARA but was 

interviewed to inquire mainly about the AIS project.   

 

These three main stakeholder groups were chosen due to their roles regarding the 

artisanal fisheries councils, creation and enforcement of spatial management regulations, 

and experience participating with the AIS project.  Other stakeholder groups who 

participated in the councils (local and departmental governments) were not included due to 

their minimal role in fisheries management and limited knowledge regarding the 

implementation and application of geospatial tools.  The artisanal fishers were either 

participants from the AIS project or representatives for the fisheries co-management 

councils and can be either primary or backup representatives (Piriápolis or Ciudad de la 



 

Costa).  A total of four representatives were interviewed from Piriápolis council, and four 

were interviewed from the Ciudad de la Costa council.  Some of the fishers interviewed 

were both council representatives and participants in the AIS project (5).  Additionally, all 

interview informants were men. 

 

Table 4. Affiliation of the interviewed key informants 

Stakeholder 
group 

Number of 
interviews 

Coast Guard 
(PNN) 3 

DINARA 3 
AIS Fishers 3 
Council Fishers 3 
AIS & Council 
Fishers 5 

Total number of 
Interviews: 17 (*) 

(*) It should be noted that the total number of informants was 20, since one of the 
interviews with DINARA took place with four officers at the same time
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Descriptive data was collected for all of the interviewed fishers including boat size, 

years of experience, fishing zones, fishing range, and fishing seasons (Table 5).  This 

information allowed for the development of a context for differentiation between the fisher 

subgroups as well as their levels and types of involvement in the artisanal fishery.  For 

instance, years of experience in the fishery impacted certain questions such as if fishers 

had noticed changes since the implementation of VMS.  Navigational equipment data was 

also collected about fishers for reference to their level of spatial accuracy (Table 6). 

Table 5.  Descriptive data of the 11 fishers interviewed 

Fisher age range 25 – 66 

Average fisher age 47 

Average number of boats per 
fisher 1.2 

Average boat length (meters) 7.5 

Average years of experience 27 

Fishing distance from shore 
(min-max) 5 - 45 nautical miles 

Zone/ Sub-Zone Zone E, Sub-Zone E-L 

 

Table 6.  Navigational aids used by artisanal fishers on coastal Río de la Plata 

Navigational aids Number of fishers 

Radio (VHF)* 11 

GPS (with map*) 11 

Triangulation/reference points2 11 

                                                

2 Triangulation is a technique for establishing the distance between any two points or the 
relative position of two or more points by using points as vertices of  a triangle or series of 
trianges.  Reference points or triangulation was referred to most commonly when fishers 
 



 

Navigational aids Number of fishers 

Echosounder 9 

AIS (Automatic Identification System) 6 

Cell-phone 3 

Compass* 2* 

* Indicates the navigational aid as compulsary by the Coast Guard 

2.3.2 Document analysis 

Document analysis was conducted to answer the second research objective 

regarding the current and historical use of geospatial tools in artisanal fisheries 

management.  The documents reviewed, in both Spanish and English, primarily focused 

on relevant legislation and some publications (Table 7). 

 

Table 7.  Document analysis for the case study in coastal Uruguay 

Document Type Description 
Fisheries 
legislation 

Law 13.833, Decree 149/977, Resolution 012/002, Resolution 
744/006, Resolution 481/007, Resolution N93/008, Resolution 
552/008, Resolution 002/994/011, Resolution N 144/015, Resolution 
N 224/015 

Publications Publications authored by the members of the DINARA Artisanal 
Fisheries Unit (Puig, 2006; Puig et al.  2010)  

Publications Publications authored by the scientists of DINARA and/or UDELAR 
(Defeo et al., 2011; Horta & Defeo, 2012; Horta et al., 2014; Galli, 
2008; Galli & Norbis, 2013; Norbis & Galli, 2013; Gutiérrez et al., 
2011; Gianelli et al., 2015 

 

  

                                                                                                                                              

were identifying locations for setting their fishing gear: these included windmills, the 
airport, large buildings, islands, high coastal points (cerros), all largely depending on 
visibility. 
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2.3.3 Participant observation 

Field notes were taken in addition to some audio recordings at a variety of artisanal 

fishery events located in or near the two field study sites.  These events included informal 

conversations (before and after interviews), group discussions, and more formal meetings 

such as two participatory evaluation workshops of the co-management council in 

Canelones, and a local fisheries council meeting in Piriápolis (Table 8).  Field notes were 

taken both during the event when appropriate, and/or immediately written after with full 

details.  These field notes were color coded to highlight analytical observations, 

methodological considerations, descriptive information and important reminders (Burnard, 

2008).  These field notes were then entered into Atlast.ti for thematic coding. 

 

Table 8.  Attended field events in coastal Uruguay 

Events Date Location Participants 

Participatory 
Evaluation 
Workshop 
(3rd) 

08-14-2015 

Artisanal 
Fisheries 
Market 
(Ciudad de la 
Costa) 

DINARA; artisanal fishers from 
Ciudad de la costa; Sub-
Prefectura de Ciudad de la 
Costa (Coast Guard); 
departmental government of 
Canelones; local governments 
of Ciudad de la Costa, Salinas, 
Paso Carrasco 

Informal 
conversation 10-16-2015 

Pesquero 
Stella Maris, 
Piriápolis  

AIS Fisher and representative of 
the Piriápolis council, women 
working at the fish stalls 

La Paloma 
Excursion 10-26-2015 

La Paloma 
(port and 
cultural 
center), Rocha 
Lagoon 

Artisanal fishers, DINARA, 
researchers 

Informal 
conversation 
& NGO 
meeting 

10-29-2015 

Neptunia 
(Pando 
stream), 
Artisanal 
Fisheries 
Market 

Artisanal fishers  
(men and women) 

 
 
Informal 
meeting 
 

11-3-2015 Neptunia 

AIS fishers and council 
representatives  
 
 



 

Events Date Location Participants 

Participatory 
Evaluation 
Workshop 
(4th) 

11-9-2015 
Artisanal 
Fisheries 
Market 

DINARA; artisanal fishers from 
Ciudad de la Costa; 
departmental government of 
Canelones; local governments 
of Ciudad de la Costa, Paso 
Carrasco 

Piriápolis 
Local 
Fisheries 
Council 
Meeting 

11-26-2015 
UTU 
Arrayanes 
School 

DINARA, fisher 
representatives, Coast Guard, 
municipal government 

 

2.3.4 Thematic coding and analysis 

In order to analyze the data, all of the interviews were transcribed and the 

necessary documents were translated from Spanish to English.  Similar to the methods 

conducted for the critical literature review, the qualitative case study data (interviews, 

documents, field notes) were analyzed using a thematic coding approach with the program 

Atlas.ti.  Preset codes were developed prior to coding while emergent codes were used to 

highlight nascent themes.  To avoid redundancy in content, duplicated codes were 

eliminated and consolidated.  Code categories and sub categories were essential in 

identifying quotes associated with stakeholder groups.  For example, geospatial tool 

benefits and challenges were coded in a manner that kept responses distinguished by 

stakeholder, allowing for further comparisons.  This also allowed for differentiation and 

extraction of quotes that served to better answer the research objectives.  However, a 

possible limitation was misinterpretation of the coded quotes.  Due to the style of this 

analysis, the underlying assumption is that the themes discussed by key informants 

directly correlates to perceived importance.  A limitation with this approach is that the 

themes would be largely influenced by the questions in the interview guides, which varied 

amongst stakeholder groups.   

 

Atlas.ti was also able to compile quotations organized by code group, enabling the 

creation of a word cloud from isolated data.  A word cloud is a visual representation of 

qualitative data that enlarges the most frequently used words or phrases.  While a word 

cloud is a popular tool to present data that may be overwhelming in other formats such as 
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graphs, it is important to note that the spacing around lettering and placement within the 

cloud may influence apparent emphasis (Hein, 2012).  Moreover, they are not intended for 

conducting further analysis. 

 

2.3.5 Limitations 

The greatest limitation of this qualitative case study was the language barrier, e.g. 

Spanish as a second language.  The primary researcher had limited Spanish oral abilities, 

which potentially compromised the depth and clarity of the semi-structured Spanish 

interviews, in addition to potentially reducing overall comprehension.  Specifically, 

clarifying interview questions and asking follow up questions was very challenging.  

However, numerous steps were made to help overcome the language limitation.  For 

instance, of the 16 Spanish interviews, 3 were conducted with the presence and aid of a 

native speaker who could ask follow up questions.  The thesis supervisor, Dr. Trimble, a 

native Spanish speaker, also helped make introduction to stakeholders, set up meeting 

times, and revise the written Spanish communication.  Moreover, all of the interviews 

were recorded, transcribed into written Spanish and then translated into English.  The 

translations were checked for general accuracy and reliability while native Spanish 

speakers checked the direct quotations. 

 

 Another limitation was the limited amount of field time (from August to 

December).  With more time, the primary researcher could have reached higher language 

proficiency and also had a chance to develop stronger relationships of trust with fishers 

and other stakeholders.  Opportunities were taken to explain to informants                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

information about the primary researcher, her studies, home country, and the grounds for 

the research.  These steps were taken to help improve the researcher-informant 

relationship because conducting interviews as a foreigner raises questions regarding the 

veracity of interview responses. 

2.3.6 Ethics 

For this research, an ethics application to Persónuvernd, the data protection 

authority in Iceland, was completed and approved.  An application through Iceland was 



 

most relevant as my master’s degree is part of the Coastal and Marine Management 

program through the University of Akureyri, Iceland.  Additionally, the related project led 

by Dr.  Trimble, was granted ethics approval through the University of Manitoba’s joint 

faculty research ethics board.  All information regarding informants name and 

transcriptions were kept confidential. 

2.3.7 Data validation & triangulation 

Data triangulation was used in order to verify data pertaining to the research 

objectives two and three and report findings with confidence (Figure 6).  Data 

triangulation refers to using multiple data sources to produce a more comprehensive view 

of the phenomenon being studied – ultimately achieving internal validity (Kuper, 2008; 

Stake, 2005).  The ability to cross reference data through different methodologies and 

from different sources helps ensure the quality or “authenticity” of the data and 

“trustworthiness” of the analysis (Kuper, 2008).   

 For instance, triangulation for the second objective was conducted to ensure 

information collected from interviews with key informants was referenced against the 

documents analysed regarding relevant laws and resolutions.  Triangulation for the third 

research objective used participant observations in order to check for consistency within 

the key stakeholder interview data.  In particular, council meetings and participatory 

evaluation workshops were attended with many of the key interview informants, which 

allowed for a comparison of opinions and positions relevant to the interview questions.  

Moreover, document analysis from objective 1 allowed for a comparison of the co-

management case study in coastal Uruguay to cases of co-management from around the 

world with special regard to use of geospatial tools.  Due to time constraints, member 

checking was not an available option, however, data was referenced against information 

collected from prior research conducted by Trimble (Trimble, 2013; Trimble & Berkes, 

2015) with the same key informants.  Lastly, the main results of this research will be 

brought back to the interview participants after the defense, as a summary report in 

Spanish to collect further feedback. 
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Figure 6.  Data verification through triangulation for the research objectives 
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3 Critically examining geospatial tools in 
adaptive co-management: a literature review  

In the case of adaptive co-management (ACM), relatively few attempts have been 

made to review the current state of knowledge from the published literature.  One of the 

most prominent articles is a systematic review and analysis conducted by Plummer et al.  

(2012), which characterized the state of ACM; examined relationships and experiences; 

and highlighted challenges such as imprecision, inconsistency and confusion with the 

term.  Findings from these types of reviews can contribute to broader discussions, such as 

this review, which explores how to overcome specific challenges associated with 

geospatial tools use in the context of co-management and ACM.   

This critical literature review is designed to improve our understanding of the role 

that geospatial tools play in co-management and ACM contexts3.  More specifically, it 

establishes a baseline knowledge about what tools to collect spatial data are being used, 

the context in which they are being applied, the outcomes of their use, the associated 

benefits and challenges, the extent to which they are participatory and/or adaptive, and 

their contributions to co-management.  This chapter presents the descriptive findings from 

the critical literature review visually, before continuing with a detailed breakdown of the 

results, and discussion of trends, key themes, and future recommendations.   

3.1 Geospatial tools: benefits and challenges 

From the critical literature review, a total of 423 scholarly articles were obtained.  

These articles were read and reviewed against the inclusion criteria, resulting in a total of 

55 articles.  Table 9 shows the search results found by database platform and specific 

search term. 

 

 

 

                                                

3 Co-management will be referred to most of the time during this chaper, not ACM 
because only a few ACM articles were found for this review. 



 

Table 9.  Database platform search results 

Search terms Google 
Scholar 

Science 
Direct Leitir Web of 

Science 
University 
of Victoria Total 

"Adaptive co-management" 
AND spatial 0 0 1 2 3 6 

Co-management AND 
geospatial 0 2 1 1 0 4 

Co-management AND 
spatial 2 27 15 77 95 216 

Co-management AND 
geomatics 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Co-management AND 
mapping 0 13 7 28 23 71 

Co-management AND GIS 0 7 5 9 16 37 
Co-management AND GPS 0 1 1 0 22 24 
Co-management AND 
"remote sensing" 0 0 1 3 4 8 

Co-management AND 
satellite 2 1 0 9 16 28 

Co-management AND AIS 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Co-management AND VMS 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Co-management AND PGIS  0 4 1 0 0 5 
Co-management AND 
PPGIS 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Co-management AND 
place-based 0 8 1 4 9 22 

Total 4 63 33 133 190 423 
 

Of these articles, 26 (47%) included clearly defined cases of co-management while 

29 (53%) either referenced or suggested a co-management approach as a future 

management step.  These articles were subsequently labeled as “co-management” and 

“hypothetical co-management” case studies, respectively and should be considered when 

looking at the cumulative results of the 55 articles.  A total of 31 (56.4%) coded articles 

referenced the term “participatory.”  This included, but was not limited to, the terms 

“participatory mapping” (7.3%), “participatory GIS” (7.3%), “participatory management”, 

and other “participatory” references (34.5%).  Of the 55 coded articles, 16 (29%) papers 

made reference to “adaptive co-management” (6) or “adaptive management”(10).  Other 

papers did discuss concepts that were adaptive in nature; however, if they did not 

specifically use the term “adaptive”, they were not considered in this category.  The 
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inclusion of adaptive management and participatory approaches will be described further 

in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 respectively.   

 

3.1.1 Geospatial tools categorization 

In order to further extract information from the coded articles, individual 

geospatial tool categories were created.  The categories include participatory 

mapping/PGIS (21); spatial data collection/GPS (8); modeling (3); interviews, 

questionnaires, surveys (0); remote sensing (4); and multiple tools (19).  These categories 

are defined in the table below (Table 10).  These categories were created to capture the full 

range of geospatial tools found in co-management cases, despite the wide range in 

research methods employed. 

Table 10.  Geospatial tool categories identified in the reviewed articles 

Tool 
categories 

Number of 
articles 
total: 55 

Geospatial tool description 

Participatory 
Mapping & 
Participatory 
GIS 

21 

This category includes a wide range of approaches from 
participatory mapping to participatory GIS (PGIS), as defined 
below.  In some cases, studies included spatial data with varying 
degrees of accuracy, including non-georeferenced information. 
“Participatory mapping is an individual or group method for 
developing representations of spatial relationships among real 
world structures or objects” (Lynam et al., 2007, p.  6).   
“PGIS combines a range of geo-spatial information management 
tools and methods such as sketch maps, Participatory 3D 
Models (P3DM), aerial photographs, satellite imagery, GPS and 
GIS to represent peoples’ spatial knowledge in the forms of virtual 
or physical, two- or three-dimensional maps used as interactive 
vehicles for spatial learning, discussion, information exchange, 
analysis, decision making, and advocacy” (Rambaldi, 2005, as 
cited in IFAD, 2009 p. 6). 

Spatial Data 
Collection/ 
GPS  

7 
This category includes collection of primary spatial data using 
geotagging, random sampling, transect lines, and/or collecting 
GPS data points. 

Modeling  2 

This category includes studies for which spatial data are collected 
and used from a primary or secondary source and entered into a 
model.  Only articles in which the model was the primary tool 
used were included. 

Interviews, 
Questionnair
es, 

0 
This tool includes the collection of qualitative and or quantitative 
data through individual interviews, focus groups, workshops, 
questionnaires, or surveys.  This method can be used to collect 



 

Tool 
categories 

Number of 
articles 
total: 55 

Geospatial tool description 

Workshops* spatial data through local ecological knowledge, but also in 
conjunction with other tools (e.g. data collection using GPS, 
surveys) to obtain supporting information about the resource. 

Remote 
Sensing 4 

Remote sensing is defined as “collecting and interpreting 
information about the environment and the surface of the earth 
from a distance, primarily by sensing radiation or by sensing 
signals transmitted from a device and reflected back to it.  
Examples of remote-sensing methods include aerial photography, 
radar, and satellite imaging” (ESRI, n.d.) 

Multiple 
tools 
Research 

21 
The multiple tools category includes two or more of the above 
geospatial tool categories used in combination during the case 
study.   

*Note that the category of interviews, questionaires and workshops had no articles that fit 
only in this category, but it makes up 13 of the articles in the multiple tools category. 

One of the challenges in creating these geospatial tool categories was that several case 

studies (i.e., 21) included the use of more than one tool; these were subsequently grouped 

into the multiple tools research category.  The table below was created in order to better 

visualize the overlap in multiple tool approaches used in these case studies (Table 11).  In 

total, 34 articles primarily used one method while 21 articles used multiple methods.  The 

exception to this was the category of participatory mapping and PGIS, which by its nature, 

includes types of interviews, questionnaires, and workshops (Lynam et al., 2007).   

Table 11.  Geospatial tools: multiple tools breakdown.  This table shows the number of 
articles in which a certain combination of two geospatial tools were found 

Tool categories  One 
tool PM SD M IQW RS 

Participatory Mapping & PGIS 
(PM) 21 - 2 0 0 3 

Spatial Data Collection (SD) 7 2 - 1 11 1 

Modeling (M) 2 0 1 -  1 1 

Interviews, Questionnaire 
surveys, Workshops (IQW) 0 0 11 1 - 2 

Remote Sensing (RS) 4 3 1 1 2 - 
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The literature review showed that in addition to a wide range of tools, there exists a 

wide variety of contexts in which geospatial tools have been applied in conjunction with 

co-management.  These have included aquaculture, fisheries, forestry, green urban areas, 

habitat management, land-use planning, offshore wind farms, pest management, protected 

areas, subsistence hunting, traditional use sites, and watershed management.  For instance, 

the context of application ranged from cases using TEK for gathering of edible 

mushrooms (Pacheco-cobos et al., 2015), to small-scale fisheries assessments using 

participatory mapping (Hall & Close, 2007), to determining spatial access to subsistence 

hunting grounds for walrus off the coast of Northern Canada (Fidel et al., 2014).  These 

case studies were located across the world and provided an assortment of uses of 

geospatial tools which were categorized into 12 primary tool uses (Table 12).   

Table 12.  List of primary uses of geospatial tools in co-management contexts 

 

The articles grouped into the separate categories of geospatial tools were used to 

organize additional information including the geographic location of the study, the context 

of tool use, primary tool uses, and final applications.  These were coded for each 

individual article and summarized in the table below, which helps portray the wide range 

of articles reviewed in this study (Table 13).  

  

Primary tool uses: 
1. Area identification (spatial patterns, conflict areas, boundaries, exploitation 

areas) 
2. Assessment of current management approaches (performance indicators) 
3. Change over time 
4. Conflict resolution 
5. Determining resource/species abundance, distribution and range 
6. Assessing resource extraction (e.g., CPUE, TAC) 
7. Habitat mapping 
8. Identifying social and cultural importance and use 
9. Land/water cover and classification of coverage type (remote sensing) 
10. Local Ecological Knowledge (LEK, TEK, FEK) 
11. Resource extraction information (tools, species, frequency) 
12. Visualization of data, communication, stakeholder equity amongst tool users 



 

Table 13.  Geospatial tools: location, context, uses and applications 

Category of 
Geospatial 

Tool 

Geographic 
Location Context Primary Tool Uses 

Final 
application 

of the 
findings 

Participatory 
Mapping & 
PGIS 

Brazil, 
Canada, 
Germany 
Grenada, 
Grenadine 
Islands, 
Kenya, 
Spain 
Thailand, 
Turks & 
Caicos, 
Uganda, 
United 
States, 
Zealand  

Forestry; 
subsistence 
hunting (pacific 
walrus); fisheries 
(artisanal, 
inland, wild 
oysters, spiny 
lobster, goliath 
grouper, queen 
conch, goose 
barnacle); land 
use planning; 
traditional use 
sites; 
aquaculture & 
offshore wind 
farms 

Resource distribution, 
resource extraction, spatial 
patterns (conflict areas, high 
risk areas), change over 
time, social and cultural 
importance, TEK, 
community use, conflict 
resolution, tool 
identification, resource 
exploitation, land and water 
cover (bathymetry), habitat 
mapping, species 
identification, species 
abundance, species range, 
assessing resource extraction 
(CPUE), analysis of current 
management system 

Management, 
Land use 
planning, 
research, 
monitoring, 
enforcement, 
project 
feasibility 

Remote 
Sensing 

Bangladesh, 
Papua New 
Guinea, 
Sweden, the 
Arctic  

Green urban 
areas; protected 
areas (forest 
reserve); habitat 
management 
(arctic marine 
mammals); 
subsistence 
hunting (dugong 
population) 

Land use and cover, ice 
cover, change over time, 
classification, spatial 
patterns, resource 
abundance, species 
abundance/richness, species 
range, habitat mapping, 
assessment of current 
management strategies, 
conflict resolution, resource 
exploitation, assessing 
resource extraction 

Research, 
Monitoring, 
Management  

Spatial Data 
Collection 

Fiji, 
Philippines, 
Spain 

Subsistence 
hunting 
(mushrooms), 
protected areas 
(MPAs, marine 
extractive 
reserves, 
zoning); 
fisheries 
(seahorse, 
gooseneck 
barnacles, coral 
reef, white 
mouth croaker) 

Assessment of current 
management, spatial 
patterns, resource/species 
abundance and distribution, 
habitat mapping, area 
identification (exploitation, 
high risk, priority areas, 
boundaries), performance 
indicators, sustainable 
resource extraction (CPUE), 
change over time, TEK, 
community use, stakeholder 
equity 

Research, 
Management, 
Monitoring, 
Enforcement, 
System for 
early warning 
signs 
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Category of 
Geospatial 

Tool 

Geographic 
Location Context Primary Tool Uses 

Final 
application 

of the 
findings 

Modeling 

Australia, 
Chile, 
Galapagos 
Islands 

Fisheries (red 
spiny lobster, sea 
cucumber); 
marine zones 

Spatial patterns/area 
identification, resource 
abundance, resource 
extraction, resource 
exploitation, assessment of 
current management 
strategies, determining level 
of enforcement, determining 
sustainable resource 
extraction (TAC), species 
range, performance 
indicators 

Research, 
Management, 
Enforcement 

Multiple 
tools: 
participatory 
mapping & 
remote 
sensing 

Honduras, 
Nepal, 
Thailand 

Watershed 
management; 
protected areas 
(forest cover) 

Resource distribution, 
resource abundance, 
resource extraction, spatial 
patterns, boundary 
identification, social and 
cultural importance, 
community use, land use and 
cover, conflict resolution 

Research, 
Management 

Multiple 
tools: remote 
sensing & 
IQW 

Nepal, Peru, 

Protected areas 
(national park, 
ecological park); 
forestry 

Resource distribution, 
spatial patterns, area 
identification, change over 
time, land use cover and 
classification, high risk area 
identification (e.g. 
desertification) 

Management, 
Research, 
Future forest 
regeneration 

Multiple 
tools: spatial 
data 
collection & 
IQW 

Brazil, 
Chile, 
Honduras, 
Indonesia, 
Mexico, 
Scotland, 
Sweden, 
United 
States, 
United 
Kingdom, 
Uruguay  

Pest 
management; 
protected areas 
(marine reserve, 
national park); 
fisheries 
(lobster, soft-
shelled clam, 
green crabs, cod, 
yellow clam, 
surf clam) 

Resource 
abundance/distribution, 
change over time, 
enforcement, stakeholder 
equity, resource 
identification, resource 
extraction, determining 
sustainable extraction 
(CPUE, TAC, quotas), 
species identification, 
boundary identification, 
species range, high risk 
areas, LEK 

Research, 
Management, 
Monitoring, 
Enforcement 

Multiple 
tools: spatial 
surveys & 
participatory 
mapping 

Canada, 
Republic of 
Guinea 

Habitat 
management 
(grizzly bear, 
chimpanzee) 

Species range/abundance, 
spatial patterns/area 
identification (boundary 
identification), land cover, 
change over time, vegetation 
density, TEK, assessment of 
current management 
strategies, habitat mapping, 
community use 

Research, 
Management, 
Monitoring 



 

The 12 primary tool uses were cross-referenced against each geospatial tool to 

determine the presence and absence of each tool use to better understand which tools were 

being used for what purpose (Table 14).  The table below highlights how some tools are 

better suited for certain specific uses over others, in addition to identifying what their 

limitations are.   

Table 14.  Primary tool use and identification by geospatial tool category: The green 
(YES) boxes indicate the identification of the specific use for the geospatial tool category 
from at least one case study.  The yellow (NO) boxes indicate there was no identification 
of the use in any of the cases for that geospatial tool category. 

  

Modeling Participatory 
Mapping 

Remote 
Sensing 

Spatial 
Survey and 

Data 
Collection 

Interviews 
Questionnair

es 
Workshops  

 (1) Area  identification 
(spatial patterns, conflict 

areas, boundaries 
exploitation areas) 

YES YES YES YES YES 

(2) Assessing  resource 
extraction (CPUE, TAC) YES YES YES YES NO 

(3) Asessment of current 
management approaches 
(performance indicators) 

YES YES YES NO YES 

(4) Resource changes 
over time YES YES YES YES YES 

(5) Conflict resolution NO YES YES NO YES 

(6) Determining 
resource/ species 

abundance, distrubtion, 
range 

YES YES YES YES YES 

(7) Habitat mapping NO YES YES YES NO 

(8) Identifying social and 
cultural importance and 

use 
NO YES NO YES YES 
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Modeling Participatory 
Mapping 

Remote 
Sensing 

Spatial 
Survey and 

Data 
Collection 

Interviews 
Questionnair

es 
Workshops  

(9) Land/water cover and 
classifcation of coverage 

type 
NO NO YES YES NO 

 (10) Local  Ecologcal 
Knowledge (FEK, LEK, 

TEK) 
NO YES NO YES YES 

(11) Resource extraction 
(tools, species, 

frequency) 
NO YES NO YES YES 

(12) Visualization of 
data, communication, 

stakeholder equity 
amongst tool users 

NO YES NO YES YES 

 

3.1.2 Key benefits and challenges associated with geospatial tools   

In addition to the uses and applications associated with each tool category, the 

articles were coded for benefits and challenges, resulting in thematic grouping of the most 

frequently encountered issues.  The key benefits associated with a specific geospatial tool 

category are shown below in Table 15.  The key benefits are identified for each tool 

category in addition to specific examples of that benefit extracted from the articles.   

Table 15.  Key benefits associated with geospatial tools 

Geospatial 
tool categories Key benefits Examples 

Participatory 
Mapping and 

PGIS 

Data Accessibility Ø Real time data, highly flexible easier to access 
official documents for authorities, improved 
access to statistics models and analysis tools, GIS 
platform can share data, increased information 
sharing (online) 

Inclusion of Local 
Knowledge 

Ø LEK and TEK provides process values, local 
engagement, increased representation, provides 
important information for underfunded regions, 
reduced expenses 



 

Geospatial 
tool categories Key benefits Examples 

Increased 
visualization of the 
data 

Ø Multiple viewpoints, various mapping formats for 
different stakeholders, knowledge mobilization 

Capacity building Ø Improved communication and information 
sharing, capacity building (training officers and 
local people in new skills e.g. map reading, map 
coordinates, 3D models) 

Space use patterns  Ø High use zones, spatial overlaps, closures, zoning 
Increased resource 
extraction knowledge  

Ø Resource users movements, resource competition, 
resource pressure, prioritization 

Change over time Ø Resource availability, spatial knowledge of 
increase and decrease of resource 

Remote Sensing 

Increased 
visualization  

Ø Shows distribution at multiple scales, better 
understanding of landforms, high accuracy, 3D 
models can help simplify land use 

Space use patterns Ø Habitat evaluation, critical zones, spatial 
correlations 

Change over time Ø Land use change, wide range of information, 
before and after comparisons, future trends of 
expansion 

Prioritization of key 
areas for 
conservation 

Ø Efficiency in providing land cover over great 
spatial extents than possible with field studies 

Cost & time efficient  Ø Covers large areas quicker than field data 
collection, provides snap shots over large periods 
of time 

Spatial Data 
Collection 

State of the resource Ø CPUE, rates of extraction 
Area identification Ø Poor quality habitats, sensitive ecosystem areas, 

spatial interdependencies between resource 
extractors, special management zones 

Participation Ø Inclusion regarding data collection and mapping, 
lead to greater acceptance of the management 
system 

Inclusion of local 
knowledge 

Ø Provide better estimates of abundance across 
much wider ranges than linear tracks, information 
unable to collect by government 

Space use patterns  Ø High priority zones, extraction based on 
proximity to human populations 

Modeling 

State of the resource Ø CPUE, model outputs, predictions 
Space use patterns Ø Distribution, extraction 
Information on the 
resource Ø Catch levels and net benefits 

Change over time Ø Resource assessments, future predictions 
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Geospatial 
tool categories Key benefits Examples 

Interviews, 
Questionnaires, 

Workshops 

Increased 
communication 

Ø Build platform for discussion, improved exchange 
of information between stakeholders 

Quantitative & 
qualitative 
knowledge 
integration 

Ø Collection of both qualitative and quantitative 
data simultaneously 

Increased trust Ø Collaboration between stakeholders, created 
sense of inclusion and community 

Perceptions Ø Identified shared stakeholder concerns and 
perspectives 

Increased 
stakeholder 
cooperation 

Ø Communication and engagement of stakeholders 
 

Inclusion of local 
knowledge 

Ø Knowledge integration, conservation priority 
identification, distribution 

Other Ø Developed a local level appropriate time frame 
response 

 

The table below presents the key challenges associated with the geospatial tool 

categories, and provides examples from the literature (Table 16).  Both of these tables 

highlight key benefits and challenges are further explored in Section 4.2.5. 

Table 16.  Key challenges associated with geospatial tools 

Geospatial 
tool categories Key challenges  Examples 

Participatory 
Mapping and 

PGIS  

Lack of technical 
capacity 

Ø Associated with maintenance of knowledge 
base, necessary technological skills, training, 
equipment 

Incomplete data Ø Missing data, unavailable data 

Issues of scale 

Ø Complexity of conversion between data 
formats, lack of precise location to preserve 
sensitive information about the resource which 
(more accurate with GPS), generalization 
problems, arbitrary distances, inaccurate 
perceptions  

Lack of participation  Ø Cultural barriers, conflict between stakeholders, 
political and social contexts of the study 

Data bias 
Ø Conflict between stakeholders, requires 

impartiality, lack of trust, women and men map 
differently 



 

Geospatial 
tool categories Key challenges  Examples 

Sensitive information Ø Land ownership, disclosure issues 

External 
environmental issues 

Ø Power outages, limited access to field sites, 
adverse climate conditions 

Data presentation Ø Fishers found it easier to present orally versus 
visually (aka.  with maps) 

Time consuming Ø Interviews, stakeholder meetings, data 
compilation 

Integration between 
scientific knowledge 
& LEK 

Ø Difficult to establish trends from perceptions, 
narrow field of knowledge 

Remote Sensing 

Incomplete data 

Ø Poor records, lack of data availability, outdated 
data (e.g., orthophotos), missing time periods, 
difficult to find base line data, missing ground 
truth data 

Data inaccuracies 

Ø Identification issues – difficult to determine 
land-cover type, uncertainty, misclassification, 
inconsistencies, generalizations, spectral 
resolution issues 

Cost Ø Associated with high costs, limited funding 

Issues of scale Ø Geo-referencing, aggregating data in different 
forms and scales 

Lack of technological 
capacity Ø Skills and training 

Other Ø Relying solely on remote sensing can result in 
incorrect conclusions (lacking ground data) 

Spatial Data 
Collection 

Lack of technical 
capacity 

Ø Unable to conduct specific tasks without extra 
training 

Data limitations Ø Lack of baseline data, underestimates, low 
correlations 

Data bias Ø Withholding of information 

Incomplete data 
Ø Lacking socio-economic data, missing input 

from volunteers, need for more intensive 
sampling 

Time consuming Ø Time and effort needed to conduct surveys with 
community participation 

External 
environmental factors 

Ø No night data collection, poor tool placement, 
weather 

Issues of scale Ø Lack of defined regional divisions 

Modeling 

Incomplete data Ø Missing data, gaps in timeline for long term 
projections 

Previously untested Ø Not previously tested or rigorously, limited 
trials 

Data inaccuracies Ø Uncertainty, does not account for changes in 
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Geospatial 
tool categories Key challenges  Examples 

legislation, limitations of data collection, non-
significant outputs 

Interviews, 
Questionnaires 

Workshops 

Sensitive data 
Ø Withholding of information about resource 

extraction locations, under representation of 
specific groups, competition 

Data bias Ø Limitations of qualitative data: data 
underestimates, data exaggerations 

Lack of trust Ø Between resource users and scientists, between 
stakeholders 

Lack of participation 
Ø Lack thereof, assumptions must be made for 

participant, political agendas, financial/temporal 
limitations 

 

This critical literature review provided large quantities of information regarding 

specific case studies in which geospatial tools are used within contexts of co-management 

and ACM.  While it is difficult to visually represent these findings, the following section 

presents specific examples and case studies that provide a more comprehensive approach 

to understanding key findings.    



 

3.2 Geospatial tools: contributions to co-management 

This section explores the findings of the literature review and draws attention to 

several key themes and trends that are worth further discussion.  To logically discuss these 

themes, this section attempts to answer the following research sub-questions (from Table 

1):   

• What are the types of geospatial tools being used and which tools are most commonly 
applied? 

• What is the context in which these tools are being applied? 
• To what extent are these tools used in a participatory approach? 
• To what extent are these co-managed cases recognizing “adaptive” components? 
• What benefits and challenges are associated with these tools in the context of co-

management? 
• What are challenges and benefits associated with approaches using multiple tools? 
• What aspects of co-management were identified in connection with these tools? 

4.2.1 Geospatial tools: what are the types of tools being used? 

This critical literature review found that the most common geospatial tool category 

was participatory mapping and PGIS with ~38% of case studies, which tied with the 

number of case studies in the multiple tool category.  Of these participatory mapping tools, 

over half came from co-management cases with empirical evidence.  These results are 

reflective of a common theme of participatory approaches used in resource management 

systems and co-management contexts (Ostrom, 2009).  As supported by the literature, the 

use of participatory approaches coupled with GIS is an emerging tool for interdisciplinary 

community development and environmental stewardship known as participatory GIS 

(Corbett et al., 2006).  These mapping and PGIS approaches align well with co-

management initiatives because they can be used as interactive vehicles for spatial 

learning, discussion, information exchange, analysis, decision-making and advocacy 

(IFAD, 2009).  Some examples of the tools in this category include: participatory GIS, 

collaborative mapping, (participatory) sketch maps, collaborative geomatics technologies, 

conservation planning software (MARXAN), spatial analysis with community-based 

workshops, participatory rural approach (PRA), participatory local approach (PLA), 

participatory resource mapping, and map-based interviews. 
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The next most frequently found tools are from the spatial data collection category.  

While this is inclusive of a broader range of methods, most commonly it included the 

collection of GPS points in conjunction with the collection of other types of data such as 

species, abundance, gear type, elevation, and conductivity, temperature, depth (CTD) data.  

These studies used a variety of methods including: spatial surveys, transect lines, 

sampling, tagging, logbooks, and landing data.  From the review, approximately 13% of 

the articles used spatial data collection, but ~27% used it in addition to another tool 

(multiple methods).  Notably, a total of 39 (71%) coded articles included the participation 

and often collaboration of stakeholders, including local community, resources users (e.g. 

fishers, harvesters), government members, and volunteers, in the spatial data collection 

process, requiring collaboration. 

 

The geospatial category remote sensing was found in ~7% cases solely using 

remote sensing and ~13% studies using it in combination with other approaches (multiple 

methods).  Remote-sensing data are collected from different platforms (airspace) but may 

be combined with other data like topographic maps, 3-D elevation models etc.  within a 

GIS environment.  These case studies collected and analyzed data both from aerial surveys 

and satellite imagery (e.g., Landsat 5 and 7, QuickBird, WorldView-2).  The nature of 

remote-sensing methods often requires ground truth data for verification.  Many of the 

remote-sensing studies used similar methods of data collection as listed above, and in 

several studies, the data validation was completed through interviews, workshops, and 

participatory mapping methods. 

 

Only ~ 4% of the articles used modeling as their primary tool and ~ 5% used it in 

combination with data collection, remote sensing, and IQW.  Models are often used to 

establish a better understanding of the state of a resource, through spatial analysis, 

population modeling, and determining CPUE.  In this review, articles applied models such 

as the generalized linear model, spatial optimization model, discrete choice model, 

quantitative modeling, CPUE models, and bioeconomic indicators.  This category has 

smaller representation, is generally not participatory, and the articles were identified 

largely from hypothetical co-management case studies. 
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The final tool category was from interviews, questionnaires, and workshops that 

were used to extract spatial information, record perceptions, and collect LEK and TEK.  

Some of these methods included: semi-structured interviews, in-depth interviews, field 

(in situ) interviews, mail surveys, community workshops, informal and formal 

meetings, and focus groups.  While no articles applied singular use of this method, it 

was frequently used within all cases of participatory mapping and PGIS along with 

~25% other studies that combined it with a variety of spatial data collection, remote 

sensing, and modeling, further emphasizing the importance of multiple tools research.   

4.2.2 Context: what is the context in which geospatial tools are being applied? 

Co-management is frequently associated and even defined by its connection to 

social-ecological systems (SES).  Within a SES context, specifically adaptive co-

management can be a tool to build capacity and in doing so, increase resilience in a 

system (Armitage, 2007).  The majority of the reviewed articles describe co-

management contexts situated in SES such as fisheries, forestry, subsistence hunting, 

and protected areas.  It was noted that the earliest ACM case found from the literature 

review was by Kalibo and Medley (2007) using the synonym to ACM, adaptive 

collaborative management, in the context of forest resource management at Mt.  

Kasigua, Kenya.  Using participatory mapping, village participants identified where and 

how environmental change and extra-local forces influenced movement of theses 

settlements down the mountain and their spatially adaptated forest utilization patterns 

over time.  The majority of the other ACM articles were from 2009 and later.  

Gerhardinger et al.  (2009) highlighted the use of fishers’ resource mapping as a tool for 

goliath group conservation in Brazil and their suitability “for adaptive co-management 

approaches, where frequent environmental re-assessments are needed” (p.  100).  

Wyckhuys and O’Neil (2010) highlighted ACM in the context of integrated pest 

management for subsistence agriculture and emphasized mapping of agroecological 

opportunities and visualization of regional patterns in farmers knowledge.  A study by 

Weeks and Jupiter (2013) examined ACM of a marine protected area in Fiji in an 

attempt to prepare for climate change by local consultations for integrating traditional 

management approaches with systematic monitoring.  Fidel et al.  (2014) conducted 

research on walrus harvest locations and suggested a co-management system as an 

effective forum to deal with change as it is structured to incorporate local input in 



 

adaptive management.  Lastly, Pcheco-Cobos et al.  (2015) proposed a combined GPS-

tracking method with a TEK and participatory research investigation in order to develop 

ACM strategies that allowed local people to manage and conserve their forests. 

  In regard to empirical cases of co-management, they were most commonly found 

between the local resource users, local communities, or indigenous populations and at 

least one level or branch of government.  Additionally, many co-management case 

studies included scientists, conservationists, stewardship groups, and/or non-

government organizations.  These stakeholders were commonly represented through a 

primary co-management body, which can take the form of a management board, 

council, or committee.  The co-management context itself ranged from pre-emptive 

settings for future co-management implementation to fully co-managed systems4.  A 

case study with pre-emptive co-management was usually based around research at the 

local level with a resource user or community that recognized co-management as an 

important next step.  For example, the study by Hall and Close (2007) highlight the use 

of local knowledge of lobster fishers to identify marine harvest locations using 

hardcopy mapping and GIS, and recommended co-management as a future step.  

Comparatively, an example of a full co-management case would be a study by Hemwan 

(2015) of co-management between the local community and park management of the 

Doi Phu Kha National Park in Thailand and studied the effectiveness of a PGIS process 

as implemented through the Joint Management of Protected Areas project.  With further 

research, the differences found between full co-management cases and pre-emptive co-

management cases could be explored to compare if there is a difference in the 

applications of geospatial tools. 

From the majority of the 55 case studies, the data from the geospatial tools were 

primarily used for research, management, monitoring, and enforcement.  A few specific 

applications included:  determining project feasibility, developing early warning 

                                                

4 An original objective of the study was to determine the level of co-management as 
defined by Berkes, yet many of the articles lacked sufficient detail to determine a clear 
level (Berkes, 1994; Berkes, 2004; Berkes; 2009).  Depending on a number of factors, 
the level of co-management can be categorized as:	  (1) informing, (2) consultation,  (3) 
co-operation,  (4) communication (5) advisory committees, (6) management board 
and  (7) partnership of equals/community control (Berkes, 1994).   
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systems, determining bio-economic indicators, and land-use planning.  However, given 

that the primary search term was “co-management”, the majority of the articles 

emphasized how a geospatial tool could aid in co-management or provide relevant 

spatial information for decision making. 

4.2.3 Participatory tools: to what extent are geospatial tools used in a participatory 
approach? 

While a number of the coded papers referenced “participatory” within the article 

(56.4%), a larger number of articles (71%) included participation in spatial data 

collection.  Participation in spatial data collection was defined by studies in which local 

participants, that were not scientists or authors of the article, played a role in helping 

collect spatial data.  For example, many stakeholders helped identify resource extraction 

areas, used GPS tracking, collected samples, kept data logs or participated in monitoring 

or surveys.  Moreover, many articles recognized TEK, LEK, and FEK, which can be 

gathered using participatory approaches in addition to more conventional approaches 

(e.g. questionnaires).  Several articles also included participation in spatial data 

collection, but with considerably varied levels of intensity and accuracy.  In regards to 

varied intensity, some cases included local participation in only a small part of the 

project such as site identification, while other cases included extensive participation in 

data collection, analysis, and monitoring.  In terms of spatial accuracy, some of the data 

was more general by nature and collected without coordinates, such as regions or zones 

within a lake.  Additionally, not all articles with participatory data collection recognized 

or made a reference to the “participatory” nature of their methodology, even though 

their methods described clear participation of stakeholders. 

 

The substantial number of articles referencing participatory processes further 

emphasizes its importance within this niche of geospatial tools in co-management.  

Furthermore, as confirmed by Lynam et al. (2007), these tools are not only participatory 

but also commonly applied in combination with multiple geospatial methods: 

Participatory tools are rarely used alone; they are typically part of a series of 
methods and procedures.  Very often it is the combination of methods and the 
robustness of the research and implementation design that determines if the tool 
is useful and ultimately effective (2007, p.  13). 
 

This emphasis on combining participatory methods was a recurring theme in this 



 

literature review.  Almost all of the participatory mapping and PGIS cases used multiple 

tools in addition to 71% of the articles using multiple tools that were coded for 

participation in data collection.  It seems reasonable that participatory approaches would 

be used in co-management contexts in an attempt to increase local engagement and 

balance bottom-up and top-down management.  Nonetheless, it is important to keep in 

mind that participation does not indicate shared decision-making and this can range 

widely from a case-to-case basis (Arnstein, 1969; May, 2006). 

4.2.4 Adaptive co-management:  to what extent are these co-managed cases 
recognizing “adaptive” processes? 

As portrayed in the results, 33% of the articles referenced adaptive co-

management or adaptive management.  While this does not necessarily indicate that it 

was an approach used within the case study of the article, frequent reference to these 

terms suggests their presence and importance within the literature.  ACM is a more 

recently established approach within the co-management scholarship, and it is possible 

that as a result, ACM was referenced less frequently than adaptive management or co-

management.  As found in this critical literature review, there are case studies that 

implemented or mentioned the importance of both co-management and adaptive 

management independently without any reference to the concept of ACM.  For 

example, a paper regarding the development of co-management would reference the 

integration of future adaptive management mechanisms.  Specifically, 9% of the articles 

separately referenced the use of adaptive management and co-management within a 

case study, without any reference to ACM (Hemwan, 2015; Gianelli et al., 2015; 

McClenachan, 2015; Rivera et al., 2014; Molares & Freire, 2003).  Of these 11% of 

articles that specifically referenced ACM, half (3) were recognized case studies of 

ACM, and the other half called for future implementation of ACM.  This suggests there 

is a space for bridging these two concepts and advancing the implementation of ACM 

within these relevant case studies. 

 

To further explore this idea, several excerpts from these coded studies were 

examined to highlight a possible space for ACM.  For example, studies by Rivera et al.  

(2014) and Gianelli et al.  (2015), both emphasized the importance of adaptive 

management within a co-managed fishery: 
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Co-management systems allow for the incorporation of adaptive management 
into the guidelines.  In the gooseneck barnacle fishery, which displays a high 
level of heterogeneity in the resource and in resource users, stakeholders agree 
that the flexibility of the system has been key in its performance (Rivera et al., 
2014, p.  305). 

After a closure established for more than a decade (1994–2008), the yellow clam 
fishery was reopened under an adaptive management approach that included an 
ecosystem approach to fisheries (EAF) coupled with co-management as the 
formal mechanism for stakeholder participation (Gianelli et al, 2015, p.  197). 

While both concepts co-management and adaptive management are referenced, the 

authors make no connection to the existing theory of ACM or any opportunities for 

future implementation.  A study by Molares & Freire examined the goose barnacle co-

managed TURF and noted, “this change opened new opportunities for innovation and 

improvement in the management system following an adaptive process” (2003, p.486).  

The authors emphasized that SIGREMAR (Sistema de Información Geográfica para 

Recursos Marinos), is an adaptive system of management that can analyze information 

real-time, limit fishing effort, and optimize profitability.  Yet again, the adaptive nature 

is not connected to the co-management system in place, in which the regional 

government manages the fishery with fishers’ organizations or cofradías.  This case 

study is an example of how the term ACM could be considered for this approach, but 

more importantly, that ACM processes are already in place or are being implemented 

under different terms, without explicit reference to ACM.  Furthermore, these studies 

portray how a geospatial tool (i.e., GIS) can play a fundamental role in providing the 

adaptive component within a co-management system.   

 

In a more unique study, McClenachan et al. (2015) attempted to evaluate the 

relative adaptability of co-management systems – this was evaluated by comparing co-

managed and state managed fisheries along the coast of Maine (USA).  While this study 

was based on multiple cases, it presents an ideal context and opportunity for examining 

outcomes of ACM.  McClenachan and colleagues (2015) found that co-managed clam 

fisheries had a higher degree of stability, higher and more consistent productivity, and 

greater institutional capacity to respond to change in the form of  “conservation hours”, 

a flexible management tool employed in co-managed fisheries.  Their results indicated 

that co-managed clam fisheries are more prepared to adapt to environmental change 

than conventionally managed fisheries, which supports the idea that components of 



 

ACM are still present regardless of the terminology used.  Moreover, spatially specific 

data on green crab abundance was obtained from trapping surveys collected by 

volunteers from 28 towns along the Maine coast, and suggests that geospatial tools play 

a role in monitoring, thereby supporting future adaptive management for the fishery. 

 

  In a different study by Hemwan (2015), the author presented a multi-step process 

for PGIS in a co-managed protected area in Thailand where the final step is an 

adaptation strategy, focusing on vulnerability, adaptive capacity, and land-use change.  

The author specifically emphasized that “Geospatial Information Management Tools 

(GIMTs) support decision-making initating actions upon the land with strategy for 

adaptation to changing situations, for instance planning irrigation systesms, analyzing 

suitable areas for crops, assessing vulnerability and adaptive capacity to disaster 

impacts” (Hemwan, 2015, p.  29).  This study could also set up a scenario in which the 

aspects of ACM could be further investigated. 

 A substantial number of the reviewed co-management and hypothetical co-

management case studies recognize adaptive applications.  The emphasis on adaptive 

varies widely but is noteworthy as a consistent theme.  Even though ACM cases were 

relatively few, this can be partially accounted for due to the inclusion criteria.  

Ultimately, adaptive processes play an important role in co-management and the 

application of geospatial tools; however, there is room for increased identification of 

ACM where it is already theoretically evident. 

 

4.2.5 Geospatial tool applications: what key benefits and challenges are associated 
with these tools in co-management contexts? 

The uses for geospatial tools are too numerous to explore in detail, yet the 

categorization of these applications provide an easier mechanism for extracting patterns.  

As seen in the results section, a number of recurring benefits and challenges were 

identified and extracted and will be further explored in this section.  Many of these are 

commonly recognized from the geospatial scholarship, therefore, the focus of this 

section revolves around the main challenges and benefits identified in empirical co-

management cases and what measures were taken to overcome some of these 

challenges. 
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A primary benefit of geospatial tools found in co-management contexts is spatial 

knowledge generation.  This is evident across a vast array of methods from this 

literature review and plays an important role in providing the necessary information for 

shared decision making in resource management.  For example, a well-recognized 

theme within the remote-sensing literature is the benefit of providing extensive spatial 

and temporal data that can be used to objectively evaluate changes in the landscape 

across large regions (Sunderland-Groves et al., 2011).  Within the co-management 

context, this could be used to better understand the specific impact of current 

management measures, such as before and after implementation.  This was 

demonstrated in a study by Nagendra et al. (2005) who noted, “this satellite data set 

allowed us to provide an explicitly temporal perspective, and to examine the forests in 

Chitwan, Nepal before and after initiation of community management programs” (2005, 

p.6).  The results of the analysis showed significantly higher rates of regrowth and 

lower rates of deforestation in the buffer-zone forests over the past decade, which had 

been enforced and implemented by co-managed buffer zone management committees 

(Nagendra et al., 2005).  Another remote-sensing study in Bangladesh was also able to 

provide evidence of the positive impacts of co-management practices based on their 

spatial data collection: 

It was observed that vegetation cover was drastically reduced from the year 1988 
to 1996.  Conversely, it had been increased gradually from 1996 to 2006.  This 
is the most interesting and hope-inducing finding of the study in that in 
Lawachara National Park, since 1996 co-management practice initiated by 
Nishorgo Support Project (Halim et al., 2008, p.196). 

In addition to remote sensing, the uses of spatial data in models have impressive 

abilities to assess effective co-management measures and can predict future scenarios 

regarding the sustainability of resources.   

The model provides managers with an improved ability to assess regulatory 
effectiveness and better describe the fishery’s trends in effort and productivity, 
thereby incrementally reducing management uncertainty in how the fishery 
system responds to changes in effort dictated by those physical, market, and 
regulatory forces (Carr & Heyman, 2014, p.  100). 

This knowledge can be used in the co-management context for deciding upon and 

regulating use areas, zoning, and intensity of extraction.  A further example is the use of 

VMS data (in conjunction with fisher knowledge), which was collected and analyzed in 

order to provide the necessary knowledge to help determine cod fishing closures areas.   



 

Seasonal closures were introduced to make use of fisher knowledge and to 
provide protection to known aggregations of cod.  Initially, the industry 
proposed the location, size, shape, and duration of such closures, but they were 
finally decided upon after analysis of VMS fishing pings around the proposed 
closure dates in the previous year, and dialogue between scientists and fishers 
(Holmes et al., 2011, p.1681). 

With continually improving technology, it has become easier to collect large quantities 

of spatial data; simultaneously there have also emerged new ways to collect, store, and 

present spatial data (Ekstrom et al., 2007).  A number of co-management case studies 

exemplified the use of databases that facilitate the use and sharing of collected spatial 

data among stakeholders.  The participatory mapping study from De Freitas and 

Tagliani (2009) stated, “from a policy perspective, the collection and management of 

various spatial datasets in a centralized environmental geo-referenced database provides 

readily available and organized information to inform decision makers” (p.  2076).  The 

increased access to spatial data can also help improve relationships amongst 

stakeholders.   

We found that PGIS resulted in the production of comprehensive and accessible 
information tailored to the needs of the Grenada Bank stakeholders.  The PGIS 
process also strengthened cross-scale linkages, promoted a transparent and 
inclusive working environment and built capacity for adaption and resilience 
across a transboundary scale (Baldwin, 2013, p.262). 

In addition to increased accessibility of data, the applications of specific 

geospatial tools were clearly identified as more efficient and cost effective.  This was 

recognized in remote-sensing studies, participatory mapping, PGIS, and the collection 

of LEK/TEK.  For example, the use of TEK and LEK can be surprisingly cost effective 

for areas with little to no funding for extensive field research in remote locations 

(Service et al., 2014).  This is exemplified by an ACM case study following a TEK-

based monitoring scheme for edible mushrooms:  

By following and GPS-tracking mushroom gatherers we were able to record 
information from a wider range of geographical areas or slopes than the eco- 
logical survey.  This is consistent with other findings, where local knowledge is 
recognized to estimate abundance across a much wider range than linear 
transects (Pacheco-cobos et al., 2015, p. 1262). 

Similarly, a PGIS study found that, “using local knowledge and activities to build a GIS 

and management plan is a cost-effective strategy for obtaining missing data essential for 
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selecting biodiversity conservation priority areas, data which would otherwise take 

years to collect” (Aswani & Lauer, 2006, p.82).  This was also identified in a remote-

sensing study, “satellite data from several time points allows the creation of land cover 

maps over greater spatial extents and more frequent time steps than is possible with 

expensive and detailed field studies” (Nagendra et al., 2004, p.741).  The ability for 

geospatial tools to enable more time and cost efficient processes might lead to an 

increased use of these tools in a capacity where there might be great limits to time and 

funding, and could otherwise not be completed.   

The map scale used did not support an exact determination of aggregation 
localities and species habitat use, but was indeed enough to approximate general 
occurrence patterns and determine important areas for species conservation.  
Publicizing the exact location of such aggregations could actually expose them 
to greater fishing pressure (Gerhardinger et al., 2009, p.98). 
 
Throughout the interviews, interviewees were repeatedly reminded that they 
should provide information about their community or peer group rather than 
their personal fishing locations or experiences.  This last strategy, along with 
recent area-based management initiatives (e.g., seasonal closures) was key to 
circumventing the reticence of fishers to reveal fishing locations (Martin & Hall-
Arber, 2008, p. 782). 
 

Moreover, sharing of this information also stresses the importance of trust between 

researchers and resource users, which can take a substantial amount of time to develop.  

There are also necessary considerations regarding both biased data and increased data 

uncertainty: 

Informants may provide false or biased information in order to protect their 
favoured harvesting locations and there is no easy way to protect against this, 
other than doing repeat interviews at a later point in time to verify the veracity of 
the original data (Hall & Close, 2006, p.345). 

 
Fishers consider their favorite fishing grounds and techniques to be privileged 
information, and they are naturally protective of their knowledge.  Great care 
was taken by researchers to validate all information obtained through interviews 
and market observations by follow-on conversations.  Ultimately, however, trust 
between fisher and researcher cannot be tested or verified (Carr & Heyman, 
2014, p. 102). 
 
These articles emphasize drawbacks of collecting possibly biased or uncertain 

data; yet on the contrary, the use of highly generalized data and maps can also result in 

numerous issues.  For example, maps with a small scale can obscure areas of relevance 

to a harvester because the area covered by the map is lacking sufficient detail.  This can 



 

be particularly important for participatory mapping where resource users need a certain 

level of detail to facilitate area identification.  Specifically, marine harvesters use 

landmarks, island points, shoals, and other shore-based and aquatic features as reference 

points for locating harvest areas (Hall & Close, 2007).  Within the scholarship, these 

issues of user area identification are referred to as map bias (Hall & Close, 2006).  A 

mechanism used to help overcome uncertainty and overgeneralization of participatory 

mapping is in-situ data collection: 

 

Despite of other studies in which local knowledge has been collected mainly 
through map-based form, the present work collected fishers’ spatial information 
directly in the field by identifying and delineating fishing areas in situ.  This 
approach may reduce potential errors and inaccuracies associated with map bias, 
mainly related to data’s accuracy and distortion which include the manual 
transcription and conversion of the information provided (DeFreitas & Tagliani, 
2009, p.  2077). 

Data collected during interviews and by the two local informants who went with 
us by boat, pointing out each spot are shown on the map, I observed that the 
spots were the same as those sketched…to be sure about the locations and the 
use of spots, I marked the locations a second time with the assistance of an 
informant (Begossi, 2006, p. 7). 

In-situ data collection was also noted as providing other benefits such as time for 

informal discussion of resource problems and research objectives and cultivating 

partnerships between researchers and resource users (Baldwin et al., 2013).  Several 

other techniques were also suggested such as the application of a map grid or series of 

map tiles for referencing specific regions within a study area.  This approach not only 

allows the harvesters to reference larger areas of interest during the interview, but the 

researcher can use the same grid during data input to the GIS database, plus it allows 

maps of appropriate scale to be used for the entire study area (Close & Hall, 2006).   

 

4.2.6 Multi-method: what are the benefits and challenges associated with approaches 
using multiple tools? 

An emergent theme from this study was the number of papers using approaches 

with multiple tools.  This can, in part, be attributed to the nature of the tools being used, 

such as PGIS; however, there are several noteworthy benefits from multiple research 

methods that can be used to overcome challenges of a single method approach (Lynam 

et al., 2007). 
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One well-established issue associated with remote-sensing data came from a 

lack of verification or ground truth data.  Using multiple methods of data collection is 

essential to help clarify confounding satellite imagery, resulting in reduced error or 

uncertainty.  Misinterpretation can have significant impacts on the findings of a study.  

For example, one remote sensing case study emphasized that if they had relied on 

images alone, it could lead to unrightfully associating singularly the Homong people in 

opium production (Isager & Broge, 2002).  By using multiple methods, in this case, 

interviews with villagers and field observations, they were able to prove that this was 

not the case.  This emphasizes the need for not only ground truth data but also possible 

collection of qualitative data and LEK to be used with remote-sensing tools.  Another 

example of this was a study that calculated the size of fishing grounds using Landsat-5 

Thematic Mapper (TM) satellite imagery.  Using easily discernable landmarks and sea 

features provided by key informants and fishers, researchers were able to identify and 

designate fishing zones, and were able to determine total fishing pressure associated 

with each village (Campbell et al., 2014).  Nagendra et al. (2005) also recognized the 

complexities associated with remote sensing and SES: 

It is important to recognize that analysis of remotely sensed data requires 
fieldwork to interpret human activities and incentives that relate to land-cover 
change, and to understand the underlying socioeconomic and institutional 
factors that drive forest-cover change in these regions (Nagendra et al., 2005, 
p.10). 
 

While remote sensing is a classic example of using multiple methods, in some cases it is 

also representative of an additional challenge, the integration of scientific knowledge 

and local knowledge.    

 Several studies that used multiple methods identified difficulties in fusing or 

integrating scientific knowledge with local and traditional knowledge.  Fidel et al.  

(2014) noted that while case studies and focus groups provided valuable insights into 

adaptive actions and basis for scientific discussion, they cannot create aggregate 

statistics of general trends – “extrapolating data to establish trends from perception 

remains a challenge” (p.  61).  Likewise, various studies identified concerns regarding 

uncertainty and bias regarding LK data:  

  



 

 

The availability and quality of Arctic Marine Mammal subpopulation abundance 
estimates reviewed here through 2015 varied widely…in many cases, 
knowledge of abundance consisted of a single point estimate with large 
uncertainty or an estimate based on expert opinion without formal assessment of 
uncertainty or bias (Laidre et al.  2015, p.  276). 

Additionally, a specific bias that can be linked to this is the phenomenon of shifting 

baselines, in which the age of individuals can have an impact on their perception of the 

state of a resource, reiterating the inherent issues associated with individual perceptions 

(Gerhardinger, 2009).  The participatory mapping study by Hall and Close (2007) 

likewise highlighted that the qualitative data provided by harvesters was not amenable 

to the same forms of analysis as the scientific analysis of quantitative data.  That being 

said, their study stressed how the qualitative FEK provided an additional dimension to 

the study, enabling the collection of localized information such as observed habitat and 

stock conditions (Hall & Close, 2007).  Using a GIS database, they were able to “hot-

link” transcribed oral comments via text files and digital photos to specific locations, 

providing a better integration of information.  The authors suggested that the accuracy 

of LK-based information supplied by harvesters could be improved by encouraging a 

sample of the harvesters to use boat-mounted GPS to record precise harvest tracks and 

fishing locations (Hall & Close, 2007).  These are both examples of how tools such as 

GPS and GIS can further enhance the use and application of FEK data.  An earlier study 

of theirs also stressed different benefits of integrating both types of knowledge: 

Local knowledge is an important element in the future success of fisheries 
management and that through visualization of spatial distributions of data from 
both traditional science and local knowledge perspectives, GIS can serve as a 
common ground where both views converge to produce scientifically valid and 
locally relevant fisheries management planning (Close & Hall, 2006, p.  342). 

 
Not only does this study recognize the importance of both TK and LK, it also 

exemplifies how GIS can be a platform for knowledge generation. 

Another clear benefit of using multiple tools is the triangulation of data, where 

one source can confirm the same findings of another source.  Triangulation can be 

especially useful for clarifying accuracy of data in addition to increasing the total 

knowledge regarding a species or resource (Service et al., 2014).  This was emphasized 

in a study on grizzly bear range shifts on the west coast of Canada, tools that collected 

TEK and LEK interviews were combined with spatial remote camera, genetic and 
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hunting data (Service et al., 2014).  The authors found that using multiple methods of 

independent sources for data collection increased the temporal and spatial detail range 

shift and results from both methods were co-affirming: 

This study illustrates the synergistic benefits of combining science with 
TEK/LEK over concurrent and complementary spatial and temporal scales.  In 
our study, both data types predominately affirmed one another; islands without 
scientific evidence for occupation also lacked concurrent TEK/LEK 
observations.  The co-affirmation of data sources in locations where they 
overlapped added confidence in patterns observed by LEK where they did not 
overlap (Service et al., 2014, p.8). 

Using multiple tools can also require greater time and financial commitments, 

especially depending on which methods are implemented.  Moreover, it is important to 

consider that many of these case studies describe co-management bodies that have taken 

a great length of time to establish, allowing for multiple in-depth studies to occur at the 

same time and with possible aid from external funding.  Another consideration is that 

fiscal and temporal shortages could be overcome with the aid of local participation in 

data collection.  This might be a way to gain the necessary capacity to aid with the 

application of multiple methods within a study.  For example, one study performed a 

time and labor intensive creel and fish flow surveys to estimate fishing effort, catch, 

post landings disposition, and distribution of seafood with the assistance of community 

volunteers: 

For remote observations, community volunteers conducted dawn-to-dusk 
surveys for 2–3 weekdays and 2–3 weekend days per month (4–6 total person-
days per month) using a high-powered scope and binoculars to record spatial 
and temporal fishing patterns and gear types used, which together comprise 
fishing effort (Kittinger, 2014, p.5). 

As demonstrated from the reviewed articles, the benefits from approaches using 

multiple tools outweigh the challenges and can be used to overcome other barriers.  

Nevertheless, each case is uniquely different and additional research could be used to 

better understand which tools are most frequently combined to best support co-

management outcomes. 

4.2.7 Aspects of co-management: what aspects of co-management were identified in 
connection to geospatial tools? 

Key aspects of co-management have been summarize by Berkes (2009) as the 

seven “faces” or aspects of co-management, such as trust building, problem solving, 



 

learning and knowledge co-production, institution building, process, power sharing, and 

governance. 

 The results of this review indicates that the use of geospatial tools can be directly 

associated with these aspects.  This suggests that the use of geospatial tools can provide 

the building blocks from which certain aspects or “faces” of co-management can be 

achieved.  With further research, it would be interesting to establish a knowledge base 

regarding which tools might help achieve or strengthen specific aspects of co-

management.  Due to the scope of the research, there was insufficient time to analyze 

in-depth the documents regarding geospatial tools relationship to co-management.  

From this literature review, there were a limited number of articles that clearly 

referenced aspects of co-management as identified from Berkes (2009).  Nevertheless, 

there were several articles that provided unmistakable examples of the connection 

between geospatial tools and co-management, portraying how a breakdown of this 

relationship could be useful to examine in the future.  More specifically, several of these 

aspects of co-management were identified as a result of applying specific geospatial 

tools, and this idea will be discussed in this section. 

 

Several of the case studies that implemented participatory approaches through 

data collection, community workshops, participatory mapping, and other forms of 

collaborative geomatics also emphasized the presence of capacity building and 

increased trust amongst stakeholders.  To begin with, Baldwin et al. (2013) clearly 

connected two faces of co-management with tool implementation noting, "conducting 

mapping exercises in an incremental fashion provided the time needed to build capacity 

for participation as well as the trust required for Marine Resource Users (MRUs) to 

share controversial information (such as illegal activities)" (p.  264).  In this case, the 

participatory mapping tool is linked directly to capacity building and trust, which are 

considered two of the faces of co-management that have evolved as themes from the 

literature (Berkes, 2009).  Interestingly, the emphasis is placed on the time taken in 

building relationships through participation in mapping activities rather than on the tool 

itself.  Indirectly, this highlights yet another aspect of co-management, in that the 

process of implementing the tool over a period of time can play an even more important 

role than the final product from the tool.  Moreover, in the context of this study, the 

authors emphasized that capacity should be built for participation (Baldwin et al., 2013).  
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Capacity building is often associated with the empowerment of the community, yet 

there is also an argument that governments need to build capacity as they are not ready 

to work with the community (Pomeroy et al., 2001).  This problem can be exacerbated 

by a lack of trust between resource users and government, as implied in the study by 

Baldwin et al. (2013), which can act as a barrier to participation and highlights the 

importance of participatory mapping as a tool to facilitate co-management.   

 

In another study by Vincent et al. (2007), the authors calculated CPUE using 

FEK and identified the process of collaborative data collection as a foundation for co-

management.  The authors noted,  “despite potential problems, measurement of CPUE 

also has the advantage of engaging fishers with managers and researchers through log 

book or creel surveys as a first step towards co-management” (p.  2013).  This quote 

exemplifies that increased engagement and communication between stakeholders can be 

built from participatory data collection and in doing so, possibly facilitate effective 

sharing of data, information, and knowledge, also known as learning and knowledge co-

production, another one of the seven faces of co-management (Berkes, 2009).  

Additionally, a case study by Chuenpagdee et al. (2004) used interviews and workshops 

and highlighted that during the research, there occurred “training and capacity building 

of the local community to work collaboratively with the local and state administrators in 

the management of the coastal area” (p.160).   

 

Local participation provides the grounds for trust and capacity building, local 

knowledge collection, and can also play a significant part in confirming local 

stakeholders role in the protection and management of their resources.  The study by 

Baldwin et al. (2013) further enforced this idea.  They similarly found that PGIS was 

used as a foundation for ecosystem-based transboundary marine governance, and it 

provided the fullest range of information regarding management of marine resources 

while engaging stakeholders.  Moreover, they emphasized that this engagement took 

several forms including the capacity to participate in research, ownership of information 

produced, increased stakeholder understanding, empowerment through access to 

information, capacity to interact with other stakeholders for information and problem 

solving, and competence to participate in governance processes.   

 



 

We found that participation in data collection fostered stakeholder cooperation 
and the PGIS approach.  The collection of local knowledge became easier, as 
evidenced by the identification of key informants and their willingness to 
participate over the course of the study.  This collaborative working 
environment demonstrated the usefulness of local knowledge and collaboration 
and substantiated the capacity and willingness of stakeholders to participate, 
thus ultimately legitimizing their involvement (Baldwin et al., 2013, p. 264). 

 

While not all of the case studies so clearly identified connections to aspects of 

co-management, the very nature of participatory tools suggest a certain amount of 

collaboration amongst stakeholders.  However, it is also important to consider that 

participation in data collection is not necessarily indicative of power sharing in regards 

to decision making for local resource users.  In some cases though, the legitimization of 

stakeholder involvement through implementation of geospatial tools could be used to 

help move co-management beyond tokenism and consultation. 

 

From these varying case studies, a strong argument can be made regarding the 

role of geospatial tools as a building block towards achieving outcomes or strengthening 

aspects of co-management.  While not all case studies succinctly identified outcomes of 

co-management, with further analysis even more examples could be teased apart from 

the findings of this literature review.  Noticeably capacity building, trust, knowledge co-

production, and process were recognized from these case studies.  As a base knowledge 

continues to build regarding the use and applications of geospatial tools, in the future, 

certain tool implementation can be pursued to help improve specific aspect of co-

management.  For instance, building trust between resource users, scientists, and 

government officials during the process of participatory data collection. 
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3.3 Chapter summary 
This critical literature review has contributed to the current state of knowledge 

regarding the role of geospatial tools in co-management and ACM.  While the scholarly 

articles included in this study come from a wide variety of contexts, several important 

themes have emerged.  One predominant theme was the participatory nature in which 

data are collected and geospatial tools are applied.  This was emphasized by the 

frequency of participatory tools such as PGIS and participatory mapping, which 

fundamentally aligns well with co-management initiatives.  The very process of 

implementing these participatory tools required collaboration amongst stakeholders that 

can result in support for key aspects of co-management.  Another consistent theme was 

a recurring reference to adaptive processes and management approaches, which in some 

cases, were recognized by ACM, while others emphasized a gap for future 

investigation.  The wide range of applications demonstrates the versatility of different 

geospatial tools, and an important theme was the coinciding use of multiple tools.  

Some cases exemplified how the combination of these tools can be used to overcome 

barriers and improve final outcomes.  Lastly, while it is difficult to directly associate 

specific tools with outcomes of co-management, it was clear from numerous studies that 

geospatial tools are associated with aspects or faces of co-management, and could 

provide foundational blocks for achieving co-management outcomes.  Some of these 

aspects include capacity building, trust building, process, and knowledge co-production.  

These findings can be used to guide further research, but also to recognize that beyond 

geospatial tools aiding in research, monitoring, enforcement, and mangement, they can 

play important roles in setting the stage for future co-management or helping achieve 

specific aspects of co-management. 
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4 Fisheries management in Uruguay: a review 
of spatial management measures 

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 move away from international cases of geospatial tools in 

co-management and examine the case study of co-management emerging in the 

artisanal fisheries of coastal Uruguay.  This case study approach was used to answer the 

second and third research objectives (Chapters 5 and 6/7 respectively).  First, to 

understand the historical and current implementation of geospatial tools in artisanal 

fisheries management; and second, to analyze stakeholders’ perceptions on how 

geospatial tools have been used and could be further integrated into artisanal fisheries 

co-management.  In order to set the context for the following chapters, this chapter 

provides an overview of how fisheries management evolved in Uruguay.  This chapter 

first reviews the industrial (large-scale) and artisanal (small-scale) fleets, followed by a 

review of fisheries management and progression towards co-management arrangements 

in fisheries councils.  The data that guided the results explored in this chapter came 

from a combination of document analysis and interviews with both DINARA and Coast 

Guard informants. 

4.1 Uruguayan fisheries  

Uruguay is the second smallest country in South America and borders the Río de 

la Plata Estuary, Argentina and Brazil.  The country is highly urbanized (92%) and is 

divided into 19 departments.  Of these departments, 6 participate in coastal fishing 

including: Colonia, San José, Montevideo, Canelones, Maldonado and Rocha (Figure 

7).  The ecosystems within Uruguay where fisheries are developed largely overlap with 

the Uruguayan-Buenos Aires shelf.  This region has been assigned as a highly valued 

ecoregion with the highest rank of importance for conservation in Latin America and 

the Caribbean (Sullivan & Bustamante, 1999, as cited in Defeo et al., 2011).  The 

Uruguayan fishery sector plays a vital role in the country’s Gross National Product 

(GNP) with an estimated US $160 million each year from a total catch of approximately 

140,000 tonnes (Defeo et al., 2011).  The majority of the catch from both the industrial 

and artisanal sectors is exported and largely dependent on the globalized market 

(Mikkola & Montiel, 2008). 



 

  
Figure 7.  Map of Uruguay coastal zone - showing the limits of the Río de la Plata, and 
the six coastal departments (Colonia, San José, Montevideo, Canelones, Maldonaldo, 
and Rocha) (Source: Trimble, 2013)   

Prior to 1973, Uruguay’s fishing fleet primarily consisted of small wooden boats 

that were not designed for fishing and lacked sufficient cold storage (Isaac, 1988).  In 

1969, the law “Wealth of the Sea” (Riquezas del mar N 13.833) was enacted, declaring 

national interest in the exploitation, preservation and study of the marine resources.  

Soon after, the Commission for the Development of the Fishing Industry was created to 

promoted the Fisheries Development Plan finalized by the end of 1974.  This greatly 

encouraged the development of the fishing sector that took off during the 1970’s 

(Trimble, 2013).   

 The Fisheries Development Plan uses a multi-species fishery management 

scheme that primarily targets the three most important species: common hake 

(Merluccius hubbsi), whitemouth croaker (Micropogonias furnieri), and striped 

weakfish (Cynoscion guatucupa) (Defeo et al., 2011).  In 1973, the treaty of Río de la 

Plata with Argentina resulted in the designation of the Argentinian Uruguayan Common 

Fishing Zone between 34o south latitude and 39o 30' south latitude allowing access to 

fishing in this region (AUCFZ) (Defeo et al., 2011) (Figure 8).   
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Figure 8.  Map of the Argentinian Uruguay Common Fishing Zone (AUCFZ) along the 
Río de la Plata (Source: Lorenzo et al., 2015) 

In a historical analysis conducted by the Food and Agriculture Organization 

(FAO), the Uruguayan fishing sector revealed three exploitation phases to describe 

long-term landing patterns: development, expansive and overexploitation-diversification 

(Defeo et al., 2011).  The development took place from the 1960s to the second half of 

the 1970s, followed by the expansive phase up until the early 1980s.  This was in part a 

result of the Fisheries Development Plan (supported by the FAO) in addition to the 

increased processing and exportation of fish to meet rising demands from foreign 

markets.  By 1985, Uruguay was starting to witness a decline in the industrial fishing 

sector partially due to insufficient scientific information, a monopoly over fish exports, 

and weak policy enforcement mechanisms (Trimble, 2013).  Along with many other 

places around the world, Uruguay was reported to have overexploited and declining 

population of fish (Meyers & Worm, 2003).  The assessment by INFOPESCA (2001) 

showed the Uruguayan industrial fishery to have signs of overexploitation that has been 

linked to the marked increase in the fishing effort during the 1980s and 1990s (Horta & 

Defeo, 2012).  In an attempt to rectify this, during in 1990s the government incentivized 

diversification to fish new species, which helped to compensate for the disappearance of 

traditional fish species (Defeo et al., 2011).  This however, did not result in a shift away 

from effort exerted on traditional stocks, but rather a development of new fisheries 



 

based on “virginal” resources with high unit value and international demand (Milessi et 

al., 2005 as cited in Defeo et al., 2011).  This helped to compensate for depletion of 

traditional species, hiding the issue of overexploitation of once abundant stocks. 

As one of the main coastal fishery target species, the whitemouth croaker has 

been fully exploited at a level higher than its biological potential and is reported to be in 

a critical state (Carozza, 2010 as cited in Jaureguizar et al., 2014).  In a study by 

Jaureguizar et al.  (2014), whitemouth croaker showed an important decline in their 

contributions to the total landings after 10 years.  The study found that the amount of 

whitemouth croaker declined from 64% to 22% in summer, from 46% to 24% in 

autumn, from 28% to 23% in winter, and from 64% to 22% in spring.  This difference 

in landing profiles over ten years was identified to be associated to declines in 

traditional resources as a result of fishing down the marine “food web” occurring in the 

AUCFZ (Jaurequizar et al., 2014).  One of the reasons why the whitemouth croaker is 

so heavily fished is due to the fact that both artisanal fleets and industrial fleets target it 

heavily.  Other factors impacting overfishing include: overestimating total allowable 

catch (TAC), underreporting fish catch, and use of only landed numbers (excluding 

bycatch and undersized fish)( Jaurequizar et al., 2014). 

In most cases, the absence of studies about life history traits, demography, and 

the dynamics of stocks within the fishery can lead to weak management schemes (Defeo 

et al., 2011).  Unfortunately, this is exemplified by the fact that in 2002, the whitemouth 

croaker was reported to have larger exports than the annual landed catch (Galli, 2008).  

This speaks to how extensive the issue of illegal and underreporting catch has become 

for this species, and is possibly the case for other species in Uruguay as well.  

Moreover, many of these species assessments do not take artisanal fisheries into 

consideration to an appropriate extent, which is a likely source for widespread 

underreporting.  This is reflected all the way back to the National Fisheries 

Development Plan for Uruguay (1969), which underemphasizes the artisanal sector 

(Defeo et al., 2011; Trimble, 2013). 
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4.1.1 Industrial fisheries in Uruguay 

In Uruguay the primary fishing methods are 72% bottom trawling and 20% 

longline (Defeo et al., 2011).  The Uruguayan industrial fleets (97 vessels) are 

responsible for 97% of the catch, and fish off the Río de la Plata, in the Atlantic, 

International waters, and in Economic Exclusive Zones (EEZ) with authorization from 

other countries (Defeo et al., 2011).  According to Law No.  13833/969, Decree 149/997 

of the national legislation, industrial fishing boats are defined as vessels of more than 10 

gross registered tons (GRT).  According to a report from 2008, the fleet includes 

industrial coastal vessels whose main target species is whitemouth croaker (33), and 

high-seas vessels that target hake (12), of which six are ice vessels and six, freezer 

vessels (Galli, 2008).  Uruguay has four types of fishing licenses for industrial vessels: 

(A) vessels which target the common hake, (B) vessels which target the whitemouth 

croaker and the stripped weakfish, (C) vessels which catch a great variety of non-

traditional species, and (D) vessels which operate outside of Uruguay’s jurisdictional 

waters (e.g. in Antarctic waters) (Galli, 2008).   

The industrial fishing sector uses both single otter trawlers and paired otter 

trawlers averaging an engine size of 404 horsepower (HP), weighing 125 GRT, and 

measuring 23 meters long (Horta & Defeo, 2012).  The pair trawling doubles the 

warehouse capacity per fishing trip, increases the fishing pressure on the resources and 

concentrates the fishing activities to a region mostly 7 NM offshore due to a bottom 

trawling exclusion zone at 5 NM.  Nonetheless, most boats can be adapted for both 

fishing methods (Horta & Defeo, 2012).  Trawling is less selective and often results in 

overexploiting the target species populations of both adults and juveniles.  

Consequently, due to the predominant use of trawling boats targeting the coast, the 

industrial fleet has higher levels of bycatch (juveniles and non-target species) than the 

artisanal fleet (Horta & Defeo, 2012). 

4.1.2 Artisanal fisheries in Uruguay 

While the industrial fleet pulls in the majority of the fish catch, coastal fisheries 

in Uruguay are mostly artisanal in scale and provide a broad range of services important 

to socio-economic development in the country’s coastal areas (INFOPESCA, 2001; 

Puig, 2006).  The artisanal fishery is responsible for only 3% of annual fish catch; 



 

however, on average, the number of artisanal vessels is up to six times higher than the 

industrial vessels, and subsequently provides a catch per unit employment to be 30 

times higher than the industrial fleet (Defeo et al., 2009; Defeo et al., 2011).  Hence, the 

artisanal fishery provides socio-economic security through high employment numbers 

and plays a crucial role in the lives of many people living in coastal communities.  

According to Defeo et al.  (2009), this sector involves directly and indirectly over 5000 

people and constitutes the primary source of income for several coastal communities in 

Uruguay. 

The artisanal fishing sector is defined by boats with less than 10 GRT, operating 

mainly in inshore coastal waters for sale and/or subsistence (Law No.  13833/969, 

Decree 149/997) (Defeo et al., 2011).  The fleet is primarily found off the Río de la 

Plata region normally within ~12 NM of the shoreline due to vessel size and weather 

restrictions (Horta & Defeo, 2012).  There are fewer boats larger than 3 GRT, however 

despite their size, some vessels go as far as up to 40 NM off the coast.  This is 

unauthorized by the Coast Guard, which works to regulate artisanal vessels licensed to 

fish at 500 m, 2 NM, 7 NM, or 15 NM.  This navigational limit is set based on the Coast 

Guard’s inspection of safety equiptment, GRT, and engine HP.  The majority of these 

vessels are generally small and made of wood and/or fiberglass (Figure 9).  They are 

either equipped with oars, outboard, or inboard engines, range from 4-10 m in length 

(average 7.5 m), and have a small crew (~3 people, normally one captain and two 

sailors) (Ligrone et al., 2014).  The artisanal fleet is also characterized by the use of 

minimal technology such as gillnets (normally pulled by hand) and long lines (Puig, 

2006) (Figure 10).  Gillnet pannels are normally 50 or 60 m long from 1.8 to 5 .0 m in 

height and the meshsize ranges from 11 to 40 cm, while longlines can be 80 to 100 m 

long with branch lines each meter and 5 cm hooks (Ligrone et al., 2014).  The high 

selectivity of gillnets helps to mitigate the impact on the fishery and reduces bycatch, 

especially of juvenile fish, which is a benefit associated with artisanal fisheries from 

around the world (Pauly, 2006).  Moreover, the artisanal fishery in Uruguay also 

includes hand-gathering fisheries in sandy beaches for species such as surf clams or 

blue mussels (Defeo et al., 2011). 
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Figure 9.  Artisanal fishing boats located at Arroyo Pando (Canelones, Uruguay) 

 

 Figure 10.  Artisanal fishing boats in the Rocha Lagoon (Rocha, Uruguay) working 
with gillnets 

Estimates for the number of artisanal vessels in the entire country are at 1364 

boats (Puig et al., 2010); while an artisanal fisheries census from 2007 records a total of 

726 vessels specifically found in Río de la Plata Estuary and along the Atlantic coast 

(Ligrone et al., 2014).  Fishing trips are normally made during the day at shorter 

distances from the base port in the marine coastal zone, coastal lagoons, and or inland 



 

water bodies (Horta & Defeo, 2012; Zurba & Trimble, 2014).  Yet, many fishers 

consider themselves migratory as they follow species such as the whitemouth croaker, 

which spawn from October through March in coastal waters near the shore (Norbis & 

Galli, 2013).  Fishers move along the coast, either taking their boats on trucks or sailing 

towards Montevideo in the fall and winter.  Today the movement of fishers is no longer 

as predictable as it once was, which is likely a result of the declining fish populations, 

so they have had to adapt their fishing practices to accommodate a more variable supply 

(Figure 11) (Trimble & Berkes, 2015). 

 

Figure 11.  Migration map: a map showing fishers' location on the coast of Uruguay 
(black dots), zones and sub-zones established by DINARA (CD, D, DE, E, EL), and the 
direction of the whitemouth croaker movements (thick arrow) and fishers' migration 
(thin arrow) (Source: Trimble & Berkes, 2015) 

While the whitemouth croaker represents approximately 60% of landings, the 

artisanal fishery operates on a multi-species basis with over 30 different species (Horta 

& Defeo, 2012).  The main species caught besides the whitemouth croaker include the 

stripped weakfish, to a lesser extent, the parona leatherjacket (Parona signata), 

Brazilian codling (Urophycis brasiliensis) and Patagonian smooth-hound shark 

(Mustelus schmitti) (Defeo et al., 2010; Trimble, 2013).  Multiple researchers have 

emphasized that the artisanal fishery exploits the same resources as the industrial fleet, 

which is largely influenced by a spatial overlap of both fleets between 7 and 12 NM 
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(Horta & Defeo, 2012; Jaureguizar et al., 2014).  The competion results in a negative 

effect on small-scale catches which is an issue frequently mentioned by artisanal fishers.  

In order to compete with the industrial fleet, many artisanal boats have been undergoing 

a process of semi-industrialization with the increased use of bigger boats, fishing gear, 

and technology (Trimble, 2013).  An addition to lack of management issues regarding 

these “semi-industrialized” artisanal boats, there is also increased conflict and 

competition that occurs amongst fishers.  This is especially prevalent during the 

migratory seasons “when social codes [i.e. norms, principles] are usually lost, and 

misbehaviors are common such as stealing gear and fish, setting gillnets over others’, 

carrying guns on board, and lying about fishing spots” (Trimble, 2013, p.110).  

Moreover, conflicts exist not only amongst artisanal fishers, but also between the 

artisanal and industrial fleets, and between the artisanal fleet and DINARA.  These 

conflicts are barriers to adaptive co-management (Trimble & Berkes, 2015). 

4.2 Fisheries management 

Fisheries management measures in Uruguay focus on determining Maximum 

Sustainable Yields (MSY) and Total Allowable Catch (TAC) based on data gathered 

from stock assessments which started to be collected in 1975 (Lorenzo et al., 2015; 

Trimble, 2013).  Methodological assessment of this fishery is done through surveys 

directed to assess abundance and population dynamics, commercial samplings, and 

fishery statistics taken from logbooks for both industrial and artisanal fishing fleets 

(INFOPESCA, 2001).  The criteria considered to assess the stock include distributional 

patterns of stocks, mechanization degree of fleets, exploitation levels and stock status, 

definition of main taxonomic groups, and assessment of scientific knowledge coming 

from primary and secondary sources (INFOPESCA, 2001).  For fishing vessels larger 

than 10 GRT (industrial vessels), the use of the VMS is required to meet compliance 

with national and international fisheries regulations in EEZ and international waters.  It 

also provides control of the fleet and fishing activity, especially in the AUCFZ in which 

VMS data is reported to each country respectively.  Safety measures include a 

shipboard transceiver and an antenna that records back to two centers of maritime 

authority (DINARA, and the Coast Guard) (FAO, n.d.1).   



 

In Uruguay, all fisheries are legally the property of the State.  In 1975, the 

National Fisheries Institute (INAPE) was created (Law No 14.484) under the Ministry 

of Livestock, Agriculture and Fisheries (MGAP) in order to develop and apply the 

country’s fisheries policy.  The Fisheries Development Plan was the main instrument of 

INAPE.  A few decades later in 2001, INAPE became the National Directorate of 

Aquatic Resources (DINARA).  Today, DINARA plays the primary role in fisheries 

management and DINARA’s mission is to regulate and promote the sustainable use of 

fishing resources and aquaculture.  The Coast Guard (PNN- National Navy Prefecture 

under the Ministry of Defense) is the other government agency that plays an active role 

in fisheries management in Uruguay.  The Coast Guard is responsible for enforcement 

of navigation regulations, fishery regulations, and act as maritime police.   

4.2.1 Artisanal fisheries Management 

In 2007 the Artisanal Fisheries Unit was formed in DINARA, a specialized 

group that provides recommendations to the agency’s Director regarding how to best 

manage artisanal fishing licenses across the country.  These licenses must be renewed 

every four years, and DINARA works in coordination with the Coast Guard to ensure 

compliance of regulations.  Within the Artisanal Fisheries Unit, there are four DINARA 

employees working to manage fishing licenses, support the fisheries councils, conduct 

statistical analysis regarding the number of licenses and regions of captures, and taking 

care of administration work.  The artisanal fisheries unit director explained that in 2002 

the regulation was passed establishing the 12 artisanal fishing zones (A-L) and later in 

2004 three additional sub-zones or overlap zones were created (CD, DE, and EL).  

These help increase spatial control and awareness of fishers' location, increase safety, 

and protect the artisanal fishing communities (Figure 12).  He also stated that within 

DINARA there is a group for inspection and control, but the main body for coastal 

regulation is the Coast Guard.  Within the zones there are set regulations for maximum 

length of longlines, net/mesh size, areas of closure, and closed seasons.  That being said, 

not all of the zones have spatial management measures.  The focus of this thesis was 

specifically for the coastal zones along the Río de la Plata and Atlantic Ocean including  

zones D, E, L, part of subzone CD, and all of DE and EL. 
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Figure 12.  The 12 artisanal fishing zones in Uruguay, as defined by DINARA (Source: 
Trimble, 2013) 

One of DINARA’s primary methods of data collection is a form called the 

“parte de pesca” or a fishing information form (Appendix A).  The fishing information 

form is used to collect catch report information from each fishing trip; however, fishers 

rarely fill out the form, and often put down incorrect information.  This is partially due 

to a lack of trust, fear of control by DINARA and the Coast Guard, and they do not 

want to be taxed for the “real” amount of fish they catch.  As the artisanal fisheries 

director explained, a fisher must submit a parte de pesca form every 2-3 months but in 

reality it depends on where the fishers are located, so they are flexible about it when it is 

completed.  Some fishers only complete one information form every six to eight 

months, as it largely depends on their ability to travel to a location where they submit 

the information.  Others struggle to write and need help to fill out the forms, as the 

informant from DINARA stated.  This can largely affect the data from these forms and 

has been recognized as one of many barriers for regulation and management decisions 

for the artisanal fishery (Trimble, 2013).  In summary, data collected by DINARA is 

often incomplete due to low return on catch information forms, report unreliability, and 

fishers’ reluctance to report honest information (Ligrone et al., 2014; Puig et al., 2010; 

Trimble, 2013). 



 

The primary role of the Coast Guard is the enforcement of navigation 

regulations.  Their jurisdiction, while predominantly along the coast, includes activities 

up to 150 meters from the coastline to the Rambla (coastal road, or whichever comes 

first).  The coast guards work directly with the police whose jurisdiction continues on 

the other side of the road.  The Coast Guard has a wide range of responsibilities - “there 

are operations from drug control, alcohol control, a THC [marijuana] test, there are 

many things, our work is very broad”, as an officer stated.  During one interview, an 

officer also noted that they did not have the capacity or resources to cover their entire 

jurisdiction effectively. 

In regards to the artisanal fishery, the Coast Guard is responsible for navigation 

permits, which must be renewed/audited every two years.  These permits dictate the 

area where artisanal vessels are allowed to operate depending on the boats 

characteristics (i.e.  length, weight, and engine size).  This is applicable in terms of both 

distances from the coast, which is commonly up to either 7 or 15 NM, and in assisting 

DINARA in regulating that every boat has a fishing license for a specific zone and 

overlap zone.  The Coast Guard also conducts inspections to ensure certain 

requirements are fulfilled for safety regulations such as carrying onboard lifejackets, 

Very High Frequency radio (VHF), flares, compass, life buoys, fire extinguishers, first 

aid kits, etc.  For these inspections, fishers have been known to share or borrow gear 

such as lifejackets in order to pass the inspection, but it can lead to internal conflict 

amongst fishers, a Coast Guard informant explained.  In addition, the fishers are 

required to pass tests to be either a sailor or captain, show that they can swim, and can 

use the necessary equipment, which is all enforced by the Coast Guard.   

While an increasing number of management mechanisms have been put in place 

for artisanal fisheries in Uruguay, it is important to recognize the inherent challenges of 

collecting data and enforcing regulations regarding a fleet that has easy access and a 

dispersed nature of near shore resources and landings.  Much of the artisanal fishery 

information has been identified as inconsistent, weak, fragmented, inaccurate and 

unreliable, making it that much more difficult for management (Berkes, 2003; Castilla 

& Defeo, 2001).  Furthermore, many of these coastal areas are often lacking site-

specific, scientific information (Castilla & Defeo, 2001).  Norbis and Galli (2013) note 

that knowledge on the dynamics of the Uruguayan coastal artisanal fisheries have been 
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historically impeded by the fishers’ migration between different coastal areas based on 

season, the large number of target species, and wide variety of fishing strategies 

deployed.  In an attempt to overcome some of these obstacales, DINARA made efforts 

to include fishers' opinions to help improve compliance to laws and resolutions. 

4.2.2 Towards fisheries co-management in coastal Uruguay   

Today, the primary fisheries management approach in Uruguay is still top-down, 

command and control, which has proven to be quite unsuccessful for artisanal fisheries 

due to the challenges and barriers discussed in section 5.2.1.  For example, from 2002 to 

2008 top-down management measures were implemented including the creation of 

fishing zones, fishing closed seasons, and the banning of gillnets in streams.  As a 

result, many fishers did not comply with the new regulations.  They argued that the 

dates of closed seasons should be re-evaluated and local knowledge should be used in 

conjunction with scientific data (Trimble & Lázaro, 2009).  Under the resolution that 

restricted inland fishing (N 998/088), there was also creation of a no-take zone from the 

shore until 300 meters from the coastline.  This portion of the resolution also caused 

backlash from artisanal fishers, as they were angry they were not consulted and instead 

merely told about the new law by the Coast Guard after it was created with no data to 

support the creation of the resolution.  Fishers were even more discontent due to the fact 

that sport fishers were still allowed to use gillnets within the 300 meter zone, and 

insinuated there was corrpuption within the government (Trimble, 2013).  These are just 

a few examples of top-down management that exacerbated already tenuous relationships 

between DINARA and artisanal fishers, and had negative consequences.   

To help overcome some of these aforementioned barriers to artisanal fisheries 

management, there have been efforts made to shift towards participatory management 

approaches, in which the opinions of artisanal fishers are taken into consideration 

(Trimble, 2013).  Some alternative management approaches eventually started to take 

place in 2005 after Uruguay began an institutional strategy aiming to generate long-term 

policies in regards to management of fisheries resources (Gianelli et al., 2015).  These 

policies were the foundations of an Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries (EAF) that 

attempted to incorporate co-management as the formal governance mode.  Although the 

official legislation that enabled steps towards fisheries co-management arrangements in 



 

Uruguay did not occur until 2013, the initial proposal in 2009 and ensuing pilot studies 

largely set the stage for future implementation. 

Three notable projects took place around 2009 that encouraged fisher 

participation and movement away from top-down management towards co-

management.  One of these projects was a joint funded project by the Global 

Environment Facility (GEF), DINARA, and FAO (henceforth referred to as GEF 

DINARA FAO project).  This project took place from 2009 to 2013 with the main 

objective of implementing EAF within four co-managed artisanal fisheries pilot sites 

(Gianelli et al., 2015).  These pilot sites established what would later be formally 

recognized as the fisheries zonal or local councils and demonstrated the first instances 

of management that resembled a more collaborative model.   

One of these pilot sites was the yellow clam fishery in Rocha, which 

implemented both an Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries (EAF) and co-management in 

addition to several spatial restrictions (Gianelli et al., 2015).  The selection of pilot sites 

to implement EAF and co-management was made according to scientific, social, and 

political criteria.  The main goals of the EAF management plan were to: “(i) look 

forward towards a sustainable extraction by improving fishing practices following EAF 

principles; (ii) empower the local fishing communities through the institutionalization 

of co-management; and (iii) improve the livelihood of fishers by securing employments 

and developing new market opportunities” (Gianelli et al., 2015, p. 197).  From this 

project emerged a unit named the functional unit of ecosystem-based fisheries 

management (UFMEP); this arose from participatory inception workshops between 

relevant stakeholders and DINARA (Gianelli et al., 2015).  In addition to these four 

pilot sites, the GEF DINARA FAO project funded several smaller studies that 

investigated participatory mechanisms for data collection including participatory 

mapping, fisher logbooks, and a one-year AIS project, as stated by a researcher 

involved in the project. 

Around the same time as this, another project entitled “Artisanal Fisheries 

Development” funded by DINARA – FAO and implemented by the NGO SOFLUMA, 

which took place in San José, Piriápolis (Maldonado), and La Paloma (Rocha).  Many 

stakeholder meetings were held with a goal of “promoting co-management”.  After the 
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project, however, stakeholders were interviewed, and with the exception of the project 

coordinators, the majority considered this project to be unsuccessful (Trimble et al., 

2015).  They explained that “co-management” meetings did not take place, the concept 

of co-management was not discussed, and other issues were associated with timing, 

funding, and organization (Trimble, 2013, p. 190).   

Another example of participatory workshops encouraging collaborative 

processes was the 2011 pilot study in Piriápolis that resulted in the formation of the 

multi-stakeholder group POPA (For Artisanal Fisheries in Piriápolis).  Under a 

participatory research framework, local fishers agreed to join forces with local NGOs, 

DINARA, and researchers to overcome issues with sea lion interactions (Trimble & 

Berkes, 2013).  Fish trapped in gillnets and caught on longlines are an abundant and 

easy food source for pinnipeds, as they require less energy than pursuing and catching 

prey.  Similar to other pinnipeds, the South American sea lion has learned to follow 

fishing vessels and to interact frequently with coastal fisheries by preying upon 

entangled fish and damaging fishing gear (De María et al., 2013) (Figure 13).  Artisanal 

fishers complained about the damage to their catch and fishing gear caused by sea lions, 

and expressed their distress due to this problem.  In this context, fishers had called on 

the national authorities to resume culling the sea lion population, which was 

controversial (De María et al., 2014).  

 

Figure 13.  Pinnipeds (sea lions and fur seals) off the coast of Cabo Polonio (Rocha, 

Uruguay)  



 

To overcome this issue, stakeholders in POPA collaborated and proposed the 

introduction of alternative fish trapping methods, in this case fishing “nasas” (traps), 

that can catch fish with zero interference or predation by sea lions.  Simultaneously, the 

pilot study resulted in investigations incentivizing local market products, discussions on 

the impacts of imported fish from Asia, basa fish (Pangasianodon hypophthalmus), and 

the creation of the first artisanal fisheries festival in Piriápolis (Trimble & Berkes, 

2013).  These initial steps from this study exemplified fisher participation and provided 

foundational building blocks to improving trust and communication amongst 

stakeholders.  The study also recognized that participatory research can function as a 

platform to enhance learning and knolwedge co-production, and increase collaboration.  

Nonetheless, mistrust between fishers and government, fishers' lack of organization, and 

DINARA’s lack of willingness were identified by participants of that case as barriers to 

eventual fisheries co-managmenet (Berkes & Trimble, 2013). 

4.2.3 Fisheries zonal council creation 

With the progress made by these pilot studies and the projects mentioned above, 

a foundation was established for the official implementation of the artisanal fisheries 

councils enabling co-management arrangements.  Under the law 19.175 (2013), the 

national advisory board called the Fisheries Consultative Council and the Fisheries 

Zonal Councils were formed.  The fisheries consultative council is an advisory body to 

the executive branch in all matters related to fishing.  Identified in this law, the council 

will “form a field of participatory exchange of ideas and proposals and will operate in 

the same orbit as MGAP”.  The council is composed of: (1) DINARA’s General 

Director, who will serve as President, (2) one representative of the Ministry of National 

Defense, (3) one representative of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, (4) one 

representative of the Ministry of Housing, Planning and Environment, (5) one 

representative of the industrial vessel-owners, (6) one representative of artisanal fishers 

(italics for emphasis), (7) one representative of the companies that are dedicated to the 

processing of fisheries products,  (8) one representative of the fisheries labor sector, and 

(9) one representative of the Society of Veterinary Medicine.  In December of 2015, 

DINARA called a meeting of all artisanal fisher council representatives to gather and 

decide upon a representative for the national council.  This preempted the first meeting 

of the Fisheries Consultative Council that took place in March, 2016. 
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 Article 49 of the same law mandates the creation of the Fishing Zonal Councils, 

which act as the regional advisory boards under the initiative of DINARA.  The Zonal 

Councils are formed in DINARA’s fishing zones and recognized that part of their aim is 

to establish co-management of the resource in each fishing area.  Although the councils 

tend to be implemented in the designated fishery zones, the agency director stated that 

they could also be implemented in certain communities at a local level (thus the zonal 

councils are sometimes referred to as Fisheries Local Councils) (Trimble, 2013).  These 

councils are comprised of  (1) a designated representative of DINARA, (2) a 

representative of the Government of the Department(s) and Municipalities 

corresponding to the zone(s), (3) a representative of the Coast Guard (PNN), (4) and 

two representatives of fisher groups.  Although the law was passed in 2013, Fisheries 

Zonal Councils started to be implemented in pilot areas of the country in 2012 (Trimble 

& Zurba, 2013), as part of the GEF DINARA FAO project.  Interestingly, the 

relationship between the fishing zonal councils and the national council is not specified 

by law (Trimble, 2013).  However, the recent meetings indicated there is connection as 

the zonal council fisher representatives were invited to a meeting in Montevideo to elect 

a representative for the national council.   

 As artisanal fisheries management in Uruguay increasingly moves towards 

alternative approaches such as co-management, it is important to understand how these 

can best be implemented.  More specifically, what tools can be used to help overcome 

challenges and aid in successful implementation? In turn, how can co-management be a 

platform to support successful implementation of spatial fisheries management through 

geospatial tools? 

 

4.3 Setting the stage: spatial management measures in 
Uruguayan fisheries  

In order to address the second research objective, this section provides an in-

depth, historical timeline regarding relevant spatial laws and resolutions implemented 

for fisheries management in Uruguay.  The next section will systematically describe 

relevant spatial laws and resolutions, followed by a review of current applications of 

geospatial tools (VMS, AIS) within the artisanal and industrial fisheries.  This chapter 



 

helps provide the temporal context regarding the implementation of geospatial tools and 

sets the stage for further discussion on stakeholders’ experiences with geospatial tools, 

and the mechanisms through which they are applied.   

4.3.1 Timeline: spatial laws, resolutions, and decrees  

 It is necessary to understand the chronological development regarding the use of 

spatial tools in order to identify possible recommendations for future implementation.  

In addition, suggestions for the most appropriate tools can be made to improve artisanal 

fisheries management.  The next figure highlights the key spatial events followed by a 

detailed timeline providing a historical overview of the most relevant laws, resolutions, 

and decrees (Figure 14). The timeline also includes notable artisanal management 

legislation and key events for temporal reference.  It should also be mentioned that the 

focus was predominantly on coastal not inland fisheries and also not on  aquaculture or 

shelfish. 

 

Figure 14.  Timeline of key spatial laws, resolutions, and decrees 

1997: Resolution 149/997: Defines fishing closures areas, trawling ban 

- Under this resolution (Article 37) DINARA defines areas where fishing is 
banned including area closures, exclusive zones, or EEZ of a third country.  
Uruguay establishes spatial and temporal closures directed to protect aquatic 
resources by regulating effort, selectivity, enforcing proper fishing gear usage, 
and protecting areas for juveniles (Gianelli et al., 2015).  For example, in 1997 
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the whitemouth croaker fisheries in the AUCFZ was declared as fully exploited 
and closed (MGAP- INAPE, 1997).  Moreover, boats larger than 26 meters were 
banned from fishing inside the Río de la Plata in nursery areas.   
 

- Under this resolution the trawling ban zone was established and exists from 
Colonia to Isla de Flores up to 7 NM (island in front of Montevideo), and 5 NM 
from there to the eastern border with Brazil.   

2002:  Resolution 012/002: Definition of the 12 artisanal fishing zones 

-‐ In 2002, DINARA defined 12 artisanal fishing zones in the country in attempt to 
facilitate fishers’ mobility within their zone by using criteria based on 
biological, geographical, social, and administrative data.   
 

2006: Resolution 744/066: End of open artisanal fishing license granting 

-‐ In December 2006, DINARA closed entry to new boats in artisanal fisheries.  
This was significant since the prior management system was de facto open-
access and allowed for all artisanal fishing licenses to be granted to any person 
who applied with a boat up to 10 GRT, resulting in a high level of 
disorganization (Trimble, 2013). 

 
2007: Decree No.  481/007: Regulation of the use of VMS in the industrial fishing 
fleet 

-‐ In 2007 the official National Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) program 
developed by DINARA “to control large-scale vessels” was passed.  However, 
VMS started to be implemented in these vessels as early as 2005.  The decree 
mandated that all industrial vessels over 10 GRT were required to use the VMS 
system, which identified if ships were fishing in closed areas (EEZ/exclusive 
zones).  Under this decree vessels have four hours to explain a possible 
infringement and if the boat fails to deliver, it can warrant appropriate sanctions.  
Short periods spent within forbidden areas results in inspection of ship before 
next departure; longer periods can result in the forced return of the vessel 
(DINARA considers each on a case by case basis).  Punishment for infringement 
is further defined in Article 285 of Law No.  16.736 
 

2007: Creation of the Artisanal Fisheries Unit 

- In 2007, a specific division was created in DINARA, the Artisanal Fisheries 
Unit (within the department of fisheries biology), which is dedicated to the 
management of the small-scale fisheries sector.   
 

2007: Decree No.  48/007: Inland fisheries zone restrictions  

- In 2007, DINARA implemented several regulations in inland waters to control 
fishing effort.  The closure of Zone B was established from September to April, 
including implementation of minimum mesh size and gillnet lengths by 
DINARA.   
 



 

 

2008: Ministerial Resolution 552/008: Expansion of 5 NM trawl ban to 7 NM 

-‐ In 2008, DINARA increased the trawling ban from 5 nautical miles to 7 nautical 
miles.  They claimed this was for increased protection for juveniles of 
whitemouth croaker amongst other species.  This resolution further defines the 
areas for which this applies.   
 

2008: Resolution 93/008:  Zone restrictions continued 
-‐ In 2008, following the creation of the artisanal fisheries zones in 2002, further 

specific restrictions were made to the zones D,F,G,H,E, I to increase 
sustainability of the artisanal fisheries sector.  Management measures were 
implemented within these zones including fishing closure seasons and the 
banning of gillnets in streams (Defeo et al., 2011) 

 
-‐ These include but are not limited to: 

o Zone D: 14 cm mesh size limit for gillnets, and 500 m length limit for 
longlines 

o Zone F: 11 cm minimum, 500 m (fishing banned with any type of nets) 
o All boats must have registration number and name painted on the hull 

(orange) 
 

2008: Resolution 998/088: 300 meter zoning and further inland restrictions 

- In November 2008, a regulation was passed forbidding artisanal fishing in 
coastal areas of the Río de la Plata and Atlantic Ocean within 300 meters of the 
shoreline.  This was applicable during all months of the year, creating a no-take 
zone. 

 
2009: Resolution 002/197: 300 meter zoning ban changed to temporal spatial 

closure 

-‐ Adjustments were made to the initial resolution creating a no-take zone for 
artisanal fishers from 300 meters.  This law was officially passed starting in 
2009.  Fishing is allowed in this zone from April 30st to October 31st (in an 
attempt to avoid summer season/tourists).  Every year a new regulation has to be 
passed to “open” this 300-meter zone varying annually and creating a 
recreational use period (Trimble, 2013).   
 

2009: Fisheries law proposal  

-‐ In September 2009, DINARA’s Artisanal Fisheries Unit presented a seven-part 
Fisheries bill (N.  3437/009) to the general assembly with the assistance of a 
FAO consultant, which set the foundation for implementation of EAF and co-
management.   

-‐  
2010: Trawling ban court case, reduction  of 7 NM trawl ban back to 5 NM 
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-‐ In 2010 the Chamber of Large-Scale Ship Owners (CAPU) took DINARA to 
court for changing the trawling ban without providing reasons based on 
scientific evidence – and in 2011, they won.  As a result, since 2012 the 
extended non-trawling zone is no longer valid and returns to resolution 149/997 
being valid which determines that this zone is 7 NM width from Colonia to Isla 
de Flores, and 5 NM from there to the east (border with Brazil) (Trimble, 2013) . 
 

2012: Pilot studies of co-management councils 

-‐ In 2012, three? pilot studies started around the country (GEF DINARA FAO 
project) as a test for the soon to be legalized co-managed fisheries zonal councils 
for the artisanal sector. 
 

2013: Law 19.175 –  Fisheries consultative council and zonal council creation  

-‐ “The aim of this law is to establish the legal regime of the fisheries and 
aquaculture, in order to ensure the conservation, management, sustainable 
development and responsible use of marine resources and the ecosystems that 
are contained in the national territory and in the waters, both continental and 
maritime, on which the State exercises its sovereignty and jurisdiction” (Law 
19.175) 

-‐ This law establishes both the Fisheries Consultative Council (national) and 
Zonal Councils for artisanal fisheries co-management. 

 
2015: Resolution 144/015 – Large artisanal boat restrictions and mandatory 

monitoring  

-‐ In April 2015, this resolution was passed which requires boats greater than 6 
GRT in Zone L to use equipment for monitoring (AIS).  Additionally, boats 
between 4-6 GRT can no longer change zones and must stay in their respective 
zones and subzones.  Boats larger than 6 GRT must stay within zone L and 
subzone EL and can operate with 50 nets of 60 m max each.  These boats larger 
than 6 GRT are prohibited to travel within 5 NM of the ports based in Punta del 
Diablo, Valizas, and Cabo Polonio.  This resolution also states from this time 
onward, DINARA will not grant fishing licenses to boats greater than 4 GRT, 
with some exceptions. 

 
Other: 1987 - 1989 & 1994 – 2008: Yellow clam fishery closure 

-‐ While bivalve fisheries are not being investigated in this research, it is important 
to note two independent closures of the yellow clam fishery put in place by 
DINARA.  After more than a decade closure, it was reopened under an adaptive 
management approach that coupled EAF with co-management as the formal 
mechanism for stakeholder participation (i.e.  GEF DINARA FAO pilot study).  
Several spatial and operational management tools were introduced including a 
harvest season during summer, allocation of restricted number of fishing 
licenses, an established TAC and quotas from independent fishery surveys, and 
the restriction of fishing activities in zones close to the resorts of la Coronilla 



 

and Barra del Chuy (temporal zoning) reserved for recreation (Gianelli et al., 
2015). 
 

In summary, there have been a number of spatial measures taken to improve 

management of Uruguayan fisheries for both the industrial and artisanal fleets.  In terms 

of the industrial sector, the most prominant spatial regulations include the mandatory 

requirement for VMS in 2007, which is used to regulate the trawling ban and fishing 

closures created by DINARA to protect specific species during varying times of the 

year.  For artisanal fisheries, there has been recent increase in legislation creating spatial 

restrictions such as zoning, temporal closures/no-take areas, and constraints 

implemented based on fishing gear and boat size.  The most notable of these include the 

temporal 300 m fishing ban along the coast, and creation of the artisanal fishing zones 

and subzones.  While the mechanisms for implementation of these spatial regulations 

are top-down management, there is some small movement towards increased 

consultation and participation of stakeholders as discussed in Section 5.2.3.   

4.4 Current applications of geospatial tools 

For the purpose of this study, emphasis was placed predominantly on two 

geospatial tools that stakeholders were familiar with, VMS and AIS.  The VMS is used 

to monitor and enforce spatial closures for exclusively industrial fishing vessels in 

Uruguay.  While the AIS system is used globally to control marine traffic, it is only 

regularly used in Uruguay by the industrial fleet to date.  The use of AIS in large 

artisanal boats was passed recently in 2015 (Resolution 144), and some artisanal fishers 

participated in a trial AIS study in 2013.  The following section will describe in detail 

the current application of both VMS and AIS in Uruguay .   

5.4.1 Vessel Monitoring System – VMS 

VMS is used to meet compliance with national and international fisheries 

regulations in EEZ, international waters, and especially the AUCFZ.  It provides control 

of the fleet and fishing activity and can be used to fine vessels travelling through 

unsanctioned waters.  The industrial fleet by obligation must carry a VMS beacon, 

which emits a signal every hour sent to two locations: the fishing authority (DINARA), 

and the maritime authority (Coast Guard).  Within DINARA, the Fisheries Technology 
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Lab works in collaboration with the Coast Guard and the Directorate of Marine Traffic 

(Navy) to monitor and analyze the incoming VMS data 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.  

They use ArcGIS 3.3 as a tool for spatial analysis of the vessel data tracks to identify 

overlaps into the closed fisheries areas and within the 7 NM trawling ban.  The 

metadata stores all information regarding the different ships, their size, gear, age, target 

species, captain, etc.  Meta tables can be used to link older VMS data and the associated 

spatial closure layers.  Moreover, vessel speed can be calculated from point data and 

used to estimate when vessels are trawling, which occurs at the speed of approximately 

3-4 knots.  Industrial fishers are required by law to keep a log of their activities, which 

are supposed to explain exactly where they went, why and at what time.  These records 

are for the purpose of checking whether fisher location data correspond with the VMS 

records.  The data is grouped by month and year and analyzed to further understand 

spatial fishing pressure and determine where the fishing closures should be in the future. 

Before VMS, DINARA personnel were used for monitoring on board the ships, 

but over time it became too expensive and as a result, they stopped.  When the VMS 

was first implemented, there were approximately 100 infractions per year.  This was 

gradually reduced over time as large-scale fishers began to understand and respect this 

system.  In 2010 there were between 60-70 infractions, and in November of 2015 there 

were only between 10 and 15 infractions, as the members of the Fisheries Technology 

Lab stated in the interview.  Although the numbers are decreasing, DINARA officials 

working with the VMS data expressed frustration regarding how ineffective the legal 

system has been in successfully prosecuting fines.  Using VMS data, DINARA can 

make assumptions about when boats are trawling (3-4 knots) versus traveling through a 

fishing closure area.  The challenge is that they do not have a way to prove that the 

vessels were indeed fishing, and the captains can claim they were just “traveling 

through”.   

The first time it is detected that a boat has entered a closed zone, the VMS 

information, official documentation, and boat registration are submitted, initiating the 

process to determine a specific penalty.  There are many difficulties associated with the 

process for convicting vessels, the largest being the amount of time it takes because it 

involves DINARA, the fishing company, the National Union of Seamen (SUNTMA), 

and respective lawyers.  While many cases result in a mere warning, sanctions can range 



 

from a monetary penalty of 5,000 unidades reajustables (UR, which is a currency 

alternative to allow for high inflation, ~14,000 USD), or the suspension of fishing 

licenses.  According to the Technology Lab, the easiest unsanctioned activity to prove 

and mitigate is when vessels travel extremely close to shore since they have no excuse 

to be there.  In one instance, a ship was processed through the system to receive a fine, 

but their only punishment was a fishing ban for one week.  Boats entering into the 7 

NM trawling ban zone are also a large source of contention for artisanal fishers, who 

have reported vessels entering the zone without DINARA’s awareness in addition to 

dragging or destroying their gear.  That being said, VMS has worked as a tool for 

improving the management of the industrial sector, and while DINARA agrees it has 

been successful, there are still opportunities for improvements and will be discussed 

further in Chapter 6. 

 
5.4.2 Automatic Identification System – AIS  

AIS is a similar system to VMS that is used globally to track vessel locations 

using satellite signals.  The biggest difference between the two systems is that VMS is 

private, while AIS data is available in the public domain and can be accessed for up to 

24-hour periods on a website called Marine Traffic.  The use of AIS is mandatory by all 

of the industrial fishing vessels in Uruguay.   

AIS Study – GEF DINARA FAO 

In coastal Uruguay to date, the most important frame of reference for the use of 

AIS is from the final year of the GEF DINARA FAO project (2009 - 2013).  During 

2013, a trial study was conducted with 11 artisanal fishers whose boats were registered 

with AIS.  This AIS project was tied into the larger GEF DINARA FAO project through 

workshops and co-management council meetings with participation of fishers and other 

stakeholders.  One main objective of the project was to “develop an integrated system 

for monitoring the dynamics of fishing through the AIS approach” (Horta et al., 2014, p.  

28).  The hope was that with continuing research, knowledge could be advanced 

regarding the ecology of exploited resources, spatial dynamics of fishing effort, and 

yields in line with their migratory movements (Horta et al., 2014).   
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The trial project was conducted in the Río de la Plata and Atlantic coast regions, 

specifically in Zone E, and subzone EL (DINARA, 2015).  At the start of the project, 

fishers and Coast Guard officers were invited to take part in a meeting with the project 

organizers.  This meeting was held in Neptunia in the department of Canelones (Zone 

E), had approximately 30 people in attendance (including fishers, DINARA employees 

and Coast Guard officers), and was intended to introduce fishers to the AIS component 

of the project.  The project organizers showed the fishers what they would do with the 

equipment and explained how it worked.  The AIS equipment was registered for each 

boat in order to monitor the location of the artisanal fleet.  For several reasons that will 

be discussed in Chapter 6, only 11 of the original 15 fisher volunteers were registered 

with the AIS for this study and the frequency of AIS use varied between fishers.  At the 

end of the project, a workshop was held in Atlantida (Canelones) to disseminate the 

findings of the research; however, many fishers reported they had heard nothing about 

this meeting or any related project results.  The information from this AIS study was 

gathered with the intent of calculating artisanal fishing effort, detecting spatial patterns, 

and resolve spatial conflicts, but no final report has yet been published. 

The primary organizer of the AIS component of the project was contracted by 

DINARA.  He was the main contact point for the fishers participating in the project.  As 

he explained, during the project he worked to install the AIS equipment, monitor 

movements of the fleet, and stayed in constant communication with the participating 

fishers for the one year that this project lasted.  He also worked with the different Coast 

Guard stations throughout Zone E who made daily dispatches to communicate with 

fishers in order to register the total catch of each boat, the species, what zone they fished 

in, and all other trip departure and return data (despacho ampliado/dispatch 

information).  During the study, data was collected by DINARA from fishers’ logbooks, 

the fisher information forms, and by the Coast Guard, who regularly collected dispatch 

information, recorded it, and gave the forms back to DINARA.  At the Coast Guard 

station in Ciudad de la Costa, they are still collecting the dispatch data but DINARA has 

not collected the information since the 24th of June 2014.  According to some fishers the 

dispatch information took place for about a year and a half before stopping, but the 

length of time for which dispatches were collected varied by location.   

  



 

Resolution 144: creation 

As of 2015 under the Resolution 144/015, artisanal boats greater than 6 GRT in 

Zone L are required to use equipment for monitoring.  DINARA was asked to clarify 

what this resolution meant by “monitoring”, the director of artisanal fisheries confirmed 

it was the implementation of AIS.  He specifically emphasized the portion of the 

resolution stating, “vessels must install equipment to monitor…within the deadlines 

determined by DINARA”.  Clarifying that this would be enforced only if and when 

DINARA proposes and agrees to a set date for the AIS implementation.  At the time of 

the inteview, DINARA had still not set any deadlines, but he suggested this might take 

place after the 1st of January or after June of 2016. 

As identified by DINARA, the resolution was made to tighten spatial control 

within artisanal fishing zones with specific emphasis on larger artisanal boats.  

Historically, there has been no categorization of artisanal boats by size, but this 

resolution implements the first restrictions on artisanal boats greater than 6 GRT.  

Along the coast of Uruguay in Zones E and L, key informants recognized the 

emergence of medium-sized artisanal vessels that are characterized by an intensified 

fishing effort.  These vessels have similar technology to the industrial fleet, including 

sonar and winches, but still fall within the definition of the artisanal boats (i.e. under 10 

GRT).  There have also been reported cases of artisanal fishers who own a number of 

boats, have cold storage and processing facilities, and function as a small, 

entrepreneurial business.   

 Resolution 144 was in part created with the intention of spatially and physically 

constricting the capacity of these artisanal boats with significantly higher fishing effort, 

in an attempt to help protect the resource and the artisanal fleet of less than 6 GRT.  The 

artisanal fisheries director explained “this [resolution] would allow us to work on the 

issue of trying to preserve local communities that have small/artisanal boats and very 

limited movements and try to preserve them places in the ports, a space for them, and 

that the largest-scale fleet cannot enter these places”.  Moreover, he explained that 

although AIS is not as easy to use for monitoring as VMS, the Marine Traffic website 

could be monitored in the future to ensure all artisanal vessels are emitting signals.  

Additionally, due to the fact that the website provides a limited time period of free 
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historical data, it would be necessary to develop a program to help record and store the 

spatial data.   

4.5 Chapter summary 

The use of geospatial tools such as VMS and AIS can be extremely valuable in 

fisheries management by providing essential fisheries data and enforcing spatial 

restrictions.  As found in this chapter, there has been a slow increase in the use of 

spatially related fisheries management regulations since fisheries took of in the 1970’s.  

The first substantial spatial regulation started in 1997 with the creation of the trawling 

ban and protection of the Rio de la Plata.  Since then, other spatial regulations have 

included the creation of the 12 artisanal fishing zones, implementation of VMS, and 

inland and nearshore restrictions such as the 300 meter fishing ban along the coast. 

Although these tools can play a substantial role, the mechanisms and approaches 

through which these laws are implemented and enforced are also important.  The use of 

tools such as VMS represents an inherently top-down management approach enforced 

by DINARA and the Coast Guard.  The AIS study however, exemplifies greater 

collaboration with workshops and council meetings.  With the increased use of 

participatory management mechanisms, such as co-management, there are viable 

opportunities to better integrate these geospatial tools for artisanal fisheries in addition 

to exploring alternative options. 

In the context of artisanal fisheries management, stakeholder perceptions 

regarding geospatial tools such as AIS and VMS can provide valuable information to 

improve the application of these tools by identifying benefits and challenges to be 

overcome.  The following chapter presents stakeholder perceptions regarding the 

benefits and challenges associated with geospatial tools in addition to the reflection on 

the current applications of AIS and VMS within the artisanal fishery.  
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5 Stakeholders’ perceptions of geospatial tools 
in artisanal fisheries management in Uruguay  
Geospatial tools are often employed as an instrument for collecting necessary data 

to manage the fisheries in addition to enforcing spatial regulations.  This has been most 

readily visible through the application of VMS and AIS in coastal Uruguay.  Recall that  

the third objective of this study is to analyze artisanal fishers’ and government 

perceptions on how geospatial tools have been used within fisheries management and 

how they could be integrated into artisanal fisheries co-management.  By exploring 

stakeholders’ perceptions regarding the implementation and use of these geospatial 

tools, it was possible to determine the most critically perceived benefits and challenges.  

Identifying the most prevalent benefits and challenges is important because they can be 

used to improve tool implementation and use, prioritize challenges, and specifically 

target barriers perceived by each stakeholders group.   

This chapter presents the results that were extracted from interview, document 

analysis, and participant observation data.  Initally, the chapter reviews the results that 

emerged from thematic coding analysis, specifically identifying benefits and challenges 

associated with the use of geospatial tools by stakeholder group.  This allowed for 

exploring stakeholders' perceptions regarding not only geospatial tools in artisanal 

fisheries, but also their role in co-management and future opportunities for improved 

implementation.  The following sections include a detailed breakdown of the results 

regarding current uses of geospatial tools.  These sections include stakeholder 

perceptions regarding VMS implementation, use of AIS within the GEF DINARA FAO 

Project, awareness of Resolution 144, implementation of geospatial tools within 

fisheries councils, and future implementation of geospatial tools, specifically, fishery-

wide mandatory AIS.   

5.1 Stakeholders’ perceptions of geospatial tools: benefits 
and challenges  

During semi-structured interviews, key informants (artisanal fishers, DINARA, 

Coast Guard) were questioned about the benefits and challenges associated with 

geospatial tools both generally and in specific reference to VMS, AIS, resolution 144, 

implementation within the fisheries council, and future, obligatory use of AIS for all 



 

artisanal fishing boats.  The following section explores the most significant results from 

the emergent themes of benefits and challenges.  Due to the style of this analysis, the 

underlying assumption is that the identification of benefits and challenges by the 

stakeholders correlates to the perceived importance of the issue.   

5.1.1 Benefits of geospatial tools  

In the context of this case study, the roles of geospatial tools were most clearly 

connected to providing necessary spatial data for safety and fisheries management, 

enforcement of regulations, and reducing conflict.  Recall from Chapter 3, the focus of 

this research was on the perception of the three main stakeholders involved with the 

fisheries councils and the tools AIS and VMS.  These included artisanal fishers, 

DINARA, and Coast Guard.  The identified findings for tool benefits was extracted 

from specific questions regarding AIS, VMS, resolution 144, and future implementation 

in the fisheries council, in addition to more general questions (e.g. Do you think 

geospatial tools are important and could be useful for improving artisanal fisheries 

management? Why or why not?) (Appendix B). 

Key themes were created by grouping similar benefits of geospatial tools and 

were ranked hierarchically based on whether the benefit was mentioned during many of 

the 17 interviews.  The table below shows the key themes and some of the sub-themes 

that were most frequently identified for each benefit (Table 17).  These key themes 

included increased safety, vessel location, conservation, fisheries knowledge, increased 

control,  reduced conflict, optimal tool, public nature of AIS, and cost.  The benefits 

identified are largely reflective of the nature of AIS and VMS, since these were the 

tools that stakeholders were most familiar with.   
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Table 17.  Benefits identified by stakeholders (fishers, DINARA, Coast Guard) for 
geospatial tools, the number of interviews in which a certain benefit was identified is 
shown in brackets (total number of interviews: 17). 

 
Coded theme hierarchy Sub-themes 
Safety (17) Ø Improved safety  
  Ø Coast Guard can locate accidents  
  Ø Family can track fishers at sea online  
  Ø Industrial vessels can see artisanal boats  
Location (16) Ø Location of artisanal vessels  
  Ø Location of industrial vessels  
  Ø Location of fishing gear  
  Ø Location of fishers within navigational limits  
Conservation (11) Ø Resource conservation (Fish) 
  Ø Habitat protection 
  Ø Determine fishing closure areas  
Fisheries knowledge (11) Ø Fish habitat, spatial patterns  
  Ø Fishing pressure & fleet movement  
  Ø Identifying conflict areas  
  Ø Detecting overfishing  
Increased control (11) Ø Increased control of the artisanal fishery  
  Ø Control overfishing (e.g. juveniles, bycatch) 
  Ø Control navigational limits  
  Ø Control fishing closures 

Reduced conflict (11) Ø Reduced conflict between artisanal and 
industrial fleets  

  Ø Reduced number of industrial vessels close to 
shore (within trawling ban) 

  Ø Reduced conflict between artisanal fishers  
Optimal tool (5) Ø Better type of navigational technology  
  Ø Easy to use  
  Ø Waterproof  
  Ø Battery lasts 
Public nature of AIS (4) Ø Fishers can be located (online) 
  Ø Fisher can locate industrial vessels (online) 
  Ø Short-term online information availability  
Cost (3) Ø Low equipment costs  
  Ø More cost-effective search for vessels  

 

It was possible to compare the identified benefits across stakeholder groups 

(Fishers, DINARA, Coast Guard) (Figure 16).  The number of interviews per 

stakeholder group that identified a certain benefit may be an indication of stakeholder 



 

groups priorities.  This is portrayed by interviews in which all of the DINARA 

representatives identified conservation and fisheries knowledge as key benefits, 

compared to the Coast Guard, who all recognized vessel location and increased control 

as key benefits.  These responses are reflective of the role that each government agency 

plays in regards to fisheries management. 

 

 
 
Figure 16.  Key benefits of geospatial tools as identified by fishers, DINARA, and Coast 
Guard (N =17) 

 
The following sections elaborate on several of the noteworthy emergent themes 

regarding the benefits of geospatial tools and the role they play in fisheries 

management.  In the context of this case study, the most frequently referenced benefits 

were with regards to increased navigational safety and knolwedge of vessel location, 

improved conservation and fisheries knowledge, increased control, and reduced conflict. 

Navigational safety 

 The ability for geospatial tools to increase fishers’ safety was the most frequently 

cited benefit, and it was recognized as important by every interviewee.  Navigational 

safety is a primary objective for the AIS system, but is not regularly associated with all 
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geospatial tools.  AIS and VMS are considered mandatory for all industrial vessels in 

Uruguay with the primary role of collision avoidance, security, and safety.  VMS does 

not, nor is designed to mitigate collisions or enhance users situational awareness the 

way that AIS does (USCG, 2014).  The nature of the artisanal fleet in Uruguay puts 

artisanal vessels at a higher risk due to their smaller size, lack of navigational and safety 

equipment, and a tendency to range further to sea than they are equipped for.  This 

arguably makes the coastal artisanal fleet a strong candidate for AIS implementation.  

The artisanal fishers insist that they must go where the fish are and continuously exceed 

their navigational limit, which is an issue of contention with the Coast Guard, whose 

primary role is to ensure safety.  The AIS systematically delivers a known GPS location 

for vessels and records their route, in addition to an emergency response system for 

rescue by both the Coast Guard or other nearby boats.  This could be very beneficial for 

the artisanal fleet as many stakeholders described scenarios in which casualties occurred 

because they could not locate the boat in distress explaining, “there was no technology 

to locate him”.  During the interview with the artisanal fisheries director, he explained 

that accidents happen and only two weeks prior there had been an incident in Colonia 

where only one fisher had survived and two others had died.  The Coast Guard also 

noted, “usually it is not known exactly where it [the boat] is, and then so much time is 

wasted searching”.  These safety related problems could be overcome with the 

implementation of AIS but fishers are concerned about increased locational control.  As 

one DINARA representative pointed out, 

As we said at the beginning, no one likes to be controlled, and maybe that is the 
point regarding why fishers are against this.  But suppose, tomorrow there is an 
accident and one has an AIS and you can push a button and you can be rescued, then 
you will be in favour of the AIS. 

The public nature of the AIS also enables increased communication and 

availability of spatial data.  Location of boats registered with the AIS equipment is 

accessible on the internet, allowing for families, friends, and boat owners to track where 

a specific vessel is at sea.  This is useful both for warning about severe incoming 

weather and for checking the location of fishing gear.  The AIS was recognized by 

stakeholders as the “optimal tool” because both fishers and the Coast Guard recognized 

that there are times the radio cannot reach fishers at sea, their cellphones run out of 

batteries, or other electrical equipment such as the echosounder or GPS get wet or 



 

malfunction.  One Coast Guard officer noted, “it's great to know that a boat dispatched 

and you're seeing the whole movement until the boat returns, you can even have a 

record of that, that is excellent”.  Moreover, the AIS system is specifically designed for 

easy use with one central button that sends out an S.O.S message (Figure 17).  This 

overcomes language barriers associated with the GPS and echosounder (which are 

programmed in English) (Figure 18).  The AIS transceiver is also waterproof and sits 

high up near the antenna (Figure 19).  In regards to vessel location, geospatial tools can 

also increase visibility for both industrial and artisanal fleets at sea.  Artisanal fishers 

emphasized the importance of being able to locate and be seen by trawling vessels, and 

several fishers using AIS had experienced increased communication between vessels 

since implementation. 

  

Figure 17.  Artisanal fisher from Piriápolis pointing to his AIS transceiver showing the 
S.O.S button 
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Figure 18.  GPS unit on an artisanal fishing boat (programmed in English) 

 

Figure 19.  VHF radio on an artisanal fishing boat (programmed in English) 

 

Fisheries knowledge and conservation 

With improved knowledge of fishing pressure and fleet movement, efforts can 

be made to better control and protect marine resources.  Notably, geospatial tools can be 

used to determine where closures should be located in addition to enforcement of these 



 

spatial closures.  For instance, VMS contributes to enforcing the temporal fishing area 

closures for the industrial fleet, and with future implementation the AIS could be used 

to help monitor the 300m coastal fishing closure for the artisanal fleet.  Specific to 

artisanal fisheries management, DINARA is interested in increasing their knowledge on 

fishers' migration and boat movement so they can effectively regulate licenses within 

the artisanal fishing zones and sub-zones.  DINARA emphasized, “we are interested in 

knowing where they are working, in which zone they are working, what distances they 

have travelled, in which areas they have fished, and also to know what type of boats 

they were referring to”.  Although AIS is a tool designed for safety, not for 

management, there are several options for consideration that could help overcome this 

barrier.  These will be discussed in Section 7.1. 

While geospatial tools (VMS, AIS) are primarily focused on the movement and 

activity of the fleet, another benefit inherently associated with improved fisheries 

management is conservation.  Fishers voiced concerns about declining resources, 

overfishing (especially by trawlers), habitat protection, and the importance of selective 

fishing gear.  One fisher spoke to future generations exclaiming, 

And my son is going to be a fisher? When he grows up there won’t be even a 
[little fish] to catch, when he’s my age.  For me, if there are changes, they have 
to change a lot [referring to the government], and it can take 20 years or more to 
change, right?  

This outlook is shared by many but not all  the fishers, who were described as thinking 

on a day-to-day basis – “there isn’t a good conscience, if an area is protected for our 

future benefit, many people don’t think like that, the future for them is tomorrow, 

therefore, they will always be in confrontation” (Fisher, 2015).  Nonetheless, depletion 

of the resource might eventually become an influential reason for fishers to support 

increased control and management of the artisanal fishery. 

Increased control 

While increased control was clearly referred to as challenge amongst 

stakeholders, primarily fishers, it was simultaneously identified as a benefit.  Fishers, 

Coast Guard, and DINARA all mentioned that increased control and enforcement 

within the artisanal fishery would be beneficial.  Geospatial tools could help improve 

the situation by providing knowledge of fleet movement, violation of spatial 
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regulations, and identification of priority conflict areas.  Moreover, stakeholders 

emphasized increased control could only be achieved if the necessary resources were 

available for training of government personnel, education of fishers, and the equipment 

itself.  This is largely linked to fiscal constraints since government agencies are lacking 

sufficient resources, and explains why external funding, such as from the FAO, supports 

many of the artisanal fishery projects.  While the argument for increased control was 

most strongly supported by government agencies, many fishers were insistent that 

improvements could not be made to the fishery without first addressing this issue.  

These fishers agreed that tools such as AIS could help the artisanal fishery become less 

“wild”.  One fisher who was involved in the AIS project stated, “I believe that the more 

technology that is used for this activity, the more will improve the control over the 

activity”.  Yet until the use of geospatial tools such as AIS becomes mandatory for the 

entire fleet, they would be reluctant or refuse to use it due to the inequality it creates 

between those who have AIS and those who do not. 

Reduced conflict 
 

Geospatial tools can be used to identify conflict areas and address spatial 

conflicts within and between fisheries sectors.  Stakeholders agreed that there was a 

reduction in conflict primarily between the industrial and artisanal fleet after the 

implementation of VMS.  This was largely connected to a reduced number of industrial 

vessels close to shore, minimizing the overlap into the 5 NM trawling ban.  This leads 

to fewer negative encounters such as interference with artisanal fishing gear (e.g. set 

gillnets), and inherently reduces the risk of collision by increasing visibility (especially 

at night).  However, while fewer industrial vessels fish close to shore, many artisanal 

boats fish past their navigational limits (up to 40 NM), which creates a large spatial 

overlap between 5-12 NM as identified in a study by Horta and Defeo (2012) and 

supported by key informants.   

In reference to the future use of AIS in the artisanal fleet, a DINARA officer 

explained, “they have special fishing spots you know, and you can identify that and 

identify the conflict between one fisher and another…then you can plan a management 

strategy based on that, and you reduce the conflict”.  He continued, emphasizing “then 

you can protect the space for the fishermen, exclude other activities that may cause 



 

damage or conflict” (DINARA, 2015).  This is partially exemplified in the new 

resolution in which large “semi-industrialized” vessels (boats > 6 GRT) are limited to 

navigating within Zone L and subzone EL, and restricted from navigating within 5 NM 

of the ports based in Punta del Diablo, Valizas, and Cabo Polonio.  In addition to 

reducing conflict, AIS was specifically recognized as an optimal tool in comparison to 

other safety equipment due to its ease of use, charging abilities, and waterproof 

qualities.  Moreover, it was considered a relatively inexpensive option by DINARA and 

Coast Guard officers in comparison to alternative equipment.  The public nature of AIS 

(referring to its online accessibility) was also identified as a benefit because fishers 

explained their friends and family could see where they are located at all times.   

5.1.2 Challenges of geospatial tools 

This section explores several of the noteworthy emergent themes regarding the 

challenges associated with geospatial tools.  Similar to benefits, the identified 

challenges came from specific questions regarding AIS, VMS, resolution 144, and 

future implementation in the fisheries council, in addition to more general questions 

(see Appendix A).  Key themes were created by grouping similar challenges and were 

ranked hierarchically based on the number of individuals that mentioned them.  The 

table below shows the key themes and some of the sub-themes that were most 

frequently identified with each challege (Table 18).  These key themes included control, 

fishers' compliance, cost, lack of communication and trust, limited education and 

training, public nature of AIS, nature of the AIS device, and policy implementation. 
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Table 18.  Challenges identified by stakeholders (fishers, DINARA, Coast Guard) for 
geospatial tools.  The number of interviews in which a certain challenge was identified 
is shown in brackets (total number of interviews: 17). 

Coded theme 
hierarchy Sub-themes 

Control (15) Ø Increased control/enforcement by PNN /DINARA  
  Ø Lack of control /management/enforcement  
  Ø Fear of navigational restrictions 
  Ø Difficult to implement/enforce control of fishers 
  Ø Difficult to prove illegal fishing through just VMS  
  Ø AIS not designed for control  

Fishers’ compliance 
(15) Ø Artisanal fishers’ resistance 

  Ø Fishers regularly exceed navigational restrictions 

  Ø Ability to turn off AIS 
Ø Industrial fleet resistance 

Cost (14) Ø Too expensive for artisanal fishers 
  Ø Too expensive for DINARA/PNN 
  Ø Need for funding/subsidies 

Lack of 
communication/trust 

(9) 

Ø Fisher’s lack of trust in DINARA 
Ø Fisher’s lack of trust in PNN 
Ø Lack of communication amongst fishers 
Ø Lack of human resources in the Coast Guard 
Ø Complications with communication devices (e.g. 

out of radio range) 

Limited 
education/training (8) 

Ø Limited training/education/awareness of tool 
benefits for the artisanal fishery  

  Ø Limited training of DINARA/PNN personnel  

Public nature of AIS 
(5) 
  
  

Ø Other artisanal fishers can locate AIS fishers  

Ø Artisanal fishers (and their fishing spots) can be 
located by industrial fishers  

Ø Short-term online information availability 

Nature of the device (4) Ø Charging daily  
  Ø Electricity requirements 
  Ø Protection from stealing  

Policy implementation 
(3) 

Ø Challenging political climate for passing needed 
resolutions or enforcing tools  

 

Comparisons between fishers, DINARA and Coast Guard were made based on the 

the number of interviews per stakeholder group that identified a certain challenge 

(Figure 20).  In this case, a large number of the stakeholders similarily identified the top 



 

three challenges.  These comparisons can portray information such as DINARA’s 

concern regarding policy implementation and that more fishers identified the AIS 

system being public as a benefit than a challenge (Figure 16).  However, it is crucial to 

further examine each reference to a challenge within the context that they were 

mentioned.   

 

 

Figure 20.  Key challenges of geospatial tools as identified by fishers, DINARA, and 
Coast Guard (N =17)  

Discussions with stakeholders broadly reflected concerns that were consistent 

with prior accounts of management challenges for Uruguayan fisheries.  The most 

prominent challenges associated with tools were identified as control, cost, lack of 

fishers' compliance to regulations, and limited communication and trust.  The majority 

of these issues overlap in one way or another, for instance control can lead to issues of 

trust and noncompliance.  This presents an element of complexity, but also an 

opportunity for overcoming challenges simultaneously.  The following sections will 

describe the challenges of geospatial tools and discuss their relevance to fisheries 

management in Uruguay. 
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Control 

Insufficient control and enforcement was a theme that came up repeatedly in 

conversations with every stakeholder group.  This was by far the largest perceived 

challenge for geospatial tools and was twofold in the sense that some key informants 

believe that there is too much control over the fishery, while others think there is not 

enough control.  Several fishers made comments directed at DINARA regarding this 

issue, emphasizing there are too many rules and regulations.  On the other hand, some 

comments highlighted that there is insufficient control within the fishery – “there is no 

control from above, the state does not control” and “what is missing is real control of 

the situation”.  From the AIS fishers’5 perspective, there was a sense of frustration with 

DINARA’s inability to enforce regulations and they explained that they are at a clear 

disadvantage to their competition if they abide by the rules such as using the AIS, while 

others do not.  One AIS fisher explained, 

There are people who respect orders, you are prohibited from such and such 
zone and I could say “ok”, but there are others who don’t care at all, and the 
more you prohibit them, the more they will go, there are lots of things which are 
prohibited and they continue to go. 

Several stakeholders commented that if regulations were not currently being enforced, 

how would AIS be any different? AIS would just be another mechanism for control 

without sufficient enforcement to make it beneficial or useful.  The lack of control is 

also portrayed for the industrial fleet using the VMS system.  Since VMS was first 

implemented, there have been a reduced number of infractions, yet the process still has 

difficulties with prosecuting penalties and fines. 

All of the Coast Guard and DINARA representatives highlighted various issues 

with control, primarily due to insufficient resources and agreement that the nature of 

fishers is to disregard regulations.  The Coast Guard explained that they are not 

sufficiently trained or staffed to enforce safety requirements let alone fisheries 

management regulations.  According to one Coast Guard officer, DINARA 

representatives sail infrequently with them to check that regulations are being met, such 

                                                

5 AIS fishers refer to fishers interviewed that were involved in the GEF DINARA FAO 
AIS project) 



 

as gillnet mesh size.  However, fishers explained that mandatory safety gear (e.g. life 

vests, flares) is shared, and others lie about the number of longlines on board, the size of 

the nets, or the quantity of boxes of fish caught, when filling out the information form.  

DINARA officials also emphasized that they have limited staff for enforcing 

regulations, especially within the Artisanal Fisheries Unit.  Moreover, DINARA 

representatives argued that the AIS system is not designed for control. 

The maritime authority cannot control anything by AIS, because the system is 
originally designed for safety.  For control, you have to have legal support behind 
you, and consequently you have to have resolutions and laws or something which 
provides you the ability to control with AIS, its not the same as the VMS, the 
VMS does have legal support and its been designed for control.   

It's public.  Also it's not very secure, because you can change [ or tamper with] the 
position of a boat, and then it's not there...there is no regulation behind it”. 

The creation of the legal framework has already started for the mandatory use of AIS 

(Resolution 144), but no steps have been taken to date to enable the use of the tool 

specifically for increased control and enforcement. 

Fishers' lack of compliance to regulations 

An increase in the number of regulations for artisanal fishery since 2005 has not 

been well received by many fishers.  As described earlier in Section 5.2.2, fishers feel 

there are too many regulations – “there are a lot of rules, which there should not be, but 

they just keep coming”.  Fishers' lack of compliance to regulations was mentioned as a 

challenge for geospatial tools by all of the informants.  Fishers who turned off their AIS 

when passing their navigational limit set by the Coast Guard, and fishers who only 

turned on the AIS during severe weather already demonstrated this lack of compliance 

for the AIS.  One Coast Guard representative commented, “there are always net thrown 

everywhere, Uruguayans do not respect rules.  If you want them [the fishers] to respect 

the rules, you have to fine them”. 

Even fishers who agreed that AIS would be beneficial were skeptical regarding 

whether other fishers would be in agreement with its mandatory use.  One fisher stated, 

“for the AIS…I don’t know if it will be accepted by most, but in my humble opinion it's 

absolutely necessary”.  One fisher gave an apt description of his contemporaries, 

claiming “the artisanal fisher is an individualist by nature, therefore he will not want 
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you to know where he is, or if he goes or if he comes”.  This is exactly the type of 

information that the AIS would provide for DINARA and the Coast Guard.  The fishers 

that regularly exceed the navigational limits explained that they have to “go where the 

fish are”, which varies by season, and fishers claim they do not have a choice as they 

need to make a living.  The Coast Guard is well aware that fishers exceed their limits, 

but acknowledged the importance of this for fishers due to the fact that the resources 

have declined near the coast.  Therefore in some instances, leeway is granted, especially 

for larger vessels that meet all of the mandatory safety regulations.   

Nature of the fishery 

 Another considerable challenge described during interviews was the unstable and 

“wild west” nature of the artisanal fishery.  While this challenge was not always directly 

associated with the use or application of geospatial tools, it was mentioned in the 

context of control.  Recall that artisanal boats are at high risk due to their size, 

construction, and minimal use of technology or mechanized gear.  Stakeholders 

discussed how persistent problems needed to be taken care of first before new 

geospatial tools could be considered.  Most notably, these problems included high 

occurrence of illegal fishing, theft, arson, presence of guns, violence, drugs, and 

alcohol.  Fishers explained they have to bring in all of their technology at night so it is 

not stolen, and that “people go out to steal our fishing gear”, which is reflective of the 

internal conflict within the fishery.  The fishers explained that the occurrence of 

violence and theft increases closer to Montevideo and just south of Montevideo in San 

Luis and Pajas Blancas, especially during the whitemouth croaker season.  One fisher 

exclaimed, “I think that there should be a Discovery Channel program, one which films 

fishing in Uruguay, fishing in the whitemouth croaker season – it’s like a battle, a 

fight!” This description exemplifies the varying environments in the coastal fishery and 

these issues become even more prominent during the whitemouth croaker season.  

Many of the fishers explained they no longer even take part in fishing the migration 

down the coast since there is too much competition and a violent atmosphere.   

Fishers also voiced challenges associated with keeping expensive technology such 

as the AIS system safe, dry and charged.  In some cases, fishers do not have access to 

electricity for charging, while others do not have Internet access to take advantage of 

the public marine traffic website.  Additionally, working as an artisanal fisher is 



 

considered difficult due to unstable income, high risks, and a need for multiple jobs to 

make ends meet.  The inconsistent work contributes largely to the challenge of cost, 

with fishers not being able to afford to purchase additional equipment like the AIS.  One 

Coast Guard representative also reasoned, 

These fishers take advantage of the season, they are working continuously for a 
month, a month and a half, and have to go out every day and it does not give them 
time to repair anything.  So many times they leave part of the safety equipment. 

The Coast Guard  also emphasized that a common trait within the fishery is a tendency 

to take higher risks.  In particular, one officer noted a trend that seemed to occur based 

on the years of experience a fisher has:  

The fisherman with experience would take these things [the mandatory safety 
gear], and those who don’t carry them are the new and inexperienced fishermen 
who want to put a little more [fish] in the fishing boat, risking their life and 
those of his co-fishers.   

He also mentioned that most of the incidents that occur within the fishery are with boats 

run by inexperienced fishers.  If these fishers are not willing to spend extra money or 

make space on their boat for additional safety equipment, then what is the likelihood 

that they would be willing to pay for the AIS?  

Cost 

 While fishers’ affluence varies by region along the coast, the cost to buy an AIS 

was perceived as too great unless it was subsidized by the government6.  Fishers made 

comments such as “here, everything is too expensive”,  “the fisher doesn’t have that 

kind of money”, and “it’s not easy, and it’s even harder in a country with no money”.  

DINARA also explained that they do not have the fiscal capacity to pay for equipment 

for the entire fleet (~600 boats).  According to the AIS project director, all of the 

participants agreed in general terms that the tool was useful and positive but it had an 

                                                

6 The cost of an AIS reciever can range from 60 USD with the most basic model up to 
over 1000 USD depending on the number of features. Fishers experience unstable and 
unpredictable incomes.  During the fishing season the highest they can make is up to 
500 -1000 USD in a day, which allows them to pay off debts accrued earlier in the year 
(Trimble, 2013).  
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economic cost that no organization or the state would cover, at least for the time being.  

However, if the AIS were to be implemented, the cost would be upfront, but once the 

AIS were purchased, there would be minimal maintenance expenditures.  

Comparatively, the cost for implementing for VMS was easily covered by more 

financially stable industrial fishing companies.   

 
Limited communication & trust 

 The level of communication between stakeholders was highlighted as a challenge, 

especially between fishers and government agencies.  While this challenge is largely 

dependent on individual relationships, it was identified as a barrier to implementing 

geospatial tools.  The new resolution 144 exemplified this lack of communication, as 

almost half of the fishers had not heard of it.  The fisher representatives in the Piriápolis 

council were so interested that they took the time to bring the printed resolution (which 

had been given to them during the interview) to the council meeting.  This led to a brief 

discussion regarding increased control of the “semi-industrialized” fishers in Zone L 

and the 5 NM restrictions around the ports and suggested that there had been no prior 

consultation regarding the new resolution.  Fishers awareness of this resolution will be 

further discussed in Section 6.4.1. 

An example of the lack of trust between stakeholders is portrayed by the fisher 

information forms, which are one of DINARA’s principle means of collecting data from 

the artisanal fishers.  Everyone knows that the information entered is false but little has 

been done to remedy the situation and the data is still used for analysis.  This occurs 

because fishers are worried they will eventually be taxed higher, or that somehow 

reporting accurate catch numbers will in some way come back to cause problems for 

them.  The people collecting the data from the artisanal fishers are different from those 

using it for management and analysis, so there is a large sense of apathy and they have 

been known to tell fishers just to make up numbers if they can not remember (Trimble, 

2013).  It is also likely that the information from the dispatch reports collected by the 

Coast Guard is inaccurate.  This not only highlights a lack of trust, but a need to 

increase the understanding of why the data is collected, what it is used for, and why it is 

important.  One fisher explicitly said that the theme of trust and reciprocation between 

the government and fishers needed to be improved, explaining  “there needs to be more 



 

trust…what do you give me in exchange [for the AIS work], I give you this, but you 

[need to] give me something back.” In regards to future AIS implementation, a great 

amount of trust would be required between fishers and government to make progress. 

A lack of communication was also apparent at the culmination of the AIS 

project regarding the project results.  This could be for several reasons, including 

depleted funding or possibly the lack of communication between the project organizers.  

For example, some informants stated that DINARA was supposed to continue working 

on the project, but this still has not happened.  In this case, according to all fishers, 

Coast Guard, and even a DINARA representative, DINARA was the one not taking 

ownership and this possibly impacted the final outcomes of the project.  Moreover, 

DINARA officials stopped picking up dispatch information from the Cost Guard, which 

arguably provides more useful information than the fisher information forms. 

5.1.3 Visualizing challenges and benefits of geospatial tools 

In addition to thematic coding of challenges and benefits, word clouds were used 

to collectively summarize the most frequently referenced words from the coded benefits 

and challenges.  Word clouds are an effective method to visually display textual 

findings.  Specifically, within a word cloud, words are displayed by size proportionate 

to their frequency from a text file relative to other terms.  It is interesting to note that 

several of the highlighted words reflect similarities with the emergent themes.  For 

instance, the word cloud about benefits includes terms such as safety, resource, 

information, and location (Figure 21).  The word cloud pertaining to challenges presents 

terms such as control, cost, communication, location, and zone (Figure 22). 
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Figure 21.  Word cloud: visualizing perceived benefits of geospatial tools 

 

Figure 22.  Word cloud: visualizing perceived challenges of geospatial tools 

The following sections will explore these benefits and challenges in futher depth, 

within the context of specific issues and experiences that stakeholders were asked about.  

These include stakeholder experiences with VMS, reflections of the AIS study, view of 

the new resolution 144, implementation of spatial tools through fisheries councils, and 

future use and implementation of geospatial tools. 

5.2 Changes over time: stakeholders’ perceptions of VMS 

Examining how things have changed over time is a useful way to analyze whether 

something such as a tool or management approach is working.  While this topic on its 

own could be an extensive research project, for the purpose of this study it was used to 

better understand stakeholders’ perceptions of VMS as an effective spatial management 

tool. 

When asked if there have been changes since the implementation of VMS, all of the 

DINARA interviewees unanimously agreed things had improved over time.  They were 

able to back this up with documentation showing a reduction in total infractions by 

industrial boats (as presented in Section 5.4.1).  It was agreed that there were still some 

challenges to overcome, however, things had improved substantially since initial 

implementation.  The director of the artisanal fisheries unit noted with incredulity, 



 

“VMS has been around for 10 years and it was impossible to think that it could work, 

and 3 years later, 4 years later, all the industrial boats had the VMS installed”.  The 

Coast Guard interviewees had relatively limited knowledge and experience in regards to 

the VMS system and felt they could not comment on whether changes had occurred. 

 In contrast, artisanal fishers had a more divided perspective on whether VMS had 

made a positive impact (Figure 23).  Several fishers strongly emphasized that nothing 

had changed or things had become worse, stating industrial boats continued to enter 

their fishing zone, steal their resources, and destroy their fishing gear.  They claimed 

that there is no control in the fishery and that the VMS does not detect the industrial 

vessels, or if it does, nothing is done about it, “the conflict is that they enter the closed 

zone, they enter more or less than 7 NM from where you are working, you can’t pass 

[the navigational limit] but the industrial vessels can enter into [the banned trawling 

zone] easily”.  One fisher described a situation in which he radioed the trawler to leave 

the zone, followed by calling the Coast Guard to report it, but the trawler left before 

anything happened with no repercussions.  The fisher voiced his frustration that the 

situation is largely overlooked and fines are never enforced.  While this may be true, 

there is also a possibility that in this situation, the industrial vessel was very close to the 

trawling ban zone, but never entered into it.  The DINARA officer working with the 

AIS project explained that this occasionally occured and he had to check the marine 

traffic website and confirm to fishers that the industrial vessel was not actually 

commiting any infractions.  Additionally, fishers suggested that industrial vessels turn 

the equipment off, turn off their lights, and come take the fish close to the shore, but 

neither DINARA or the Coast Guard mentioned this as an issue. 
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Figure 23.  Fishers’ perceptions about changes associated with the use of VMS in the 
large-scale sector (N=11) fishers.  Categories were made from fishers’ responses to an 
open-ended question) 

Conversely, other fishers (4) claimed that there had been a reduction in the 

number of industrial vessels entering the trawling ban, and they perceived that they no 

longer come as close to the shore and respected the trawling ban restriction more than 

they had in the past.  They stated control by the Coast Guard increased within the 

trawling ban zone, but did not all necessarily make this connection a consequence of 

VMS.  However, those fishers also frequently referenced other issues with fisheries 

control that needed improvement.  While the divide between fishers regarding VMS 

was split almost in half, it is worth considering that there could be both spatial and 

temporal variations that might influence different experiences of artisanal fishers with 

industrial vessels.  For instance, the years of experience a fisher has had at sea before 

and after VMS implementation, or how far from the shore they tend to fish could both 

have an impact on this response.   

Fishers were specifically queried if the implementation of VMS had helped 

reduced conflict between the artisanal and industrial fleets.  Their responses reflected a 

similar divide in which around half (5) identified a reduction in conflict, and the other 

half (6) identified no change.  Conflict between the two fleets is largely from 

competition for the same resources.  One fisher commented, “the conflict that we have 

with them is that they want to come to our place to fish and we want to go to their place 

to fish; this is the great problem.” This comment reflects the spatial overlap between 
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fleets.  Others referenced stories of their gear being destroyed by trawling vessels and a 

huge decline in resources; “it’s impressive how the quantities [of fish] have been 

reduced”, a fisher stated, referring to the trawlers fishing close to the shore.  

Comparatively, some fishers noted a decrease in negative interactions within the 5 NM 

trawling ban, while others explained there was increased communication between the 

two fleets, which helped prevent conflict.  In one case, a fisher explained that the 

industrial vessel had radioed him to let him know “we are trawling, we are going to pass 

close to you, don’t panic, it’s not a problem, we can go past your nets with our trawling 

boat, but we are not going to trawl”.  The fisher reflected that the ship had complied, 

and it was a positive experience that showed progress.   

5.3 AIS trial study (GEF DINARA FAO Project): viewpoints 
from stakeholders 

The recent GEF DINARA FAO Project from 2009-2013 provided a unique 

opportunity to gather important feedback regarding the use of AIS, from the perspective 

of fishers, Coast Guard, and DINARA officials.  Due to the fact that limited information 

has been published from this AIS portion of the project, interviews with key informants 

were essential for gathering project information.  These interviewees also provided 

important viewpoints regarding project specific challenges, the results and success of 

the project, and future recommendations regarding the site-specific application of AIS. 

5.3.1 Fishers’ frequency of AIS use 

Fishers explained that they participated in the AIS project for several reasons.  A 

large reason was that the project provided free AIS equipment, while others commented 

that they are generally interested in being involved in projects that help support the 

artisanal fishery.  There was a varying frequency in which the AIS was used.  This 

ranged from never using the AIS system (it was still in the original box), to using it 

consistently even after project completion in 2013.  Of the eight AIS fishers 

interviewed, one never used it, three reported using it only a few times, two fishers 

selectively turn the AIS on and off, and two still use it frequently.  Of the two fishers 

who use the AIS selectively, one only uses it when there is inclement weather such as 

wind or fog; “when it’s ugly and we have problems of bad weather, we put on the AIS; 

the AIS is a system that you turn on”, he explained.  The other fisher stated that he uses 
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the AIS while fishing within his registered navigational limit of up to 7 NM, but beyond 

that point, he turns it off.   

Participants who did not use the AIS cited reasons such as health restrictions, 

retirement from fishing, lack of trust to lend the AIS to other fishers, concern regarding 

DINARA’s and Coast Guard’s control over location, and the public nature of AIS data 

via the Marine Traffic website.  For instance, one fisher explained, “if only one 

[artisanal boat] has AIS, when the [trawling] vessels leave the port of Montevideo they 

turn their AIS on and go where that boat is.  If there are 200 boats and the only boat 

with AIS is mine, what do I have to do? I turn it off.” In this quotation, he is referring to 

the fact that there are only a small number of artisanal boats that have AIS, and when it 

is turned on, other fishers (both industrial and artisanal) can see his location online.  In 

response, they go to his area to fish, thereby increasing his competition.  With regards to 

the four AIS fishers who used the technology infrequently, it should be considered that 

three of those fishers are no longer fishing regularly or at all.  They are currently 

working selling fish and helping run the fishing cooperative at the Artisanal Fisheries 

Market in Ciudad de la Costa. 

5.3.2 AIS project results: was it a success? 

When asked whether they had heard about a meeting to share preliminary results 

from the project, several fishers exclaimed laughing that they did not even know the 

project was over.  More than half of the AIS fishers interviewed were unaware of the 

results from the AIS portion of the GEF DINARA FAO project and claimed they were 

neither contacted nor told to stop using the equipment.  The few fishers who had 

participated in the meeting received information (a poster) from a report based primarily 

on the dispatch information, focusing specifically on spatial distribution of fishing 

effort, catch, and species (Appendix A).  Data from the full AIS study were missing in 

the presented results, from what the fishers stated.  Similar to the fishers, the Coast 

Guard also commented that they had not been contacted with results from the project, 

although they noted that this was likely due to their rotating schedules in which 

different officers are on duty during the time of the meetings.  The artisanal fisheries 

director from DINARA was present at the final meeting and commented that, “it was 

not much information, routing and movement of some of the boats that had the AIS, but 



 

only some because there were fishers who never worked with the AIS” (never turned it 

on). 

When asked whether they found the AIS portion of the project to be a success, 

DINARA interviewees had mixed conclusions, whereas the Coast Guard unanimously 

thought it was successful along with the majority of the participating fishers.  The 

artisanal fisheries unit director commented that it was hard to know if the project was 

successful without a better understanding of the original objectives.  As he added, “I 

believe that in reality yes; like the VMS was beneficial, I understand that the AIS was 

also beneficial”.  However, during the interviews it was sometimes challenging to 

differentiate between the entire GEF DINARA FAO Project and the specific AIS 

portion of the project.  This is reflected by the following comment from DINARA’s 

fisheries technology lab: “the system [AIS] is good, it’s valid, it’s usable; what happens 

is that in the project, in my personal opinion, they did things badly, sincerely that is my 

opinion”.  Although the Coast Guard played a less direct role in the AIS project, all 

three informants had a positive impression of it and how the AIS system could improve 

navigation safety within the artisanal fishery.  One Coast Guard officer commented:  

I think that the project paid off, we should see results.  If there are good results, 
then yes.  Anything to improve it [the fishery], the technology is for that.  The 
satellites are up there and we have to use everything that can help.   

Six of the eight participating fishers recognized the AIS project as either 

successful or positive.  Notably, the assertion that the project was positive was 

frequently followed by a concern or issue they had with the project (both AIS and larger 

GEF DINARA FAO).  Some of these issues were with regards to the limited number of 

fishers that participated in the project, and the lack of outcomes and follow-up from the 

project.  The following quotes reflect some of the responses fishers gave to this 

question: 

It was a positive experience and all of the fishers think the same, that it’s 
positive. 

The results were positive but DINARA didn’t take anything from the 
results…even if the study was done seriously and responsibly to the artisanal 
fisheries sector, it did not contribute much, it did not help much. 
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I do not know what they did in the end, I never found out what happened with 
that, if they did a project with that, if they took some information, I never got to 
know [about the results]. 

5.3.3 Specific challenges of the project 

 Some of the challenges with the project initiation were clearly identified by its 

organizer.  He explained that a key reason the AIS study took place during the fourth 

year of the larger project (GEF DINARA FAO) was due to the amount of time it took to 

build relationships with fishers.  He noted “it took time to develop enough trust and 

communication with fishers, around 3 years, and also time to buy the equipment and 

select the best equipment for these little boats”.  One challenge he identified was that 

some of the boats were originally set up with fishers that in the end did not use the AIS.  

When queried as to why, he explained “for different reasons; one reason was the fishers 

resisted, they didn’t want the equipment and we had already made the registration, the 

fisher registration for that signal, we didn’t have time to change it again.” He elaborated 

further noting that, “we had to deal with all the bureaucratic stuff to implement it; it was 

very difficult to implement because we had to convince the fishers to be monitored, of 

monitoring”.   

In addition to challenges with initiation of the project, its organizer also voiced 

several frustrations that arose near completion of the project.  Such frustrations included 

how the AIS portion of the project was not continued by DINARA, which simply left 

the equipment aside.  Moreover, he explained that the data was not simple to obtain and 

extract from the project.  Other DINARA employees and fishers also mentioned that the 

project ran out of funding (“things came to a halt”).  This raises the questions of what 

the final objectives of the project were, how they planned to mobilize the results, and 

what specific steps were made to rollover the project into current management 

applications.  This is further exemplified by the continued data collection by the Coast 

Guard in Ciudad de la Costa in addition to the use of the AIS equipment past the end 

date of the project. 

 Some specific challenges of the project identified by fishers included not being 

told much about the AIS system and how to use it, and a lack of follow-up upon project 

completion.  One fisher also claimed it would be more valuable to have all of the 

equipment, the transmitter and the receiver, not just the receiver.  This would allow for 



 

the fishers with AIS to use the equipment to see the location of all other boats with an 

AIS while they are at sea.  This is an important feature for industrial scale boats as the 

primary function is to increase awareness and reduce risk of collision.  Both DINARA 

employees and fishers listed concerns about the distribution of the AIS systems to 

individuals who no longer go out to fish and, for lack of a better word, are “retired” 

from fishing.  One fisher said, “why are they giving it [AIS] to people who don’t leave 

[to sea]?  Fix the AIS on boats with people who go out on the water, make a pilot plan 

with those people who are fishing every day”.  Similarly, a DINARA employee 

commented, “in reality, we worked with very few AIS systems, because for many 

[fishers] who received the AIS didn’t even install it, never used it when they went out 

fishing.  This has to be taken into account.  They said yes to the project, ‘yes, we, we, 

we’ but afterwards they did not use the AIS beacons”.  While the study had a small 

number of participants, it is likely that due to time, funding restrictions, and perhaps the 

small number of AIS fisher volunteers, their options for whom to register with the AIS 

system was limited.  Nevertheless, this is something that should be taken into 

consideration when reviewing the final AIS results, once they are published. 

 A resounding complaint about the GEF DINARA FAO project was a lack of 

action by DINARA to continue the work where the project left off.  Several of the 

fishers had developed strong working relationships with the contracted project director 

from the fisheries councils and made efforts to try and have him reinstated.  One fisher 

commented, “at the level of the fishery workers, it [the AIS] was well received; we did 

not find much agreement with the authorities of DINARA”.  One fisher had a strong 

opinion regarding DINARA’s inactivity, noting “in general, they [DINARA] didn’t like 

it [the project] because the project of GEF DINARA FAO in 2.5 years did much more 

than DINARA in 20 years”.  Moreover, some fishers had been involved in so many 

different projects and described their frustrations from a continued lack of outcome, 

“yes, projects from FAO and DINARA, thousands, thousands I have heard and I 

participated in some, but they always ended in nothing, all of them, they ended…” 

While this project provides a useful case study for examining the applications of AIS 

within the artisanal fishery, these interviews are only a partial reflection of how it has 

impacted artisanal fisheries management to date.  Several of the issues that arose from 

these interviews might be reflective of challenges for the project but further research 
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would need to be conducted to make any conclusions.  However, based on information 

provided by the research participants for this study, the issue most emphasized was the 

lack of communication and that the project tapered off without a sense of completion.   

5.4 Resolution 144: legal implementation of AIS 

Examining stakeholders’ knowledge regarding the creation, and perceptions, of 

Resolution 144 provided an additional avenue to explore perceptions regarding use of 

AIS in artisanal fisheries.  It also provided insight on the communication of spatial 

fishing laws between DINARA, Coast Guard, and fishers.  As explained in section the 

timeline in Section 5.3.1, the resolution mandates the (eventual) use of AIS in artisanal 

boats larger than 6 GRT in zone L, their restrictions to zone L and subzone EL, gear 

size/number restrictions, and closed fishing zones within 5 NM miles of some ports.  

Informants were asked if they were aware of the new resolution and their impressions of 

the resolution regarding increased monitoring (AIS) and new spatial restrictions of 

artisanal boats by size. 

5.4.1 Resolution 144: stakeholders’ awareness and viewpoints 

Of the fishers, only around half (5) were aware of the aforementioned resolution 

and several fishers were completely unaware of the new resolution (6).  Some of the 

latter fishers were still aware of the issues covered by the resolution, and mentioned that 

these had been previously discussed in council meetings.  When asked about the 

incorporation of monitoring (AIS) as defined by the resolution, 9 of the 11 fishers 

identified that AIS would be positive.  Despite this, it is worth noting that almost all of 

the fishers cited concerns with this resolution regarding control.  For some, their 

concerns pertained to a lack of enforcement and control of the artisanal fishery by 

DINARA.  As a fisher explained, “It’s good that they use them [AIS], but if it’s not 

controlled, it’s going to be the same.  It’s what we see daily”.  Another fisher claimed 

that the semi-industrialized artisanal boats would just find ways to outmaneuver the 

resolution, stating all you have to do is, 

Erase the license, he [the fisher] puts on another name [on the boat] and that boat 
can pass by, that's all.  It is nothing more to grab a brush, erase the name [of the 
boat]…I tell you that there are no people to go control the number of nets or 
have the capacity of people in DINARA to know how many nets they have. 



 

Others were concerned by how this resolution would continue to increase control over 

artisanal fishers and would constrict their mobility between zones.  As one fisher 

commented, “I don’t like it [the resolution].  I don’t like any of these impositions 

[referring to top-down rules]; they [government] just want you to follow them; I don’t 

like them”.  A different fisher went on to clarify that AIS was ok if mandated by the 

government but continued on to explain that there should not be restrictions over 

leaving and fishing from different zones, “what you catch fishing in one zone or another 

[shouldn’t matter], to me that is wrong”.   

While the feedback regarding the AIS was important, fishers were more 

interested in discussing the implications of larger boats with substantially greater 

numbers of gillnets.  As mentioned previously, these artisanal vessels are sometimes 

referred to as semi-industrialized artisanal boats.  Most of the interviewees were well 

aware of the issues associated with large artisanal vessels and this was well described 

by both a Coast Guard officer and a fisher: 

They use the benefits of artisanal fishing, but in reality with an operation which 
is more commercial than artisanal.  They should no longer be called artisanal.  
Surely, there has to be an intermediate group because it is artisanal or 
commercial, but between 10 GRT and 1.5 GRT …there is a big range (Coast 
Guard, 2015) 

Nowadays there are boats, which are artisanal boats, and all of a sudden they 
have 6, 7 GRT, and have up to 200 gillnets.  Therefore, certainly this is a lot, too 
many, and some boats have more.  So it is "artisanal fishing" between quotation 
marks because they have winches, they have machines to lift up the gillnets...it’s 
not traditional artisanal fishing in which the fisher lifts up the gillnets manually.  
(AIS fisher, 2015) 

While this resolution was created by DINARA in the hope that semi-

industrialized boats could be controlled, some fishers argued that the artisanal fishery is 

heading towards semi-industrialized gear use on larger boats, and that it should be 

supported instead of hindered.  Specifically, one AIS fisher with a larger than average 

boat voiced the following opinion: 

Fishers have been enlarging [their boats] due to a safety issue, an economic 
issue, and climate change has forced fishers to have to improve their boats.  
Give them a little more volume/size to better perform the task and not be so 
vulnerable to bad weather and all. 
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Although this resolution has yet to be implemented, it provides an interesting 

opportunity to observe whether over time it can be enforced as the VMS eventually was.  

It marks a notable step in the use of AIS in artisanal fisheries management to help 

manage a growing issue.  Moreover, the use of geospatial tools to help implement 

spatial restrictions was, according to fishers, discussed in fisheries councils and 

demonstrates local engagement if only by means of information dissemination and 

discussion.   

5.5 Geospatial tools and implementation of fisheries co-
management councils 

 In order to further explore the role of geospatial tools in co-management contexts, 

it was important to understand stakeholder perceptions regarding fisheries councils.  

Stakeholders were asked if future implementation of geospatial tools such as AIS and 

VMS should be discussed in fisheries co-management councils.  Similarly, they were 

asked if new regulations regarding spatial closures should be discussed in the councils 

prior to implementation.  Additionally, as an attempt to better understand the level of 

communication between stakeholders, interviewees were also asked what should take 

place in order for there to be an increase in trust between artisanal fishers and DINARA 

for exchanging information about fishing zones and closed areas. 

5.5.1 Stakeholders’ perspectives about the co-management councils 

Each council has two primary fisher representatives and two back-up options.  

Eight of the fishers interviewed were either primary or secondary council 

representatives in Ciudad de la Costa/Neptunia (4) and Piriápolis (4).  Notably, all of 

the interviewed fishers (11) had participated in various council meetings from the GEF 

DINARA FAO project and could speak to these experiences.  The participation of these 

fishers in council meetings varied greatly.  Coast Guard representatives also had 

experience participating in councils, however, such participation varied due to location 

transfers and which Coast Guard was on duty at the time of the council meeting.  As for 

DINARA, the director of artisanal fisheries is normally present at council meetings, 

although alternatives from the artisanal fisheries unit go as his replacement as needed.  

At the time of this research, there were six functioning artisanal fisheries councils, yet 



 

several councils were still undergoing the formation process and expect to be finalized 

in early 2016.   

The councils were generally perceived as useful spaces for discussing issues 

within the artisanal fishery and developing possible solutions.  Representation from all 

stakeholders involved with the fishery in the same place at the same time was said to 

improve communication, where previously, fishers had to deal with each organization 

separately.  Both DINARA and Coast Guard informants had positive perceptions of the 

councils across the board: 

I think it's a positive thing to always meet and coordinate between the authorities 
and the people, and be close to people and see what they think, and see what we 
can do to serve them better, it is always positive (Coast Guard, 2015). 

Nevertheless, they still recognized challenges associated with trust, 

communication, representation, and regularity in meeting.  In contrast, fishers held a 

more widely varying opinion on the councils and whether they were useful.  Several 

fishers did recognize councils as a positive tool in which an exchange of information 

and knowledge was an important outcome.  One fisher noted, “you always need to deal 

with three organizations [referring to DINARA, Coast Guard and local government]; 

therefore in the fisheries council, the scope is ideally to have everyone together and talk 

about the problem and look for possible solutions.”   

Several fishers also made reference to differences between councils in different 

locations stating that some are positive, while others remain ineffective.  Even while 

fishers acknowledged the potential benefits, several voiced frustrations with the 

councils and how they had seen no changes and no progress.  This was especially 

evident among fishers who had dedicated large periods of time participating.  As one 

fisher stated, “it was two years fighting in the councils and doing this and it did 

nothing”.  Others merely stopped participating on account of all talk and no action; “I 

went to four fisheries councils [four meetings], and always they talked about the same 

thing, but I felt we were lied to in the face and they didn’t do anything”.  One fisher 

who was a representative in a council commented “now I am in the fisheries council of 

Piriápolis and I don’t know anything about the council [laughs]… It’s new and has not 

been tested much”. 
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Another issue that arose was the closed nature of some of the councils, which 

are intended to be open to visitors (e.g. other fishers besides the representatives).  

During a participatory evaluation workshop of the Ciudad de la Costa council, a fisher 

asked the director of artisanal fisheries why the council in Piriápolis was not open for 

anyone to attend.  The director’s response was that it is open and any fisher is welcome 

to come, however, this has not been the case.  In the December, 2015 Piriápolis council 

meeting, for example, the group POPA was not allowed to present their findings on the 

fish traps project.  One fisher emphasized an improvement would be to have more 

inclusive council meetings, “we could have these fisheries councils in open councils, an 

open meeting where everyone goes, this would improve [things], we should improve it 

or find a way to improve communication, which amounts to resue”.  This scenario was 

made in reference to politics and division amongst artisanal fishers, which was 

identified as a challenge for management.  This particular fisher associated the issue of 

poor communication between other fishers as a possible barrier to rescue attempts, such 

as poor radio communication.  Another fisher also mentioned that as representatives, 

information from the councils is difficult to disseminate to other fishers, also partially 

due to the lack of consistent means of communication. 

 When asked about increased trust and communication, some fishers noted that this 

had improved since the creation of the councils.  Others felt more strongly, and 

blatantly stated “nobody respects DINARA, no one cares what DINARA has to say.”  

Several fishers stated there was a need for increased trust and confidence, and exchange 

of information and benefits that flowed in both directions (between fishers and 

DINARA).  When DINARA was asked this question, interviewees articulated the 

opinion that the fisheries councils are tools specifically designed for open 

communication that will hopefully allude to a better end result.  DINARA and Coast 

Guard officers also highlighted that trust and communication is something that only 

builds over time.  According to DINARA, there is varying degree of trust in the 

councils, but it depends on the specific council: 

It is an issue that we must work on [trust and communcation] and probably takes 
a few years.  And then, something else that is happening especially in places 
where there are many fishers, like on the coast here in Montevideo, Canelones, 
Maldonado, Rocha, is that fishermen are underrepresented in the councils or at 



 

meetings.  So these are things that we will have to improve, but today is not an 
issue that has short-term solution, we must keep working and see. 

5.5.2 Addressing geospatial tools and spatial closures in co-management councils 

Stakeholders were asked two questions in regards to addressing geospatial tools 

in the fisheries councils.  The first question was whether geospatial tool implementation 

should be discussed in the fisheries councils in the future, the second was if new 

regulations regarding closed fishing areas should be discussed in the fisheries councils.  

Across all stakeholder groups (DINARA, Coast Guard and artisanal fishers), there was 

unanimous agreement that both the use of geospatial tools and spatial closures should be 

discussed in the fisheries councils prior to implementation.  Reasons included 

distribution of knowledge to stakeholders and conservation to protect the fishery and 

resources into the future.  The following excerpts demonstrate several views of 

informants from different stakeholder groups:  

In regards to the first question: 

Yes.  Firstly to inform oneself and be able afterwards to communicate all this 
information to the rest of the fishers, and to truly know what [the AIS] is about 
and see the uses that it may have (Fisher, 2015). 

Yes.  There [at the council] we would get to know the view of the fishers.  For 
us it's great because we can have another point of reference in case we have to 
go find a boat.  And for them [the fishers] also because it is their lives (Coast 
Guard, 2015). 

Yes, yes.  In the case that the possibility is stated, in a short or medium term, the 
possibility of implementing the AIS has to be without doubt consulted by the 
fisheries councils (DINARA, Artisanal Fisheries Unit Director, 2015). 

In regards to the second question: 

Yes if these [regulations] were first discussed and they were beneficial to us…if 
it’s for the spawning of fish or something like that, we would be willing to 
comply.  If, for instance, fishing was banned this month because the fish come to 
spawn, it would be great because tomorrow [in the future] we’ll have more 
species.  Little by little the species are dwindling.  In the past there was much 
fish, now not so much (Fisher, 2015). 

I think that if we do not implement closures, nature itself is responsible for 
implementing the ban because the resource disappears and then is no longer 
profitable and is over …(Fisher, 2015). 
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Additionally, both the artisanal fisheries director and one of the council representative 

fishers noted that there had been consultation with fishers in San Gregorio de Polanco 

(Tacuarembó, inland Uruguay) to implement a spatial closure for specific types of 

fishing gear to improve the resource. 

Some spatial closures for fishing gear were installed with consent of the 
fishermen, closures that were in San Gregorio de Polanco to improve the resource 
(DINARA, 2015). 

These comments aside, some stakeholders emphasized this might take time, and that 

there are other issues at the forefront that need to be prioritized first in the councils, 

which varied by location.  Furthermore, while there is a positive response to council 

discussions and implementation, this does not necessarily indicate any process for 

inclusion of discussions regarding geospatial tools at this point in time. Currently, the 

councils have a limited ability to act partially due to their relatively new establishment 

and inconsistency of their meetings.   

5.6 Future implementations of geospatial tools  

 Stakeholders were asked about future implementation of geospatial tools in 

artisanal fisheries in Uruguay and what would need to take place in order to overcome 

barriers to their implementation.  More specifically, they were asked if they thought that 

AIS should be made compulsory for all artisanal fishers instead of just those with boats 

larger than 6 GRT.   

5.6.1 AIS: compulsory for all? 

When stakeholders were asked their opinion regarding whether AIS should be 

mandatory for the entire artisanal fishery located along the coast, all of the Coast Guard 

informants agreed that this would be positive and should be the goal to improve fishers’ 

safety; “now, if it was a requirement for all boats, I think that all fishers would be safer, 

that's what I think”, an informant stated.  DINARA officials were more realistic about 

the steps it would take to implement compulsory AIS, listing first the legal requirements 

and political climate needed for spatial regulations to pass, followed by economic 

feasibility and training.  As a DINARA officer explained, “first, it has to be regulated, 

afterwards, economic backing/support in order to have the equipment, the personnel 

[needed] to control it, and also the training of personnel”.  DINARA officers 



 

emphasized fishers’ lack of compliance with the AIS would be a large obstacle and that 

the tool is not designed for control the way that VMS was. 

Of the fisher informants, there was almost complete agreement that mandatory 

AIS would be a positive thing (9/11).  One fisher responded, “if it’s obligatory, there’s 

no other option but to use it”.  While another fisher empahsized it had to be 

implemented from the top-down, “you say we should manage the resource, we are not 

going to do it because it should come from above, understand? It has to come from 

someone above”.  Only one fisher stood firmly by his comment that there would never 

be sufficient control to enforce fishers’ compliance – “in general, the artisanal fisher 

resists considerably to all types of control, even if it’s to his benefit.” Interestingly, even 

the fisher who refused to participate in the AIS project agreed that he would use the AIS 

system if it was mandatory for all other artisanal fishers.  Moreover, if all fishers had to 

use the AIS, the public nature of the system would be less of an issue, since all boats on 

the water could be seen.  Mandatory AIS would also overcome issues with unequal 

control over fishers, as one fisher explained,  

It’s the ideal that we all had it, then it would exist.  If I leave today with AIS and 
we go to fish into the zone where we fish, 40 NM, there goes 50 boats.  Who will 
be punished? Me, because I have the AIS, the rest don’t have AIS and nothing is 
going to happen to them. 

While fishers also identified many challenges and benefits associated with mandatory 

AIS, it is probable that the fishers who volunteered in the AIS project are more likely to 

be interested in future AIS implementation than those who did not participate.  This was 

partially reflected in the data since AIS fishers had a positive perception regarding 

mandatory AIS for all fishers than non-AIS fishers.  Moreover, all of the AIS fishers 

also had a positive impression regarding resolution 144 in reference to future AIS 

implementation for larger boats.  However, these fishers still mentioned doubts 

regarding sufficient control.   

5.6.2 Stakeholders’ recommendations  

 Stakeholders were asked to identify ways to help overcome challenges with 

geospatial tools.  While this will be explored further in Chapter 7, there are several 

notable recommendations worth reviewing.  While control was the most frequently 

referenced challenge, one of the suggestions to overcome this was by emphasizing the 
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substantial safety benefits associated with tools such as AIS.  One Coast Guard officer 

recommended phases of consulting stakeholders in order to “get consensus among the 

people about the importance of safety”.  Similarly, several fishers recognized that the 

direct safety benefits associated with these tools outweighed their fears of increased 

government control.   

 Other recommendations from fishers and the Coast Guard included education and 

training for fishers so that they understand not only how the geospatial tools work, but 

also why they are important, and what their function is for fisheries management.  An 

increase in shared information amongst stakeholders was also recommended in addition 

to improved access to technology.  Several fishers suggested that the government should 

subsidize tools such as AIS due to its high costs.  The artisanal fisheries unit director's 

response to this issue was that there is no funding currently available but perhaps if it 

became available in the future, it might be an option to help reduce costs for fishers.  

Lastly, the need to adapt for the future was highlighted by a Coast Guard reprsentative 

when he was asked what needed to change to improve future implementation of 

geospatial tools.  He responded,   

What needs to change is the mindset of the people [the fishers], try to make an 
awareness campaign.  […] It will happen over time, gradually, slowly.  Like 
everything, it’s hard at first, it’s difficult [for the fishers] to adapt because they 
already have a working system.  But they should not refuse the new; the 
technology is for that, and should be welcome. 

This idea was also mentioned by a fisher who stated: 

In making decisions… artisanal fishermen should take part in decision-making 
and that does not mean that there is a model that will work for the whole year, or 
for two years, or for 5 years.  It is something that has to be evolving, it must have 
cycles to reach something sustainable over the long-term, something sustainable 
and good that does not deplete the resource, since each time we go [fishing], there 
is less”. 

This is reflective of direction that the consultative fisheries councils are taking to 

improve future management of both artisanal fisheries and coastal resources.  

Establishing this approach requires a process that occurs over longer periods of time 

that must also be adaptable in order to deal with changes. 

 



 

5.7 Chapter summary  

This chapter systematically reviewed the extensive results that emerged from 

thematic coding of data from interviews, document analysis, and participant 

observation.  The initial section of the chapter reviewed the benefits and challenges for 

geospatial tools as identified by stakeholders (fishers, DINARA, Coast Guard).  These 

findings showed that the top most frequently perceived benefits included safety, vessel 

location, fisheries knowledge, resource conservation, and reduced conflict, while 

challenges included control, high costs, fishers’ lack of compliance, and limited 

communication and trust.   

The following sections of the chapter described specific results of stakeholders’ 

perceptions on current applications of geospatial tools.  Results showed that 

stakeholders had noticed positive changes since the initial implementation of VMS in 

the large-scale fishery.  Moreover, DINARA claimed that the number of infractions had 

been dramatically reduced, yet fishers were divided about whether they had witnessed 

improvements such as reduced conflict with the large-scale sector.  Reflections on the 

GEF DINARA FAO project highlighted challenges with communication, especially in 

regards to the end results of the project; however, stakeholders largely viewed the AIS 

portion of this project as successful even though participation and frequency of use of 

the equipment was variable.  Several challenges included insufficient training for using 

the AIS, a lack of follow-up upon project completion, and the public nature of the 

system that allowed non-AIS fishers to track the AIS fishers.   

The new resolution 144 was regarded as a positive concept for implementation 

of AIS in large artisanal vessels, although fishers’ awareness of the resolution was 

somewhat minimal.  In regards to fisheries councils, stakeholders unanimously agreed 

that spatial management tools and spatial closures should be discussed and implemented 

through the councils.  Almost all stakeholders agreed that instating mandatory AIS for 

the entire artisanal fleet would be beneficial and could help reduce issues around control 

and non-compliance.  However, challenges such as costs, lack of control, and fishers’ 

lack of compliance would have to be overcome first.  The following chapter will discuss 

how these results address the third research objective by further examining the 
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implementation of geospatial tools within artisanal fisheries and their role within co-

management contexts. 
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6 Exploring the role of geospatial tools in 
artisanal fisheries adaptive co-management 
and future directions 

This chapter explores the significance of emerged themes that were presented in 

the previous results chapters in order to address the second and third research 

objectives.  The initial section of this chapter investigates recurring themes surrounding 

implementation and application of geospatial tools.  This is followed by a discussion of 

suggestions to help overcome specific challenges and barriers associated with the 

implementation and use of these geospatial tools.  The second half of the chapter takes a 

more theoretical approach to understanding geospatial tools in the wider context of co-

management and ACM.  To explore this idea, the AIS study from the GEF DINARA 

FAO project in coastal Uruguay is analysed as an example of how co-management can 

serve as a platform for geospatial tool implementation.  Next, alternatives for geospatial 

tool application are investigated by examining similar local and global cases of 

geospatial tool employment within fisheries co-management and ACM literature.  This 

section also draws connections to the findings of the first research objective in the 

Chapter 4 critical literature review.  The second half of the chapter concludes by 

presenting recommendations for future artisanal fisheries co-management and 

integration of specifically participatory geospatial tools.  The final section provides a 

summary and conclusion for the entire thesis, bringing together lessons from both the 

critical literature review (objective 1) and the Uruguayan case study (objectives 2 and 3) 

before summarizing future management and research recommendations. 

6.1 Overcoming barriers and challenges of geospatial tools 
in Uruguay 

Geospatial tools play an important role in artisanal fisheries management, but 

there can be various challenges associated with both their implementation and use.  By 

identifying stakeholders’ perceptions regarding key benefits and challenges of 



 

geospatial tools in Uruguay, specific barriers to their use can be overcome and 

recommended as a priority for action.  Moreover, analyzing these benefits and 

challenges sets the stage for evaluating mechanisms to overcome barriers to the 

implementation and use.  In particular, this section investigates opportunities to 

overcome issues around cost reduction, increased control, and implementation of tools 

through fisheries councils.  Moroever, this section examines how overcoming one 

barrier may lead to simultaneous improvement of other related challenges.   

Overcoming cost restrictions 

The cost of geospatial tools was specifically associated with implementation of the 

AIS system for the entire artisanal fleet.  In reality, there is no way to overcome high 

costs except to find alternate funding sources.  Some suggestions from stakeholders 

included the creation of a development fund for AIS, or a government subsidy to help 

the fishers pay for the AIS.  DINARA clearly stated they are not able to cover the costs 

of all of the fishers, but if money was available in the future, helping subsidize AIS 

would be considered.  Moreover, it was indicated that the priority would be for the fleet 

along the Atlantic Coast and Río de la Plata where there is the highest risk due to more 

exposed waters.  In the case of the new resolution 144, perhaps the “semi-

industrialized” fishing boats ( >6 GRT) make enough money to be able to cover the 

costs of an AIS system independently.  In a future study, it would be interesting to 

follow up with the resolution 144  to understand the process of implementaiton, how 

well  regulation and enforcement worked, and who covered the costs of AIS systems.  

With smaller and smaller boats that do not have as high or consistent of an income, 

these arguably would be more qualified for government or external financial assistance.   

An alternate option to consider is that there exist a number of ways in which other 

geospatial tools can be deployed for more affordable costs.  For instance, while AIS 

would be used to specifically target safety and fleet movement, there are other 

approaches such as participatory mapping and fisher’s logbooks that can and have been 

used to collect spatial data on artisanal fisheries, which can later be integrated into 

management approaches (Gianelli et al., 2015; Hall & Close, 2006; Hemwan, 2015; 

Holmes et al., 2015).  Owing to size limitations, economic value, and management 

resources, SSF are often data-limited and funding-limited (Berkes et al., 2001).  As 

indicated by both the literature and research findings, artisanal fisheries in Uruguay are 
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no exception.  Carr and Heyman (2014) emphasize that a lack of “suitable” data or 

funding to collect this data cannot be an excuse for mismanagement of the fishery 

resource.  They identify that fishers’ behavior is key, and encourage the use of FEK and 

socio-economic data to begin making linkages with the missing or insufficient scientific 

ecological data.  One of the most readily available sources in artisanal fisheries or SSF 

is human behavior such as where, how, and what a fisher chooses to fish.  Geospatial 

tools can be specifically used to help idenftify “where” fishers fish.  Therefore, a more 

holistic approach to fisheries data may provide insights to management that may not be 

attained in any other way (Close & Hall, 2006). 

Control: improving communication and awareness 

For fishers who are decidedly against any further controls implemented by 

DINARA, it might be hard to convince them of how tools like AIS would be beneficial.  

However, there are a several reasons that could be used to explain how AIS might help 

them, the most significant reason is increased safety.  While many artisanal boats have 

radios, GPS units, and echosounders, the AIS system adds a substantial level of security 

and provides a location for rescuers to locate vessels in any situation of distress.  While 

this factor alone is a compelling argument, the knowledge provided by the AIS is also 

publically accessible online to families and co-fishers so that they can obtain a known 

location of fishing boat(s) at sea, further increasing safety.  The AIS system can also 

increase visibility to industrial vessels, potentially reducing chance of collision, harm to 

fishing gear, and any associated costs.  Moreover, AIS can also be used to track up to 

three days of prior vessel movements, which could be used to aid in finding lost fishing 

gear in addition to increasing fisher knowledge regarding industrial and artisanal fleet 

movement, and thus fish movement.   

In order to communicate some of these ideas, a clear process needs to exist for 

information and knowledge flow between stakeholders, specifically fishers and 

government representatives, also known as knowledge co-production (Berkes, 2001).  A 

starting point is to place a large emphasis on education, training and/or capacity 

building.  Relatively few instances of knowledge co-production have been seen in the 

artisanal fishery, such as the fish trap project initiated by POPA.  An increase in these 

types of collaborative projects is promising, but further infrastructure and support is 

needed.  Referring to spatially specific tools, education is essential in showing fisher 



 

and government stakeholders what a geospatial tool is, how it works, and why it is 

important.  For example, some fishers are greatly concerned about depleting resources 

and fish conservation for future generations.  Education sessions could be used to 

emphasize how a specific tool or management regulation such as fishery closures could 

help protect the resource.   

 As described previously in Section 6.5.2, many fisher informants were already 

well aware of the value of protecting the resource, yet several suggested that other 

fishers needed more information and training.  With increased understanding of how 

geospatial tools could be used to protect resources such as future fish populations, there 

is a clearer justification for why increased control is necessary.  Nevertheless, fishers 

feel that the industrial fishery is exploiting the resource more than the artisanal fishery, 

so in their opinion, it is unreasonable that there are more and more regulations 

controlling them, when they are not the ones causing the damage.  One way to deal with 

this issue is to help increase fishers’ awareness of what regulations are indeed in place 

for the industrial fleet and also the artisanal fleet.  For example, DINARA could share 

that the official numbers of vessels entering the trawling ban zone have dropped since 

the implementation of VMS.  This could help convince a fisher to be that much more 

inclined to comply with management regulations if they can see evidence of increased 

control for the industrial fleet.  Moreover, fishers’ lack of awareness regarding 

resolution 144 is a perfect example of communciation problems occurring between 

DINARA, fishers, and the Coast Guard.  Fishers should at least be made aware of new 

artisanal fishery resolutions, even if the new resolution does not affect their zone.  The 

fisheries councils present an ideal space for this discussion and should be used 

accordingly.   

Finally, one other way to overcome the challenge of control is by ensuring the 

necessary training is in place.  Training can facilitate the implementation and use of 

geospatial tools both for government officials implementing the tool, and for fishers 

participating in the use of tools.  For instance, the Coast Guard has been taking 

measures to improve awareness of safety regulations creating mandatory sessions for 

captains and sailors on how to use a compass, GPS, and echosounders.  The same idea 

could be applied to using the AIS system and navigating around the marine traffic 

website or for additional tools such as particiaptory mapping exercises with fishers. 
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Control: implementing mandatory AIS 

AIS implementation is currently only on track to become mandatory for artisanal 

vessels larger than 6 GRT; however, AIS fishers frequently cited that the greater the 

number of boats with AIS, the better and more equitable it would be.  All stakeholders 

believed that mandatory AIS for the entire coastal artisanal fishery would be promising, 

especially if challenges regarding cost and control could be overcome.  Moreover, if all 

fishers had to use AIS, the public nature of the system would no longer be an issue since 

all boats on the water could be seen.  Mandatory AIS would also help overcome 

concerns with unequal control over fishers.  Nevertheless,  it is important to consider 

that this is feedback is taken from a relatively small number of informants and is likely 

not representative of all of the artisanal fishers along the Río de la Plata, nor DINARA 

or the Coast Guard.  Implementation with larger artisanal fishing vessels is the logical 

first step towards tightening control over fleet movement.  It does bring up another 

frequently cited issue, which is the challenge associated with using AIS specifically for 

monitoring and control. 

In regards to AIS, DINARA representatives repeatedly stated this tool is not 

designed for control.  Yet there are several possible options for utilizing AIS to increase 

control.  Even though it is not the primary purpose of the system, the Marine Traffic 

website could be monitored regularly to help ensure all artisanal vessels are emitting 

signals from within their designated zones.  For example, since all vessels are required 

to inform the Coast Guard when they leave and return to the port, this could be used to 

simultaneously reference that the artisanal vessels had turned on their AIS system while 

going out to sea.  This is especially important considering the ease that the systems can 

be turned off.  Additionally, companies that manufacture AIS have recently been 

creating increasingly tamperproof systems that could help  overcome this specific issue 

(Marine Traffic, 2015).  Moreover, none of the Coast Guard informants regularily use 

the Marine Traffic website although one officer explained that they have an AIS station 

available for use.  This is something that could be relatively easily rectified by ensuring 

each Coast Guard station has a computer set up for AIS monitoring, focusing on 

artisanal vessels.  Another important consideration is that Marine Traffic provides the 

AIS data for purchase, and a system can be established to provide continuous data for 



 

registered vessels at sea (Marine Traffic, 2015).  This type of data is extremely 

applicable for management that could be used to further support increased enforcement 

by both DINARA and the Coast Guard.   

Alternatively, with improved monitoring mechanisms such as AIS on vessels, 

there might be room to negotiate the navigational limits allowed for artisanal fishers.  

Perhaps a way to compromise would be to determine the maximum navigational 

distance set by the Coast Guard not just based on boat size and safety regulations, but 

also whether a vessel has an AIS system or not.   

If artisanal fisheries management in Uruguay makes progress in improving 

transparency, communication, and trust, there exists an option to explore a self-

reporting system, in which fishers helped to monitor the resource within their zones.  

This may be a difficult option due to the size of the coastline, migration routes, and 

internal conflict amongst fishers.  Additionally, according to the research by Trimble 

and Berkes (2015), fishers would only likely report industrial fishers since social norms 

amongst artisanal fishers would prevent them from reporting each other.  However, 

local monitoring has been shown to be successful in other artisanal fishery contexts, so 

perhaps even a formal system for reporting industrial vessels would be an important 

first step (Fidel et al., 2015; Gianelli et al., 2015; Holmes et al., 2011; Martins et al., 

2014).  Moreover, it gives fishers a greater responsibility in the management of their 

resource and can result in power sharing. 

Shifting perspectives: Implementation of geospatial tools through fisheries councils 

 As explored earlier, increasing education and training in conjunction with new 

management approaches might help overcome some of the barriers associated with 

geospatial tools.  Simultaneously, this could help trigger a change in the way that 

stakeholders think about fisheries management.  This was highlighted in part by  

stakeholders identifying the need to adapt to new technology and that things are 

changing over time.  With an increasing number of new management approaches and 

tools used to implement regulations, it is possible stakeholders will begin to recognize 

the benefits associated with a shift away from traditional management approaches.  This 

shift in perspective is critical for the success of these new approaches as it could help 

increase engagement, participation, and possibly increase compliance, one of 
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DINARA’s primary concerns.  Currently however, fishers seem somewhat skeptical of 

alternative approaches such as the fisheries councils, as they have not seen many 

beneficial changes and they are still relatively recent. 

What the fishers experience in councils is considered consultative and does not 

provide the fishers any real amount of shared power or responsibility over the resource 

(Trimble, 2013).  These councils provide an opportunity to continue working towards 

co-management, and more specifically, demonstrating aspects of co-management 

identified by Berkes (2009).  This might also be supported by current participatory 

research  such as POPA or the participatory evaluation project of the fisheries councils 

led by Dr. Trimble (Trimble et al., 2015).  If participants are eventually able to see how 

their engagement in this process helps determine future directions for the councils, this 

could result in a shift towards how fishers see the concept of management, and 

eventually, a change in management itself. 

To expand on this idea, recall that all three stakeholder groups recognized that there 

had been improvement in trust and communication since the creation of the councils.  

Moreover, the councils were recognized as an important space for communicating 

issues relevant to all of the artisanal fishery council representatives, such as the use of 

geospatial tools and implementation of fishing closures.  This suggests that the council 

provides an ideal platform to initiate conversations regarding the previously mentioned 

tool challenges, in addition to finding a way to work more collaboratively regarding 

implementation and use of geospatial tools. 

Some of the suggestions to overcome barriers could be approached through the 

fisheries councils, such as the recommendations for stakeholder education and training 

regarding tool utilization, or gathering concensus from the fishers regarding the 

importance of safety regulations.  This later suggestions could provide an opportunity to 

collect more representational response regarding controversial topics like fishery wide 

AIS implementation or changes to navigational distances for fishers.  Futhermore, the 

councils can also be used to help disseminate information and knowledge by providing 

a way of reaching different fishing communities especially for fishers living in more 

remote areas.  Another idea would be to increase communication between fisher 

representatives from different councils, and this could also be used to further discuss 



 

tool implementation, which is something that has already been attempted during the 

GEF DINARA FAO project.  This idea was also suggested by a fisher during the 

participatory evaluation workshops.  Ultimately, these councils have been working to 

help increase communication and trust between stakeholders through participatory 

approaches and this would be ideal place to also work towards implementing geospatial 

tools.  An increasing number of hopefully positive experiences with these types of 

approaches, could also result in a shift in the way that stakeholders perceive top-down 

versus bottom-up or collaborative management. 

6.2 Co-management as a platform for geospatial tool 
deployment: the AIS project  

As reviewed in the previous sections, the use of geospatial tools such as VMS 

and AIS can be extremely valuable in fisheries management.  These tools can play a 

substantial role in providing essential fisheries data, enforcing spatial restrictions, and 

reducing conflict, all of which have been demonstrated by VMS in the industrial 

fishery.  However, within the artisanal fishery, challenges associated with geospatial 

tools were largely related to insufficient control, enforcement, and fishers’ non-

compliance to management regulations.  This suggests that the top-down management 

approaches and mechanisms through which these laws are implemented and enforced 

are not effective. 

Nevertheless, the past ten years of artisanal fisheries management in Uruguay 

has witnessed a shift towards increased use of participatory management mechanisms, 

such as co-management, which is evident in the creation of the fisheries zonal councils 

(Trimble & Berkes, 2015).  That being said, it is generally agreed that mere consultation 

is not co-management, and to reach co-management requires some degree of power and 

responsibility sharing between resource users and government agencies (Pinkerton, 

2003).  Artisanal fishery councils in Uruguay are in the early phases of development 

and still have a long way to go before achieving meaningful co-management.  Notably, 

stakeholders recognized that the councils play an important role in helping facilitate 

communication and information exchange amongst artisanal fishery stakeholders.   

While the councils have improved communication amongst stakeholders, recall 

that stakeholders also unanimously agreed that discussion and implementation of spatial 
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management tools through fisheries councils could help overcome challenges.  This 

suggests that these councils provide a platform from which to implement future 

geospatial tools.  In order to explore this idea, the AIS study within the GEF DINARA 

FAO project is used to highlight how implementation of a geospatial tool is best 

employed through collaborative approaches.  More specifically, it is used to examine 

the connection between the fisheries councils and the AIS study and provide 

recommendations on how this could be improved for the future. 

 Recall that the GEF DINARA FAO project helped to create the first co-

management fisheries councils in connection with the four pilot study. These fisheries 

councils were created with the objective of achieving ecosystem-based fisheries (EBF) 

management (Crossa et al., 2015).  For the sake of exploring the argument that co-

management provides a platform from which geospatial tools can be implemented, 

these pilot co-management councils will be considered the hypothetical “platform” for 

the implementation of the AIS study.  It should be stressed that the first trial councils 

took place before legal creation of the councils (Law 19.175, passed in December 2013) 

and that this is just used to examine how the AIS study was run, and how future tools 

could be implemented through fisheries councils in the future. 

There are several interesting points of direct connection between the AIS study 

and the fisheries councils.  Before the project could even take place, the AIS project 

organizer emphasized that it took three years of building relationships and trust with 

fishers.  This study only commenced during the fourth and final year of the GEF 

DINARA FAO Project, when they believed there were sufficient fishers willing to 

participate.  The initial outreach for the AIS project was communicated to the majority 

of stakeholders, particularly fishers, through council meetings.  The councils helped 

distribute information, which led to the first meeting where fishers volunteered to 

participate in the project.  Participation included the registration and use of the AIS tool, 

dispatch information to the Coast Guard, and in some cases, detailed fishing logbooks 

and communication with DINARA.  That being said, this would have been a prime 

opportunity to provide more extensive information about the AIS system, and how to 

manipulate the Marine Traffic Website.  Some training was alluded to by one fisher but 

that does not mean that all fishers were involved, nor more than a few were involved. 



 

 Throughout the year of the AIS study, there was limited connection to the 

councils except through fishers who were both AIS participants and council 

representatives (8). However, near the end of the project, GEF DINARA FAO sought to 

communicate the findings with fishers and other stakeholders.  While word did not 

reach many of the fishers about the meeting, fishers from Ciudad de la Costa council 

had the highest attendance, which perhaps because this was the only pilot council in the 

Río de la Plata region and the Piriapolis council was created later.  The pilot councils 

could have been utilized to better facilitate the research project findings, communicate 

with the fishers it was the end of the project, and receive feedback from them about 

their experiences.   

 Less than two years after the GEF DINARA FAO project wrapped up, resolution 

144 was created in 2015.  As previously discussed, this resolution calls for mandatory 

AIS in artisanal vessels larger than 6 GRT and was perceived by fishers as a move in a 

promising direction.  The resolution also places restrictions for these boats not to travel 

within 5 NM of the ports in an attempt to protect the space for artisanal boats under 6 

GRT.  Fishers were well aware of the issues surrounding the “semi-industrialized” 

vessels and explained it was a topic that had been discussed previously in the councils.  

While it was disputed whether the resolution was a direct outcome of the GEF 

DINARA FAO project, it is clear that there are connections between topics discussed in 

the council and the new resolution.  If fisher representatives had been part of these 

discussion from the beginning to the end of the process, there would have been a higher 

level of collaboration resulting in a new resolution.   

While the connections between the AIS project and the pilot councils were 

largely associated through the GEF DINARA FAO project, it provides a glimpse into 

how the fisheries councils could be used to better implement geospatial tools like AIS.  

Moreover, as the councils continue to move towards meaningful co-management, it 

suggests that they can serve as a platform from which geospatial tools can be 

implemented to improve fisheries management.   
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6.3 Towards adaptive co-management: participatory 
geospatial tools and future directions 

Co-management can be a platform for the deployment of geospatial tools, and in 

turn, specific geospatial tools can help support co-management arrangements.  In the 

case of artisanal fisheries in Uruguay, it was important to identify how these tools (AIS, 

VMS) have been used for fisheries management in order to determine what can be 

changed for the future.  Perhaps the more important questions to ask are; what types of 

geospatial tools are best designed to overcome management challenges for the artisanal 

fishery, and within this context, how can these tools play a role in strengthening co-

management arrangements?  To explore these questions, this section will examine the 

application of alternative geospatial tools in similar case studies both within Uruguay, 

and in external cases of fisheries co-management and ACM.  More specifically, the 

application of participatory geospatial tools is discussed as a recommendation for 

artisanal fisheries management. 

 As described in Section 2.3, there exist a large variety of geospatial tools and their 

applications in resource management.  Geospatial tools are highly valued for their 

ability to provide substantial amounts of spatial data over large areas, for instance, 

remote sensing.  Yet the use of these types of “big data” geospatial tools requires 

significant funding and resources for collecting and analyzing the data.  Due to the 

smaller scope of artisanal fisheries management in Uruguay, these types of tools are less 

appropriate and would be difficult to administer by DINARA without substantial 

external support.  Moreover, tools such as AIS have similarly encountered resistance 

from fishers globally since only a small fraction of boats are required to carry AIS 

(mostly large vessels), and AIS transponders can be turned off or modified to falsify 

data (McCauley et al., 2016) Until the IMO creates stricter regulations and tamper-

resistant systems are accessible, control will continue to be an issue.  When looking to 

collect spatial data for smaller areas and with limited expendable resources, tools such 

as GPS are frequently used for transects and tracking and/or local spatial knowledge is 

collected using participatory mapping approaches (e.g LEK, TEK, FEK).  At this scale, 

these geospatial tools are less associated with concerns regarding control, but efforts 

must be made to recognize sensitive information such as resource users extraction sites.   



 

6.3.1 Uruguayan case studies 

There are only a small handful of cases in which these types of spatial data 

collection approaches have been used in the context of fisheries in Uruguay (that fall 

beyond the scope of this case study).  The first is a study that took place in the Rocha 

Lagoon in the department of Rocha in 2013 (Mellado et al., 2014).  This project 

required collaboration with two local fishing communities regarding a proposed marine 

protected area design, for which they applied a participatory spatial mapping tool.  The 

mapping was done through interviews with fishers in order to highlight areas of interest 

including spawning sites, migration routes, and fragile areas.  The second case also 

included participatory mapping, which was part of the GEF DINARA FAO project for 

the inland artisanal fishery.  This was used to identify the spatial distribution of areas of 

use, fish species, fishing effort, and habitat types.  Collaborative meetings were held 

among fishers to zone the area by creating maps with information on land use, 

ecological processes, and economic potential (Crossa et al., 2015, p. 169).  It is also 

worth mentioning that this project identified that their strategy should be viewed as an 

adaptive process capable to mature and adjust to changing conditions, following a 

precautionary approach.  The third case is from a study by Ligrone et al.  (2014) that 

attempted to characterize different strategies of marine artisanal fishers and describe the 

spatial distribution of fishing effort.  Their methods included the participation of 21 

fishers from La Paloma and Cabo Polonio who maintained a logbook aided with GPS 

and echosounder, and recorded data for each fishing event such as geographic position, 

distance to port, depth, characteristics of fishing gear, soaking time, and catch.  The 

final notable case study was on the yellow clam fishery along the coast of Rocha in 

Uruguay, where fishery indicators were derived from seasonal survey transects and 

individual fisher logbooks (Gianelli et al., 2015).  The above cases are just a few known 

examples in Uruguay from published literature and are not exhaustive; however, they do 

provide an idea of alternate geospatial approaches other than VMS and AIS, which 

could be potentially be implemented through artisanal fisheries councils.   

6.3.2 Global case studies 

 Looking to more global examples, it is interesting to see which geospatial tools 

are used for fisheries management in cases of co-management.  The literature highlights 

that artisanal fisheries worldwide are experiencing a paradigm shift from a top-down 
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approach towards more bottom-up community-based efforts (Gutiérrez, et al., 2011), 

which is reflective of the types of geospatial tools being employed. This is in part 

exemplified by a move to integrate local knowledge to supplement the frequently 

limited scientific data on artisanal fisheries (Berkes et al., 2001).  As part of this shift, 

co-management has been proposed as a promising strategy to achieve sustainable 

fisheries and has been implemented in cases of artisanal fisheries around the world 

(Rivera et al., 2014).   

As identified from the critical literature review (Chapter 4), there were a number 

of case studies of fisheries co-management, ACM, or developing co-management, in 

which geospatial tools have been applied.  Of the fishery specific articles, the most 

predominant geospatial tool applications were to determine fishing locations and 

distribution, fishing effort, conflict areas, and priorities for conservation (e.g. MPA 

designation).  Developing this base knowledge is essential for good management, but it 

is also important to identify changes to the system so that adaptive management 

measures can be made.  Tools to collect this information commonly included in situ 

field data collection using GPS, or a combination of interviews and workshops with 

fishers for implementing a PGIS or participatory mapping approach.  The following 

case studies exemplify how these approaches have been used differently around the 

world.   

In several studies along coastal Brazil, data was gathered using a GPS to mark the 

location of fishing spots in conjunction with fisher interviews to help determine marine 

space use and improvement of management (Begossi, 2006).  Schafer and Reiss (2008) 

explored the Patos Lagoon Estuary and emphasized how TEK was used to identify and 

geo-reference 124 fishing locations, which were mapped using GPS, and transferred to 

a computer for GIS analysis.  In the same region, De Freitas and Tagliani (2009) 

obtained artisanal fishing data through interviews conducted during and after fishing 

trips at harvest spots and were combined with scientific data on environmental variables 

to collectively build a geospatial database, integrating local fishers’ and scientific 

knowledge.  A few years later, Martins et al. (2014) conducted extensive interviews 

with fishers in southern Brazil regarding the spatial distribution and abundance of 

resources and asked fishers to create maps.  These maps were digitalized and overlaid 

within a spatial database and weights were assigned to marked areas depending on 



 

frequency of identification; this method resulted in fishers’ perception maps for fishing 

and nursery areas for future MPA implementation. 

Martin and Hall-Arber (2008) worked in the Gulf of Maine, USA and conducted 

interviews and community-based workshops for participatory mapping.  Initial maps 

were produced using a fishing vessel trip report superimposed on familiar navigational 

maps, which depicted fishing patterns by gear type.  Interviewees were invited to 

correct and amend charts, and were asked questions concerning community 

composition, spatial patterns, change over time, and local environmental knowledge.  

Similarly, a study by Anuchiracheeva et al., (2003) in Thailand collected local 

knowledge data using PRA methods, household surveys, and participatory mapping to 

guide fisheries management and offer direction for rights-based fisheries and co-

management.  Resource maps were created from bathymetric maps to determine 

resource use, fishing technique, and area identification, and were then converted into 

geospatial data using GIS.  While these participatory mapping approaches can vary 

widely in application and outcome, the process consistently requires participation and 

collaboration amongst stakeholders and researchers.   

Other studies focused less on participatory mapping and more on stock 

assessments and site-specific management.  In Europe, the gooseneck barnacle fishery 

in Spain is co-managed through assigned TURF associations that allow fishers to 

actively participate in management and the data gathering processes.  Molares & Freire 

(2003) reviewed recent implementation of GIS (via SIGREMAR) in Galicia to help 

manage spatial data collected by fishers and conduct analysis on stock assessments and 

sampling of size, frequency distribution.  While in Asturias, Spain, Rivera et al. (2014) 

highlighted how the combination of stock assessment and local knowledge has been 

well integrated through co-management systems and has led to site specific 

management zones with varying levels of protection.  In the Philippines, Vincent at al. 

(2007) collected catch landing data and worked with fishers who maintained daily logs 

to record relevant data for calculating CPUE for the seahorse fishery.  In addition to 

fishing effort, they identified resource abundance and management priorities in different 

fishing grounds.  It should be noted there was no co-management at the time, yet this 

research provided fisheries data to the community for its assessment and use and the 

researchers proposed co-management as a future direction. 
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Of these global case studies of co-managed fisheries, it is also important to note 

those that recognized the importance of adaptive management or ACM.  Since the state 

of fisheries is characterized by uncertainty and rapid change, it is important to find a 

way for management approaches to incorporate adaptive measures such as assessment 

and monitoring.  For example, the study in Brazil by Martins et al. (2014) emphasized 

the importance of adaptive management to help handle the known complexities of 

fisheries.  Moreover, Molares and Freire (2003) found that interactive-adaptive systems 

of co-management could be sufficient and adequate to avoid over-fishing or to optimise 

profitability.  The study by Rivera et al.  (2014) argued the importance of using co-

management systems that have incorporated adaptive management into the guidelines, 

allowing for constant modifications.  Using a slightly different approach, McClenachan 

et al. (2015) examined the green crab and soft-shelled clam fisheries as a means of 

evaluating the adapability of co-managed versus conventional systems.  They did this 

by examining group stability, resource productivity, and institutional support for 

adaptation between the state, the municipality, and local clam harvestors, finding that 

co-managed systems are better equipted to adapt.  This study was also largely supported 

by numerous volunteers, which indicates that local resources and manpower can be 

utilized to increase adaptability of a management system.  Additionally, the collection 

of data through geospatial tools can be used to help managers adapt to changes 

occurring in the fishery.  This is an extremely important consideration in establishing 

fishing eforrt, or rates of resource extraction such as TAC,  in addition to stock 

assessments, and monitoring.  Lastly, it is interesting to note that of the fisheries co-

management papers found in the critical literature review, a noticeable trend was that a 

number of these studies were associated with TURF (Molares & Freire, 2003; Rivera et 

al., 2014).  Perhaps this correlation was due to the fect that these are well-established 

co-management systems. 

6.3.3 Future directions for Uruguay 

These cases presented in the previous section are only a small sample of the 

available research, yet it is clear from the scholarship that geospatial tools are 

effectively deployed in fisheries co-management contexts.  The case studies could be 

used to guide implementation of similar geospatial tools in Uruguay, and in doing so, 

provide possible mechanisms to overcome identified challenges.  For example, the use 



 

of local knowledge and participatory activities to build management plans is a cost-

effective strategy for obtaining missing data essential for selecting priority conservation 

areas (Aswani & Lauer, 2006).  Additionally, participatory geospatial tools can engage 

stakeholders, increase knowledge sharing, and provide space to further develop trust 

and communication (Hall & Close, 2006).  Most importantly, if fishers’ priorities are 

incorporated into decision-making processes, their concern for government control 

could be reduced and they might also be more likely to comply with regulations that 

they had a role in creating (Baldwin et al., 2013; Gerhardinger et al., 2009; Molares & 

Freire, 2003).  These concerns could be used to highlight points of conflict between 

fleets and fishers, identify spawning sites, areas of environmental degradation, and other 

area specific issues that came up in interviews, such as dredging  rivers access points 

along the coast (e.g. Arroyo Pando).   

 From the reviewed case studies, there emerged two related themes regarding the 

type of geospatial tools identified.  The first is the collection of fishers’ ecological 

knowledge (FEK) and the second is the participatory nature of the tools, as portrayed by  

participation in data collection, workshops, or interviews.  These two approaches should 

be considered for geospatial tool implementation through artisanal fisheries councils in 

Uruguay.  The participatory component of geospatial tools was highlighted as a theme 

from the critical literature review (Section 4.2.3), and is an important aspect of co-

management.  Participatory research is becoming increasingly common in natural 

resource management and is considered a strategy to facilitate co-management (Trimble 

& Berkes, 2015; Trimble et al., 2015).  Trimble and Berkes (2013) exemplified this 

concept in Uruguay from a previous case study on artisanal fisheries in Piriápolis, 

leading to the creation of the group POPA.  The authors outline the benefits of 

participatory research as a platform towards co-management, explaining that it can 

function to enhance learning and knowledge co-production.  This concept could be 

taken one step further in supporting the use of participatory geospatial tools as an aid to 

strengthen co-management arrangements, a key take-away message from the critical 

literature review.  Moreover, Berkes (2009) identifies the “faces” used to analyze co-

management, of which geospatial tools could be used to support several such as trust 

building, learning and knowledge co-production, process, and problem solving.  
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However, these ideas should be explored with future research on implementation of 

geospatial tools in co-management. 

As artisanal fisheries management in Uruguay continues to move towards co-

management, these types of geospatial tools can play an important role in providing 

spatial data, but also in bringing key stakeholders and issues to the table, and a 

mechanism to collaboratively adapt and problem solve.  As a final recommendation, the 

use of participatory geospatial tools such as participatory mapping or PGIS could be 

explored using a trial study, similar to the AIS case.  Currently, DINAMA is working 

towards developing marine spatial plans for coastal protected areas in Uruguay and 

intends to work with local fisheries councils for implementation (S.  Horta, personal 

communication, October 2015).  While new councils would need to be established for 

these areas, such as Cabo Polonio (a protected area), it presents an opportunity to 

explore participatory geospatial tools.  Additionally, the findings from these tools could 

be compared to other data collected by DINARA such as from the fisher information 

forms to create a more holistic understand regarding the state of the artisanal fishery.  

Ultimately, this study recommends the application of participatory geospatial tools to 

help facilitate early engagement of fishers, incorporate their priorities into decision-

making processes, and substantiate their role as stewards of resources and marine 

ecosystems.    



 

6.4 Conclusions of the research  

There is an urgent need to develop sustainable management strategies that 

overcome the challenges associated with artisanal fisheries management.  Artisanal  or 

small-scale fisheries management is characterized by uncertainty and complexity, 

largely attributed to the particularly dynamic and transient nature of both marine 

resources and resource users (Berkes, 2003).  Globally, there has been an increase in the 

application of geospatial tools within fisheries management as they provide mechanisms 

to help overcome these challenges (Hall & Close, 2007); however, not all of these tools 

are effectively implemented or appropriate for artisanal fisheries management.   

This research builds on the available literature for the emerging field of adaptive 

co-management by providing important information on the application and use of 

geospatial tools within case studies of co-management and ACM from around the 

world.  More specifically, it identified associated challenges and benefits with specific 

geospatial tools and provided examples of how these tools can be used to strengthen key 

aspects of co-management.  This research also contributes to the existing efforts to 

increase the sustainability of artisanal fisheries in coastal Uruguay and builds on Dr. 

Trimble’s previous work on opportunities and barriers to ACM in SSF.   

With further exploration of local and global case studies of co-management, 

several approaches were discussed as alternative options for geospatial tool deployment.  

Two  recurring themes were found to be the collection of fishers’ ecological knowledge 

and use of participatory approaches for geospatial tools.  These approaches align well 

with the shift towards collaborative, bottom-up management practices seen more 

recently in fisheries management and suggests that geospatial tools could be used to 

help strengthen co-management arrangements.  This idea was further explored through 

specific examples that exemplified the “faces” or aspects of co-management such as 

trust building, knowledge co-production, process, and  problem solving. 

Within the context of this case study in Uruguay, geospatial tools play a 

substantial role in management by providing essential fisheries data and enforcing 

spatial restrictions.  Historically, there has been a slow increase in the use of spatially-

related management regulations since the creation of the trawling ban in 1997.  This 

was followed by the creation of the 12 artisanal fishing zones, the implementaton of 
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VMS for large-scale fisheries, fishing restrictions such as the 300 meter fishing ban 

along the coast.  The most recent regulations require the use of mandatory AIS for 

larger artisanal vessels, but this has yet to become enforced.  These tools have been 

prodominantly implemented through top-down government management, but some 

changes are beginning to occur as  more participatory management mechanisms are 

being employed in an attempt to increase compliance, among others.   

Key stakeholders including artisanal fishers, DINARA, and the Coast Guard 

provided valuable information regarding their perception of the use and implementation 

of these geospatial tools.  This allowed for the identification of the benefits associated 

with these tools including but not limited to navigational safety, fisheries knowledge 

and conservation, increased control, and reduced conflict.  These benefits were 

primarily associated with the use of AIS and VMS in the the industrial and artisanal 

fisheries along the Río de la Plata.  For example, the use of VMS was recognized to 

help reduce conflict between the industrial and artisanal fleets whose navigational 

jurisdictions spatially overlap.  Nevertheless, substantial challenges associated with 

geospatial tools were also identified, largely related to insufficient control and 

enforcement, high costs, and fishers’ non-compliance to management regulations.  

Stakeholders also perceived lack of trust, communication, training, and education as 

challenges. 

6.4.1 Management recommendations and future research 

In order to overcome these challenges, several recommendations are put forth to 

improve artisanal fisheries mangement in Uruguay.  To begin with, it is strongly 

recommended that any future geospatial tools or spatial regulations are implemented 

through the fisheries councils.  These co-management councils provide a space to 

increase awareness, improve communication, and facilitate both training and education.  

This was supported by connections between the AIS trial project and the fisheries 

councils which were used to discuss tool implementation.  As the fisheries councils 

hopefully move beyond consultative co-management, positive stakeholders’ perceptions 

suggested that co-management can serve as a platform from which geospatial tools can 

be implemented to help achieve successful fisheries management.  In turn, specific 

geospatial tools can function as a mechanism for strengthening co-management 

arrangements within artisanal fisheries of Uruguay.  This study specifically 



 

recommends the implementation of participatory geospatial tools such as PGIS and 

participatory mapping and to increase fisher engagement, incorporate their priorities and 

local knowledge, and move beyond mere consultation that is currently taking place in 

the artisanal fisheries councils today.   

Regarding future research, ACM is a recently evolving field that has a relatively 

small foundation of literature.  This research provides two new areas of insight to this 

field.  The first is in regards to the intersection of geospatial tools being used within co-

management and ACM contexts.  The second is the applied context of the Uruguay case 

study, which examined the use of geospatial tools within a developing fisheries ACM 

context.  The scope of the critical literature review was somewhat limited by the 

available scholarly material, but there exists numerous opportunities to further explore 

this relationship between geospatial tools and co-management.  Future research could 

contribute to the ACM evaluation framework by understanding exactly how geospatial 

tools can contribute to achieving management outcomes.  Moreover, the idea that 

specific types of geospatial tools could be used to achieve varying aspects of co-

mangement should be further investigated.  One way to accomplish this would be by 

evaluating the process of  participatory geospatial tool implementation over an extended 

period of time.  Lastly, with considerations to the case study research findings, it is 

important to also acknowledge some of the limitations associated with the research.  

This study was conducted over a relatively short period of time (5 months) and 

subsequently had a smaller scope.  A larger research period would have allowed for a 

more extensive assessment of the geospatial tool projects in addition to conducting a 

participatory mapping trial study with the relevant stakeholders.   

In conclusion, social-ecological systems such as small-scale fisheries are complex 

systems of humans in nature.  These systems mandate the existence of appropriate 

management approaches to deal with this complexity that evolves beyond traditional 

structures towards multi-level governance, such as adaptive co-management.  With 

continually evolving spatial technology, the use of geospatial tools has become more 

accessible and affordable.  These tools play a significant role in managing resources and 

can provide a mechanism to support and facilitate co-management approaches.  This 

research suggest that co-management can serve as a platform from which geospatial 
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tools can be implemented, and that specific geospatial tools can also help strenghten co-

management to help achieve successful fisheries management.   
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Appendix A 
Parte de pesca (Artisanal fisher information form) 

 



 

Picture of the poster distributed for the GEF DINARA FAO project about the Dispatch 
Information (Despacho Ampliado) showing the spatial distribution of artisanal fishers 
and their catch. 
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Appendix B 
Interview Guide: Preamble & Oral Consent (English Version) 

I am currently a post graduate student studying in Iceland and completing my field 
research here in Uruguay.  Before this, I was living and studying in Canada for my 
undergraduate degree in geography.  I am very interested in coastal and marine 
management and that is what led me to study here in Uruguay.  Now, I am living in 
Playa Hermosa near Piriápolis and I arrived in August and leave at the end of 
December.  My supervisor is Micaela Trimble and she is helping me complete my 
research. 

I am trying to understand the role of geospatial tools used in artisanal fisheries 
management and how we can use them towards improving adaptive co-management.  
Specifically, here in Uruguay, new tools such as VMS/AIS are starting to be used 
towards fisheries management.  I want to know if these tools or similar mapping tools 
can be used to help facilitate early engagement of fishers and incorporation of their 
priorities into the management and decision-making process.   

To do this I am interviewing stakeholders from two separate fisheries councils in 
addition to participants in a recent trial study of AIS in order to understand the 
perception and experiences with these geospatial tools.  I am interested in understanding 
the perceived benefits and associated challenges in addition to how fisheries 
management can move to their integration in adaptive co-management. 

Oral Consent: 

Thank you for taking the time to meet with me about my research concerning spatial 
management and co-management of artisanal fisheries in Uruguay.  Your participation 
in this interview is voluntary.  The purpose of the interview is: 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

If you agree to participate, I will ask you to answer the questions for this interview, 
which could take around one hour.  You can choose to stop the interview at any time, 
and if there are questions you prefer not to answer, you only need to tell me so.  With 
your consent the interview will be recorded and confidentiality will be maintained.  
Only my supervisor and I will have access to this recording.  I will also be taking some 
notes during the interview.  The information from this study will be stored in a safe and 
secure location.  I will be happy to share with you the conclusions from my research at 
the end of the study, which will be approximately mid next year.  Do you agree to 
participate? Do you have any questions or doubts before we start? If you have any 
further questions you can reach me at my email/ phone number.   

*The purpose of this interview is to review the historical timeline of spatial tools that I 
already made and to further understand your knowledge and experiences regarding 
geospatial tools and the use of AIS/VMS here in Uruguay.  Moreover, I am interested in 
how these tools relate to artisanal fisheries co-management (this portion was changed 
according to which stakeholder being interviewed). 



 

Fishers Interview Question Guideline: (English) 

Interview information: name, time, location, duration, recorded, transcribed 

***Introduction & Consent*** 

1. How long have you been fishing? 
2. How old are you?  
3. How large is your fishing boat? 
4. Which zone do you fish? Sub-zone(s)? 
5. How far do you travel along the coastline? (distance possibly) 
6. What do you use to help you navigate your boat when fishing? (e.g. known points 

or markers, triangulation, radio, fish finder, GPS, navigational charts, AIS. 
7. Recently, the spatial tool VMS was made mandatory for the industrial fleet in 

Uruguay.   
7.1 Do you know what VMS is? And were you aware of the use of VMS? 
7.2 Have you noticed any changes after the VMS was implemented?  
7.3 Do you think VMS has helped reduce conflict between the industrial fleet 

and the artisanal fleet? 
  

8. I am interested in the use of tools that collect spatial data, such as VMS and AIS, 
which also use satellites to detect boat location at sea.  Do you think these types of 
tools are important and could be useful for improving artisanal fisheries 
management? Why or why not? 
 

9.  (AIS) During 2009-2013 there was a project through DINARA (GEF DINARA 
FAO) that was to start using ecosystem-based management in Uruguay.  Within this 
project a number of artisanal fishers attended workshops and several had AIS set up 
on their boats.  For how long and in what ways did you participate in this project? 

9.2 How were you initially contacted about the project? 
9.3 What happened after the project ended, did you see or hear about 

the results of the study? 
 

10. (AIS)  Why did you originally decide to participate in the project? If you stopped, 
why did you stop participating?  
 

11. (AIS PARTICIPANTS)  How frequently were you required to use the AIS system? 
 
12.  (AIS)  What other information were you required to provide for the project? (ie.  

time of departure, fishing gear type, total catch) 
 

13. (AIS)  Were there parts of using AIS that you did not like? What was the most 
challenging aspect? 
 

14. (AIS)  From what you experienced, would you consider the AIS portion of the 
project successful? Why or why not? 

 
15. What would be your opinion if all artisanal fishers were required to use AIS in the 

future? 
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16. What do you see as possible benefits involved with the use of geospatial tools in 
artisanal fisheries management? (Prompt: monitoring, safety, communication, 
resource conservation) 
 

17.  Do you think geospatial tools like AIS (used on artisanal fishing boats) could be 
help reduce conflict between artisanal fisheries and industrial fisheries? 
 

18. Do you think geospatial tools like AIS and VMS can play a role in the safety of 
fishers and fishing boats? 

 
19. What do you see as some of the challenges or barriers involved with geospatial 

tools, such as AIS/VMS, used in artisanal fisheries management?  What needs to 
change before these types of tools can be implemented? 
 

20. There have been initiatives to start using AIS on artisanal boats here in Uruguay.  
Do you think that these types of tools should be discussed at the fisheries councils? 
Why or why not? What about for future implementation? 

20.1 (Pre question for AIS Participants) Are you aware of the fisheries 
councils?  
 

21 Do you think fishers would be more likely to comply with new spatial regulations if 
they were first discussed in the councils through their chosen fisher representatives? 
 

22 What do you think needs to occur in order to build more trust between artisanal 
fishers and DINARA in regards to communicating important spatial information for 
artisanal fisheries management?  

 
23 In April this year, a new resolution was passed that requires boats greater than 6 

GRT in Zone L to use equipment such as AIS for monitoring.  Additionally, boats 
between 4-6 TRB can no longer change zones and must stay in their respective 
zones and subzones.  Boats larger than 6 TRB must stay within zone L and subzone 
EL and can operate with 50 nets of 60 m max each.  These boats larger than 6 TRB 
are prohibited to travel within 5 NM of the ports based in Punta del Diablo, Valizas, 
and Cabo Polonio.  This resolution also states from this time onward, DINARA will 
not grant fishing permits to boats greater than 4 TRB, with some exceptions.   

23.1   Have you heard of this new resolution before?   
23.2   What do you think about this resolution? 

 
***Thank you so much for taking the time to meet with me.  Would it be okay to 
contact you and follow up if I have any further questions? *** 
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DINARA and Coast Guard Interview Guideline: (English) 

Interview information: name, time, location, duration, recorded, transcribed 

***Introduction & Consent*** 

1. Can you tell me what you know about main spatial management laws and 
regulations that impact/affect artisanal fishing fleets?   

1.1 What sort of information were these regulations based upon?  
1.2 Was any spatial data collected? (Resolution 144) 

 
2. What spatial information are artisanal fishers required to give to PNN/DINARA and 

how frequently? 
  

3. Recently, the spatial tool VMS was made mandatory for the industrial fleet in 
Uruguay.   

3.1 By what year did you see this fully implemented? 
3.2 Have you noticed any changes after the VMS was implemented?  
3.3 Do you think VMS has helped reduce conflict between the industrial 

fleet and the artisanal fleet? 
 

4. I am interested in the use of tools that collect spatial data, such as VMS and AIS, 
which also use satellites to detect boat location at sea.  Do you think these types of 
tools are important and could be useful for improving artisanal fisheries 
management? Why or why not? 
 

5. (AIS)  During 2009-2013 there was a project through DINARA (GEF DINARA 
FAO) that was to start using Ecosystem-based Management in Uruguay.   

5.1.1 How were you initially contacted? 
5.1.2 For how long and in what ways did you participate? 

 
6. (AIS) How frequently were you required to use/engage with the AIS system and 

fishers using AIS? 
 

7. (AIS/PNN) What information were the fishers required to provide to the coast guard 
for this project? (ie. time of departure, gear type, total catch) 
 

8. (AIS) What happened after the project ended, did you see or hear about the results 
of the study? 
 

9. (AIS) What aspects of using AIS did you not like? What was most challenging? 
 

10. (AIS) From what you experienced, would you consider the AIS portion of the 
project successful? Why or why not? 

 
11. (AIS) What would be your opinion if all artisanal fishers were required to use AIS 

in the future? 



 

12. What do you see as possible benefits involved with the use of geospatial tools in 
artisanal fisheries management?  
 

13.  Do you think geospatial tools like AIS (used on artisanal fishing boats) could be 
help reduce conflict between artisanal fisheries and industrial fisheries? 

 
14. Do you think geospatial tools like AIS and VMS can play a role in the safety of 

fishers and fishing boats? 
 
15. What do you see as some of the challenges or barriers involved with geospatial 

tools, such as AIS/VMS, used in artisanal fisheries management?  What needs to 
change before these types of tools can be implemented? 

 
16. There have been initiatives to start using AIS on artisanal boats here in Uruguay.  

Do you think that these types of tools should be discussed at the fisheries councils? 
Why or why not? What about for future implementation? 

16.1 Are you aware of the fisheries councils?  
 

17. Do you think fishers would be more likely to comply with new spatial regulations if 
they were first discussed in the councils through their chosen fisher representatives? 
 

18. What do you think needs to occur in order to build more trust between artisanal 
fishers and DINARA in regards to communicating important spatial information for 
artisanal fisheries management?  

 
19. In April this year, a new resolution was passed that requires boats greater than 6 

GRT in Zone L to use equipment such as AIS for monitoring.  Additionally, boats 
between 4-6 TRB can no longer change zones and must stay in their respective 
zones and subzones.  Boats larger than 6 TRB must stay within zone L and subzone 
EL and can operate with 50 nets of 60 m max each.  These boats larger than 6 TRB 
are prohibited to travel within 5 nm of the ports based in Punta del Diablo, Valizas, 
and Cabo Polonio.  This resolution also states from this time onward, DINARA will 
not grant fishing permits to boats greater than 4TRB, with some exceptions.   

19.1 Have you heard of this new resolution before?   
19.2 What do you think about this resolution? 

 

***Thank you so much for taking the time to meet with me.  Would it be okay to 
contact you and follow up if I have any further questions?*** 
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Specific AIS Project Coordinator Questions: DINARA 

1. I saw the Sistema Nacional de Áreas Protegidas and was wondering if there is 
any further protection through protected areas located on the Río de la Plata or 
Atlantic Ocean regarding artisanal fishers? e.g. Cabo Polonio 
 

2. What was the GEF DINARA FAO Project and can you tell me more about the 
AIS initiative with artisanal fishers, the scope, and timeline of AIS project? 

i. How many fishers offered to be involved (of the total of fishers you 
contacted)? How many declined?  How many used the AIS in the end? 
Did some of the fishers have the AIS but not use it?  Why not? Do you 
think it would be possible to get the contact information of the fishers 
(both who did and did not use the AIS) to ask them how they valued 
the AIS experience? 

ii. I also read your abstract (Simposio de la Comisión Técnica Mixta del 
Frente Marítimo) and it mentioned TEK through participatory mapping 
and I was hoping to learn more about this? Can you clarify for me what 
you meant by participatory mapping in this context? 

iii. How did AIS relate to the fisheries co-management councils (Consejos 
de Pesca) implemented in pilot areas of the country?  

iv. It would be very useful for me talk with fishers with this experience, do 
you think it would be possible to help put me in contact with them? 

 
3. Do you know if there have been any other initiatives to collect spatial 

information about SSF before the one you were involved in? 
 

4. Did you consider using different/less public type of AIS  that did not broadcast 
fishers location at sea for fishers worried about that? 

 

Definitions Used for Interview Guides: 

Define Fisheries Councils: In 2013, a law was passed implementing a fisheries 
consultative council under which local councils were created to facilitate co-
management.  Co-management is the sharing of power between the government and the 
resources users, and in this case the resource users are the fishers.  In these local 
fisheries councils there are representatives from DINARA, the municipal government,  
departmenta government, the Coast Guard, and artisanal fishers, who are working 
together for artisanal fisheries management. 

Define VMS:  Vessel Monitoring System is a new technology that uses satellite systems 
for monitoring, control, and surveillance of fisheries activities.  In Uruguay it is used 
only for the industrial fleet and provides information about boat location and activity, 
such as speed (private). 

Define AIS:  AIS is a tool similar to VMS but is globally used to increase marine traffic 
safety and can be publically viewed online at marine traffic 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


